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As commercial and military reliance on wireless communications grows, jam resistance becomes increasingly important. Jam resistance in omnidirectional radio communications relies on spread spectrum techniques that employ symmetric keys (i.e., shared secrets). Key management is a challenging problem in scaling up critical networks such as the Global Information Grid (GIG). While alternatives to symmetric keys utilizing asymmetric cryptography and a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) exist for the Traffic Encryption Keys (TEK) used to encrypt, decrypt, and authenticate transmissions, the same cannot be said for the Transmission Security Keys (TSK) that protect the waveform from hostile jamming.

An unstated, but widespread, assumption exists that spread spectrum systems require symmetric keys to achieve jam resistance. While such shared-secret schemes are workable in small networks, the scale and nature of theater-wide, mobile, ad hoc wireless networks will quickly overwhelm any practical key management strategy. The problem could be alleviated if an asymmetric system for the physical layer were developed, but little attention has been directed at this problem and no such solution exists. Making matters worse is that public-access systems - such as the civilian side of the Global Positioning System (GPS) - preclude reliance on secret keys since every person is an authorized user. Yet while these systems are recognized as having little to no jam resistance, they are becoming increasingly critical to activities such as civilian aviation operations.

Presented here is a new form of spread spectrum based on a new coding theory - the theory of concurrent codes - that permits the construction of jam-resistant physical layers that not only do not rely on shared secret keys, but rely on no keys at all. One particular unkeyed concurrent algorithm, the BBC algorithm, is explored in depth. Then the performance of BBC pulse-based concurrent code spread spectrum (CCSS) is also analyzed for the case of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) barrage jamming and compared to similar frequency hop (FHSS) and direct sequence (DSSS) systems. Finally, prototype systems that demonstrate the capabilities of concurrent codecs using audio, image, and radio frequency transmission channels will be discussed.
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Chapter 1

Preface

Concurrent Coding Theory is a new coding theory developed at the United States Air Force Academy’s (USAFA) Academy Center for Cyberspace Research (ACCR). Because it is relatively unknown, its practical aspects will be covered in some depth. Since the author was one of the primary researchers involved in its development this is more than mere background material; however, the focus of the dissertation is on the realization and preliminary characterization of concurrent code spread spectrum (CCSS). This is a new form of spread spectrum based on concurrent codes that, unlike traditional forms, does not rely on shared secrets for its jam resistance. As a result, the scalability limitations imposed by symmetric key distribution are almost entirely eliminated.

This work is partitioned as follows:

The Introduction provides an overview of how radio communications are increasingly being used and why that translates into a corresponding increase in the importance of incorporating jam resistance into many of these systems.

The Overview of Jam Resistance discusses the concept of jam resistances within the context of its goals and how it fits within the overall framework of electronic counter measures and counter-counter measures. Included is a description of present
techniques used to achieve jam-resistance and their shortcomings, both intrinsic and in practical terms in light of current trends. The emphasis is on omnidirectional wireless communications, as these are the types of communications that present capabilities are least able to protect. The primary limitation, relevant to this work, is the reliance of shared secrets for jam resistance due to the poor scalability of symmetric keys.

The Conceptual Framework for jam resistance without shared secrets is drawn using a useful parallel to how the symmetric key distribution problem has been largely overcome in the information security arena. This sets a framework for viewing how this research permits the mitigation of this same problem in the physical waveform construction. With this in mind, the requirements of an unkeyed jam-resistant channel are established by examining the operating environment that such channels will face. This serves as a guide to determine what other relevant work exists that could offer insights into this problem and potential solutions.

The Literature Search discusses the body of work that presently exists relating to superimposed codes, of which concurrent codes are a new subset. This makes clear that concurrent codes, and thus anything based on them, represent an extension to the body of knowledge.

The Concurrent Coding Theory introduces the underlying concepts related to concurrent codes. Because these concepts require, for most people, subtle shifts in thinking about encoding and recovering information, they are built incrementally using toy examples.

The BBC-based Codecs are explored in depth. First, the Standard BBC encoding and decoding algorithms are presented and characterized in depth. Then several extensions to the standard algorithm are discussed as are several task-specific processing blocks that can enhance the performance of BBC-based codecs.

The RF Implementations look at how the rather unconventional requirements of concurrent-code based communications can be realized in practical radio systems.
After discussing several potential implementations at a high level of abstraction, a detailed look is taken at one particular implementation, namely pulsed-BBC, which is analyzed in some depth.

The **Performance of Pulsed-BBC CCSS** in AWGN barrage jamming first analyzes the equivalent bit error rate (BER) performance of Pulsed-BBC CCSS, including taking into account inherent differences between concurrent channels and traditional modulation schemes. Then optimal jamming signals for this system are discussed, followed by a comparison of the performance of Pulsed-BBC CCSS to traditional frequency hop spread spectrum (FHSS) and direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) systems.

The **Demonstrators** that have been developed to demonstrate key aspects of concurrent codes and, specifically, the BBC algorithms are discussed. These include a visualization applet and a sonic demonstrator, as well as actual RF demonstrators using software-defined radios.

The **Conclusion** makes some general closing remarks as well as discussing potential avenues for continued research.
Chapter 2

Introduction

Reliable communication of data - be it voice, imagery, telemetry, financial, command and control, or an almost countless variety of other types - has become critical to modern economies and also to modern warfare [1, 2]. Long gone are the days when interfering with an opponent’s radio communications seldom proved more than an annoyance or caused more than relatively minor delays in the flow of information. Today we are faced with many examples of communication systems in which even very short term interruptions can prove catastrophic. For instance, an airliner low on fuel in bad weather would be in a very precarious situation if the navigation signals were interfered with during final approach. Similarly, a battlefield engagement can go horribly awry if the communications used to distinguish friend from foe are compromised. These are just two examples where malicious jamming of a communications resource at a critical time can result in the loss of life.

To further expand on these two examples, the 1996 Federal Radionavigation Plan [3] specifically called for the transition to the Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) system as the primary means for enroute and terminal navigation for civil aircraft operations within the National Airspace System (NAS) with the phaseout of tradi-
tional VOR\(^1\)/DME\(^2\), NDB\(^3\), and ILS\(^4\) services to begin in 2005 and be complete in 2010. Further, it called for the use of GPS as a “sole-means” navigation service for all phases of flight, meaning that aircraft would be permitted to operate using GPS navigation without any requirement for a backup means. Subsequent plans reveal significant reflection on the wisdom of using GPS as a sole-means system in light of the recognized vulnerabilities in the system, including the lack of jam resistance. Despite this, the present 2010 Federal Radionavigation Plan [4] still calls for significant reductions in the installed base of other systems as use shifts to GPS and a more gradual phaseout of many of these systems is slated to begin in 2011 or shortly thereafter. The expectation is for these systems to be progressively designated as back-up facilities and taken off-line through attrition. As this happens, GPS jamming will become an increasingly attractive option for terrorists.

On the battlefield, the United States is presently pursuing the doctrine of net-centric operations (NCO) (a.k.a., net-centric warfare) with the goal of realizing the Global Information Grid (GIG) [5, 6] that will encompass users at all levels including top-level commanders, soldiers in the field, and conceivably even individual pieces of equipment such as rifles and artillery shells. Parts of the GIG have already been implemented and proven to be of significant utility. As the GIG is further realized, significant gains in efficiencies can potentially be achieved. For instance, if (among many other pieces of data) every rifle is reporting its ammunition usage in realtime via the GIG, then the flow of battle can more effectively be monitored and managed by everyone from squad leaders to theater commanders. In addition, logistics personnel can more rapidly predict the need for specific supplies and more quickly preposition them close to where they will be needed. The result is a “force multiplier” in which

\(^1\)VHF Omnidirectional Range - Allows aircraft to determine their absolute direction from the station.
\(^2\)Distance Measuring Equipment - Allows aircraft to determine their distance from a VOR station.
\(^3\)Non-directional Beacon - Allows aircraft to determine their relative direction from the station.
\(^4\)Instrument Landing System - Presently the primary means for performing precision instrument landing approaches to an airport.
fewer people with less equipment and fewer supplies will be able to accomplish the same missions as before. However, it also creates a critical reliance on the GIG where any significant disruption can threaten mission accomplishment.

Clearly, any link that forms a critical path in any mission-critical communication system will need to be designed and employed with jam resistance in mind. This is particularly true in adversarial environments, such as anti-terrorism or tactical military operations, where malicious players exist whose objectives would be furthered by the disruption of those links.
Chapter 3

Overview of Jam Resistance

To appreciate what “jam resistant” means, it is necessary to adequately establish what “jamming” means. Within the framework of the four classic goals of secure communications (availability, confidentiality, authenticity, and integrity), jamming is an attack on the availability of a communications resource. In the parlance of the communications community, jamming is an example of an electronic counter measure (ECM) since its intent is to counter the goals of the enemy’s communications by electronic means. Electronic efforts to mitigate jamming fall into the category of electronic counter counter measures (ECCM). Of course, such measures invite the development of more effective measures to counter those, which could be called ECCCM, and so on in an endless progression. The point is that neither side operates in a vacuum and the abilities and limitations, electronic and otherwise, of the opposing side must be taken into consideration, at least in general terms.

Jamming generally involves artificially injecting a second signal into a communications channel that combines with the legitimate signal in such a way that the receiver’s ability to recover the correct information is significantly impaired. This second signal can be as simple and brute force as wideband noise transmitted with sufficient power
to overwhelm the legitimate signal, or it might consist of very carefully crafted signals intended to mislead the receiver into misinterpreting the combined signal it receives.

Brute force jamming with broadband noise is arguably the surest way to jam a radio broadcast. It also tends to be one of the most costly by several measures. The raw energy requirements alone are one potential issue, especially if the jamming platform is small, remotely deployed, and/or battery-powered. Furthermore, the power required for effective jamming may be sufficient to permit the detection and localization of the jamming source. In most civilian environments this increases the risk of apprehension and prosecution for those responsible; on the battlefield, consequences tend to be more direct and permanent.

Attackers therefore prefer jamming methods that minimize energy expenditure, if for no other reason than self-preservation. The ideal method would permit a minuscule amount of energy, significantly less than that used by the legitimate sender, transmitted in a single burst to corrupt a legitimate message just enough to prevent its accurate reception. Even if the receiver identifies a message as being corrupted beyond recovery, they must still request a retransmission (which may also be initiated by the sender if an expected acknowledgement fails to arrive). This reduces the effective bandwidth, and hence availability, of the channel.

It is important to avoid equating jam resistant with jam proof. If the attacker is willing and able to commit sufficient energy and resources, they will always be able to sufficiently interfere with a legitimate signal so as to render it useless - this is true even for hardwired networks. As in many adversarial environments, the goal in jam resistance is not to create a situation in which the opponent absolutely cannot triumph, but rather one in which the cost of doing so is prohibitive.

The cost of jamming is a complex and subjective computation involving such factors as time, effort, resources, energy, and risk. While the defender, in theory, only has to make the cost of one component sufficiently high, the attacker can respond by
trading reliance on that component for others. Again, the classic game of counter-
measures, counter-counter-measures, and so on.

With this understanding comes the realization that characterizing the jam resis-
tance of any communications channel is neither trivial nor static. In general, it must
take into account the type of attacks that are possible, the various costs associated
with them, and the type of counter-measures that are available. Most of that is well
beyond the scope of this work and hence the measure of jam resistance that will be
used will necessarily be much more narrow and abstract.

A reasonable measure of jam resistance relates the effort required by the receiver
to recover the original message to the effort expended by the attacker. As previously
noted, however, “effort” is a very elusive term in this context. For our purposes, we
will use two complementary measures for “effort required by the receiver.” The first of
these is the effective bit error rate of the channel, which is the measure commonly used.
The second is the computational effort required to recover the legitimate message,
which is generally ignored but which, for reasons explained later, cannot be ignored
here. Turning to the “effort expended by the attacker,” this will be measured using
the conventional metric of the ratio of the mean power of the attacking signal to that
of the legitimate signal at the receiving antenna.

There are three basic techniques that can be used to provide resistance to hostile
jamming: power, directionality, and jam-resistant waveforms. All three are comple-
ments and can be combined, to the degree feasible, to achieve the maximum level of
jam resistance possible.

3.1 Power to Achieve Jam Resistance

The effectiveness of a jamming signal is directly related to the ratio of the power in
the jamming signal to the power in the legitimate signal. Thus, “simply” turning
up the transmit power provides resistance to hostile jamming. However, there are both physical and practical limits to this approach. Any given transmitter will have a maximum power output that it can produce while still maintaining the necessary waveform quality. Furthermore, high transmission power may be contraindicated when a goal is for the transmissions to remain undetected or to minimize the chance of attracting unwanted attention (such as anti-radiation missiles) from the adversary.

### 3.2 Directionality to Achieve Jam Resistance

A high degree of jam resistance can be attained by the use of highly directional signal propagating elements - if the attacker can only interfere with the signal from a limited number locations, then the defenders gain a significant advantage by controlling where those locations are and ensuring that the attackers do not have easy access to them. For instance, satellite downlinks can be made quite jam resistant by using high-gain receiving antennas. By having a very narrow reception arc that is directed well above the horizon, the attacker’s problem of injecting a malicious signal into that arc is a challenging one, particularly if the receiver is airborne. While not as effective, purely terrestrial channels can be made quite jam resistant by employing very narrow beams of energy, such as radio-frequency or laser light. This also includes the growing range of beam-forming and steering technologies, both for transmission and reception. Another very effective means is the use of wired connections, such as copper or fiber optic, to carry the traffic. While not typically thought of in those terms, it is difficult to imagine anything more highly-directional than a piece of wire. Similarly, a physical message courier can be categorized as highly-directional.

It’s worth noting that channels that base their jam resistance on high directionality are really relying on preventing the attacker from injecting the jamming signal at all
- they are not necessarily any more successful than channels that claim no particular jam resistance at tolerating those jamming signals that do get injected.

While highly-directional links offer real benefits, they are not without serious shortcomings as well. In particular, they are typically not very scalable or flexible. A significant amount of preparation is usually involved establishing them, the number of users they can accommodate is relatively limited, and they generally cannot be readily adapted to highly dynamic environments.

3.3 Shared Secrets to Achieve Jam Resistance

Reliance on using high transmit power and/or directionality for jam resistance is not always an option. In particular, jam resistance must extend to relatively low-power omnidirectional radio links as well because their scalability, simplicity, and flexibility will virtually assure their use, possibly even dominance, in the types of large-scale, flexible, highly-mobile battlefield ad hoc networks that will be found in tactical environments.

The strict definition of “omnidirectional” requires that signal propagation (transmitter) and sensitivity (receiver) patterns be independent of direction. In practice, true omnidirectionality is nearly impossible to achieve. This is particularly true in radio-frequency systems, where a system is generally considered omnidirectional if it has little directional dependence within a given plane (generally horizontal). Omnidirectional systems are, by nature, wireless. The reverse, of course, is not true; wireless communication channels can most certainly be highly directional. For this treatment, a system will be considered omnidirectional if the intended recipients have no preferential access to the transmitter’s signal relative to unintended recipients and, similarly, if the receivers are as sensitive to an attacker’s signal as they are to that coming from the legitimate sender. These are reasonable assumptions in many tac-
tical environments where the rapid, unpredictable movements of ally and adversary alike frequently make this a practical reality.

Omnidirectional alternatives generally bring extensive simplicity and flexibility to the situation, but suffer because the attacker has essentially the same access to the channel as the legitimate parties and, hence, can detect what the sender is transmitting and affect what the recipient is receiving fairly easily. To overcome this disadvantage, legitimate parties can collude ahead of time and share special knowledge, known as a “shared secret” or “symmetric key”, about how the channel will be used. This information is used to effectively hide the true signal within a much broader piece of spectrum. The broader the bandwidth over which the signal is spread, the greater the level of jam resistance since an attacker must also spread their signal over a similar bandwidth. If they are successful at depriving the attacker of this knowledge, they can shift the odds significantly in their favor. For instance, in the case of spread spectrum the hop sequence, spreading code, or other information used to spread the spectrum is assumed to be such a secret and virtually all jam resistance disappears if that secret is compromised.

This is a reasonable point to make the distinction between the different kinds of keys typically used in a secure radio network. For our purposes, these can be divided into two groups: TSKs and TEKs. A transmission security key (TSK) is used to protect the physical layer signal of the communication system, while a traffic encryption key (TEK) is used to protect the information content conveyed by that signal. Except where specifically noted, this paper focuses exclusively on the TSKs. Current TSKs are “symmetric keys” that must be closely held and safeguarded, on the one hand, while being widely and efficiently distributed, on the other. These are conflicting goals that, as the pool of authorized users grows, drive design options in opposite directions: satisfying the increased security demands slows the distribution
process while larger networks generally require more agile and rapid distribution of key material.

The challenges of managing symmetric keys on even modest scales is a well-known problem in the Information Assurance community and present solutions do not scale well to large pools of authorized users [7, 8]. Yet tactical wireless networks are growing increasingly large, particularly if they include distributed sensors. They also involve increasingly diverse participants, such as members from other agencies or coalition partners. The ability to maintain a sufficiently agile key distribution system while simultaneously making it sufficiently secure is far from guaranteed. Furthermore, there are public access systems, such as civilian-GPS and cellular networks, for which the use of shared secrets is impossible or extremely impractical; these systems could now enjoy the benefits of jam resistance.

3.4 Key Management Problem

While effective, the use of symmetric keys also serves as an Achilles’ heel. Should the attacker gain access to the key, they gain the ability to jam the channel. A large part of the defender’s task therefore becomes key management - distributing keys to legitimate users, denying them to unauthorized parties, detecting when keys have been compromised, and ensuring that legitimate users do not use compromised keys.

There are several obstacles to achieving proper key management, the most significant of which are the distribution, security, and perishability problems. The logistics involved in simply distributing the keys becomes a major problem as the size of the network grows. It is one thing to give all the members of a special operations team or a flight of fighter aircraft the keys they will need to communicate amongst themselves just prior to a mission; it is quite another to ensure that the front-line soldiers from an allied nation have the keys necessary to access real-time target intelligence coming
from yet another allied nation half a world away. Another major problem is keeping the keys secret - the more people that have access to the key, and the longer ahead of time they have that access, the greater the likelihood that the key will be compromised. To address this, it is necessary to have strict accountability for the keys. In small scale networks this is reasonably doable, but the problem quickly becomes untenable as the number of people with access grows. Related to this is the problem of detecting when keys have been compromised - perhaps the only thing worse than the enemy learning your secrets is for the enemy to do so while you still believe they are secure. While small teams of people are much more likely to know when their keys have been compromised (compared to large networks), it is still generally the case that sensitive keys are only used for a short period of time - in essence it is assumed that the adversary will obtain the keys after a certain period of time and hence they are thought of as perishable commodities. When all three of these problems are combined, it becomes self evident that the need to rapidly distribute short-lived keys to large numbers of people in a secure fashion is not only challenging, but a practical impossibility for all but the smallest of networks.

In some instances key management is a moot point because reliance on shared secrets is simply incompatible with certain types of communications - in particular, public-access systems such as civilian-side GPS have authorized user pools that include every person on the planet. To the degree that those systems are also omnidirectional, they have essentially no jam resistance at all. Since incorporating a high degree of directionality will not always be practical (or even possible) the need for jam-resistant omnidirectional communications between parties having no prior shared secret will only grow.
Chapter 4

Conceptual Framework

4.1 Typical Spread Spectrum System

A simplified block diagram of a typical spread spectrum system relevant to this dissertation is shown in Figure 4.1. The term “codec”, which is short for ”coder/decoder”, will be used throughout this dissertation in a very general sense, namely a device that transforms data from one digital format to another. Some of the codecs in the diagram are more commonly known by other names (which will be mentioned), but we want to emphasize that they are all performing the same basic function and that the traditional partitioning is therefore somewhat arbitrary and flexible. The reason for this approach is that we use a slightly repartitioned framework. In the following discussion, we will be referring to the transmit path when terms such as ‘input’ and ‘output’ are used. Each element in the receive path, of course, is simply undoing what the corresponding transmit element did.

The “data source” can be anything from a microphone to a camera to a hard disk, as long as the data is in digital form. It is commonly the case that such data is in a format that, while convenient for performing processing related to the type of data, for instance audio or video editing, is not very efficient in terms of the number of bits
used to represent the information contained. From an information theoretic point of view, each “symbol” in the data stream has a relatively low “entropy”, which is a measure of the average uncertainty, and hence information content, of each symbol [9]. For instance, consider an audio recording stored in a raw format where each sample is represented as a 16-bit integer. The values of two successive samples are unlikely to differ by a large amount since both are nearby samples from a continuous waveform. Thus, it is not surprising that given one sample, we can predict with a high degree of certainty what many of the bits in the next sample are likely to be. Thus, those bits contain very little new information and, in the sense that they largely tell us what we already know, are redundant.

Let’s consider a simple example to see how each block in the transmit path affects it. Our data source will be some piece of English text represented using ASCII, which encodes each character using an 8-bit byte. Coming out of the data source let’s say that there are eight thousand bits of data (one thousand characters) that we wish to transmit from Point A to Point B. The ”source codec” is designed to remove as much redundancy in the source data as possible so as to minimize the number of bits of data that must be transmitted. Ideally, if the source codec does its job properly, the data stream coming out of it is both considerably smaller and also looks, statistically, quite random. Some algorithms for doing this are very generic in nature and do not take into account the nature of the information, only its current representation; file compression programs commonly fall into this category. Other algorithms rely
heavily on knowing the nature of the information in order to achieve much higher degrees of compression on data of that type (and typically much poorer compression on other types). Examples of these are compressed file formats such as MP3 for audio streams, JPEG for images, and MPEG for video data. The need for high degrees of compression is particularly important in applications such as the cellular telephone network. Thus, cell phones use highly refined and optimized audio codecs to convert the raw audio data streams from the microphone into tightly compressed data packets that convey just enough information for the receiving phone to convert them back into an audio signal with enough fidelity, hopefully, to be recognizable and intelligible. In fact, applications such as this are what is normally meant when someone refers to a “codec”.

Moving on to the “security codec” – which is more commonly called an encryption module or even just an encrypter on the transmit side and a decrypter on the other – its obvious purpose is to transform the input data stream into something that looks like highly random nonsense and that requires special information, known as a “key” to convert back into something meaningful. The security codec’s output will probably have the same number of data bits as its input, and thus would be expected to have little impact on the number of bits that have to be transmitted.

In turning to the “channel codec”, we also make a transition in the immediate goals of the codecs. Up to this point, the goal has been to remove redundancy and variation in order to minimize the number of bits that must be transmitted and make the data more secure. Now, we will begin intentionally introducing redundancy and variation, in very carefully constructed ways, in order to improve the reliability of that transmission in the presence of noise, either natural or malicious. In what initially might seem to be a paradox, the purpose for doing this is to further reduce the total number of bits that have to be transmitted. How this is possible is that, in a noisy channel, some of the data bits will invariably become corrupted or lost
entirely. If the data has been optimally represented (and especially if it is encrypted) then the loss or corruption of a single bit of data results in the total corruption of the entire message. The channel coding is designed to make it possible to detect and correct this corruption, up to a point, and reduce the amount of data that has to be retransmitted.

To illustrate a simple example of channel coding, consider the case where there is no source or security coding at all and we simply transmit the data as straight ASCII characters. Because the most significant bit in each ASCII byte is zero, the receiver will have little problem locking onto the byte boundaries, even if this bit occasionally gets flipped. So although that bit conveys no information and would be completely extraneous in a noise-free system, the mere fact that it is entirely redundant allows the receiver to synchronize to the data stream in the presence of noise. Now assume that each byte received were displayed on a screen or written to a text file and examined. Most people would have little difficulty extracting the information content even if a fairly significant fraction, say 10%, were corrupted. The reason that this would be possible is because the data inherently contained a lot of redundant information that a human reader could draw upon in order to reconstruct most, if not all, of the corrupted or missing information. Furthermore, even if reconstruction weren’t possible, it would be all-but-certain that the human reader would detect that the received message was corrupted beyond recovery and request the sender to retransmit. On the other hand, it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to develop a computer program that could perform this same recovery task at anywhere near the level of noise that a human could perform. So let’s consider the two types of recovery described here. The first, relying on the leading bit of each character being zero and using that to permit a simple logic circuit to synchronize to a noisy data stream, represents redundant information that is not there because of any fundamental feature of the the English language, but rather because of a coincidence in how characters are represented in
a computer. Being able to reconstruct corrupted characters, on the other hand, is an example of humans relying on redundancy that exists in the language itself. It is perhaps not coincidental that human languages, both written and spoken, have such redundancies and that humans are able to so naturally exploit them, such as when trying to make out a conversation in a noisy room. It would not be surprising if both evolved hand-in-hand. Similarly, it is not surprising that if we want to permit a computer to perform these same tasks, namely detecting that corruption has occurred or, even better, correcting a significant amount of it, that the redundant information needed would best come from algorithms specifically designed for that purpose since, at least presently, letting them evolve naturally is not a viable alternative.

Coming back to the channel codec, its purpose is to encode the data and add redundant information so that the receiving codec can recover the correct data even in the presence of some maximum tolerable amount of noise. The term channel coding is used because the best algorithm is one that leverages knowledge about the types of noise and its likely effects in the transmission channel used to convey data from sender to receiver. For instance, the manner in which noise from other cell phones impacts a signal between a moving vehicle and a cell tower is very different from the manner in which noise from the sun impacts a signal returning to Earth from a deep space probe such as Voyager. Similarly, the ability, or lack thereof, to request a transmission impacts the decision on how much redundant information to add; a cell phone user can ask the other person to repeat what they just said or even reestablish the connection if necessary while data transmitted from Voyager represent a one-time opportunity since the data buffers are overwritten long before any retransmit request could possibly be received.

The coding algorithms used by channel codecs are generally described as “error-detecting” or “error-correcting” codes. Examples range from simple parity bits to a broad range of linear and non-linear codes including families such as BCH and Reed-
Solomon [9, 10]. Furthermore, codes can be streaming, such as convolution codes, or packetized, such as block codes. Regardless of the details of a specific code, each one introduces additional bits into the data and is generally described by a “code rate”, $R_C$, which is defined as the ratio of the number of input bits to the number of output bits.

Thus, a code rate of “$4/7$” means that for each four bits presented to the codec, seven bits are output. Since we will be focussing on a packetized coding system, we will only consider those. At this stage, it is sufficient to note that a block code generally accepts an $L$-bit message and produces an $C$-bit codeword, with $C \geq L$. Therefore the code rate for a block code is

$$R_C = \frac{L}{C}$$

(4.1)

As would be expected, a general goal is to use the highest rate code that will accomplish the error detection/correction objectives.

Looking again at our example, let’s assume that the channel codec is using a 1/2 rate code and consumes data from its input eight bits at a time and produces 16-bit codewords at its output. The average entropy would therefore be cut in half to 1/4 bit of information per codeword bit and the variability would likely be increased considerably. For this example, let’s assume that the standard deviation is increased to 1/100.

Finally, we come to the “spectrum codec”, more commonly known as the spread spectrum modulator. There are several general reasons why a system might choose to use spread spectrum. One would be to make the system tolerant of very poor signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), such as is the case in the Global Positioning System (GPS). Another is to permit multiple systems to share the same spectrum allocation, as is the case with many modern systems ranging from some cellular technologies.
to many wireless home automation devices. A third, which is the one we are most interested in, is to make the signal resistant to intentionally crafted noise broadcast by an adversary whose purpose is to disrupt communications. In each case, the idea is to take a signal that could normally be transmitted in a particular bandwidth, $W_{NB}$, as a narrowband signal and instead use a considerably larger bandwidth, $W_{SS}$, in order to give it a level of immunity to the noise it is expected to encounter. In practice, the ratio of these two bandwidths could range anywhere from about ten to tens of thousands. For instance, some radio modems in RF Innovation’s Piccolo line [11] have as little as few as 5Hz per bps (bits per second) (bandwidth/data rate is another common metric) while civilian GPS [12] uses a 1.023MHz bandwidth to sustain a 50bps data rate, or more than 20kHz/bps.

Like the channel codec, the spectrum codec that works best is one that is chosen with the specific type of expected noise in mind. The performance of a spread spectrum system is properly defined as the ratio of the increase in performance of the system with spectrum spreading to the performance without it. This ratio is known as the “processing gain”, $G_P$. Unfortunately, this definition requires the additional definition of what is meant by “performance”, which might be quite different for different objectives even with the same system. A somewhat looser definition that is usually still a reasonable approximation is the ratio of the spread transmission bandwidth to the underlying data rate. When focussing just on the spectrum codec, the data rate would refer to the bit rate being presented to its input, since it seldom has any awareness of either the existence or the impact of prior coding blocks. On the other hand, when comparing overall systems, such as candidate systems intended to transmit video data between two stations, a more holistic definition might be used that would compare, perhaps, the ratio of the frame rates that could be supported across the link taking into account everything from the video compression to the need to occasionally retransmit data that couldn’t be corrected on prior attempts.
For completeness, we will talk briefly about the “modem”, or the “modulator/demodulator”. Many spread spectrum systems use separate data modulators and spreading modulators. Furthermore, some systems modulate the data prior to performing the spreading and others do it afterward. For many purposes, these are theoretically equivalent ways to accomplish the same ends and the specific choices are often driven by practical design considerations. The specific choice reflected in Figure 4.1 represents the fact that this dissertation focusses on a system that intrinsically combines the channel and spectrum codecs into a single block.

### 4.2 Channel Coding Meets Spectrum Coding

Summarizing to this point, most modern communication systems employ several different types of coding. First, the information source may have significant redundancy in the data it generates and a source codec removes as much of this as possible to minimize the number of bits that must be transmitted. There might also be a security codec, typically a cryptographic module of some sort, intended to scramble the data so that its content is extremely difficult, if not impossible, for a third party to divine should they intercept it. The data might then be passed through a channel codec that inserts redundancy back into the data, except that this redundancy is specifically intended to permit the receiving codec to correct at least some of the errors that the signal experiences during transmission. Finally, a spread spectrum system applies a spreading code in the spread spectrum modulator (the spectrum codec) to smear the information signal over a much larger portion of the spectrum making it harder to detect and/or jam. In comparing systems to each other, or to some benchmark, the processing gain is the ratio of the relative performance with and without a particular enhancement.
For our purposes, a reasonable metric is the ratio of the transmitted bandwidth to the data rate presented to the channel codec, \( R \). Thus, our processing gain is defined as

\[
G_P = \frac{W_{SS}}{R}
\]  

(4.2)

This definition of processing gain is useful for us because we wish to focus on a new type of codec, called a “concurrent codec”, that is envisioned as performing the functions of both the channel codec and the spread spectrum codec in one processing operation. While some aspects of this new coding algorithm are clearly more akin to channel coding and aspects to spectrum coding, the two operations are combined in such a way that it is not possible to separate them into distinct, independent blocks. Thus, for comparison purposes, we want to compare the performance of a concurrent codec to the combined performance of a traditional channel codec and spread spectrum codec while keeping all else equal.

4.3 Analogy to Public-Key Cryptography

This situation is not without precedent and an understanding of a similar historical problem is useful for framing this discussion. Until the advent of asymmetric cryptography in the early 1970s\(^1\) [13, 14, 15, 16], it was nearly universally accepted that secure encrypted communications required the prior exchange of keys via a secure unencrypted channel. For entities such as governments and large corporations, for whom the overhead and expense of distributing keys was an acceptable cost for securing their internal communications, such a limitation was merely a significant hindrance - these organizations had the resources to deal with the distribution problem, though in large part this was because the number of parties to whom keys had to be

\(^1\)Asymmetric cryptography had actually been developed a decade or so earlier by the National Security Agency and other intelligence agencies, but this was not made known until long after it was independently developed and put into the public literature
distributed was relatively small and manageable. In contrast, however, the cost and difficulty of securing large scale personal and consumer transactions via the secure distribution of keys quickly approaches the unimaginable.

Attempts to extend cryptographic protection to larger networks has included a variety of strategies, but all have required prior secure communications - if not with the other party than with a trusted third party. Perhaps the most evolved such system is Kerberos [17, 18], developed originally at MIT during the early 1980’s. Kerberos permits secure communications between two parties who have no prior knowledge of each other over an insecure network by acting as a central clearing house for session encryption keys. However, the system requires that each party have a prior relationship (and shared secret) with the Kerberos server and that the Kerberos server be available at the beginning of the communication session. If either of those requirements is not met, secure communications cannot commence.

The symmetric key distribution problem therefore posed an enormous hurdle for electronic commerce. Asymmetric cryptography fundamentally changed this situation. Instead of both parties sharing the same key, asymmetric algorithms use two different, but related keys. These cryptographic algorithms use “asymmetric keys” in which each party in the exchange uses different, but related, keys [7]. In essence, one party generates both keys and whatever is encrypted with one key can only be decrypted with the other. That party then keeps one key private and makes the other key public. Using the public key, anyone can encrypt a message that only the holder of the private key can decrypt (provided there is no feasible means of deriving the private key from the public key). Notice that there is still a secret involved and there is still sharing involved; however there is no shared secret. One key, the “private key,” must still be closely held and safeguarded, but never needs to be distributed; the other key, the “public key,” may need to be widely distributed but does not need to be safeguarded. By splitting the key management problem this way, highly scal-
able solutions can be developed; in fact, without asymmetric keys, e-commerce could not function at anything approaching the scale that it presently does.

In particular, asymmetric makes possible the still-expanding Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for the distribution of public keys in such a way that they can be used to authenticate message traffic as well. Thus it is possible to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity of data transferred between parties having no prior relationship [19, 20, 21, 22] without requiring a solution to the scalability limits of symmetric key distribution. Even without PKI, it is possible to securely exchange information over an insecure network using, for instance, the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange algorithm - what is lost is the ability to authenticate the other party.

It would be incorrect, however, to conclude that asymmetric algorithms supplanted symmetric ones. Present asymmetric algorithms are very computationally intensive and it is highly likely that symmetric algorithms will always be the more efficient of the two. This is simply due to the significantly greater constraints placed on the behavior of an asymmetric algorithm compared to its symmetric brethren. As a result, the data throughput for an asymmetrically encrypted channel is generally much lower - typically one or two orders of magnitude - than for a symmetrically encrypted one. To overcome this penalty while maintaining the independence from shared secrets, a hybrid approach is typically employed wherein an asymmetric channel is used to establish communication, but only for the purpose of exchanging short-lived session keys that are used to set up an appropriate symmetric channel. In modern communications, the overwhelming use of asymmetric algorithms, such as Diffie-Hellman key exchange and RSA, are for the secure exchange of symmetric session keys between parties while symmetric ciphers such as 3DES\textsuperscript{2} and AES\textsuperscript{3} continue to protect the bulk of the traffic. In practical terms, symmetric keys are still used and

\textsuperscript{2}Generally referred to as Triple-DES, 3DES is a three-round variant of the Data Encryption Standard effectively providing a 112-bit key strength.

\textsuperscript{3}Advanced Encryption Standard - The nominal successor to DES which provides several key-length options with the most common being 256 bits.
the associated key management issues still exist, but they have been partitioned to a hyperfine degree. Instead of a central authority generating keys that many parties will use for an extended period of time and devising way to securely transfer them, they are generated on the fly, distributed to only two parties, only exist for the duration of a single session, and are securely transmitted over an insecure channel as part of the asymmetric handshaking protocol.

Unfortunately, while asymmetric public/private key approaches permit information to be exchanged securely over an insecure channel, they do require that such a channel, even if insecure, exist and be functional (i.e., unjammed). A means of using asymmetric keys to achieve jam resistance in the physical layer has yet to be devised. In other words, asymmetric keys could be used as TEKs, but not TSKs. Despite this, the world of omnidirectional wireless communications is quite analogous to that previously faced by the information assurance world. Modulation schemes such as spread spectrum are almost direct counterparts to symmetric ciphers in several central respects: (1) efficient, high-bandwidth, jam-resistant communications are possible, provided a shared secret can be successfully exchanged; (2) shared secret distribution is a limiting factor in the large scale deployment of such jam-resistant channels; (3) what is needed is an analogous means of exchanging keys via an insecure channel; and (4) significant penalties in data throughput and processing cost can be tolerated while performing the key exchange.

4.4 Requirements for Unkeyed Jam Resistance

Put simply, our problem is to devise a means of transferring a message from a sender to a receiver via omnidirectional broadcast in the face of significant hostile jamming even when the jammer possesses any and all knowledge that is common to both legitimate parties. Given those constraints, we need to determine what actions are
available to the jammer and what characteristics our system must possess to resist those actions.

Restricting the discussion to omnidirectional wireless communications, the only means currently available of providing significant resistance to hostile jamming is the use of spread spectrum techniques, such as frequency hopping and direct sequence. However, as previously mentioned, all traditional forms of spread spectrum achieve resistance through the use of a shared-secret spreading code, such as the hop sequence used by FHSS or the chip sequence used by DSSS. More explicitly, in light of the prior discussion, the spreading code forms a “symmetric key” since the same code must be known to both sender and receiver. Under the stipulations of our problem statement, we must therefore assume that the jammer has somehow obtained the spreading code. With this information, the jammer can generate a valid signal that will interfere with the legitimate signal so as to increase the jamming vulnerability to a level comparable to a narrowband transmission.

Before considering what is required to make an unkeyed system jam resistant, let’s first acknowledge than any unkeyed system has to give up low probability of detection (LPD) since anyone can now detect the signal as easily as the legitimate receiver. For systems in which LPD (separate from jam resistance) is critical, an unkeyed jam-resistant system would not be an option, except perhaps in a hybrid system in which a very short unkeyed session was used to exchange session TSKs for the remainder of the conversation, using either a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) or something similar to a Diffie-Helman key exchange [8, 23].

One way in which to view this situation is that the spreading code effectively defines a dynamically shifting narrowband channel through which a message signal is tunneled. Without knowing the code, the best the jammer can generally do is craft a signal that will, statistically, inject enough noise into the desired tunnel to produce the desired adverse affect. But with the spreading code, they can make sure
their signal is injected entirely into the correct tunnel. As is generally the assumption in the communications community regarding “smart jammers”, we will grant the adversary some rather unrealistic capabilities in order to determine the worst case bounds. In particular, the usual assumption is that the adversary knows everything about your system (except the spreading code, which we are also granting them knowledge of) and therefore can generate a perfectly valid signal that is optimally aligned at the receiver to interfere with the legitimate signal. Further, we assume that they know the legitimate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver front end. Given these capabilities, the most effective jamming signal is going to be one (or many) valid signals overlaid on the legitimate signal such that they arrive at the receiver at the same time. Given that almost all receivers are designed to lock onto a single valid waveform and reject everything else as channel noise, this situation will almost certainly jam the channel completely because, if nothing else, the receiver will be faced with a decision of which of the many potential signals to lock onto and will almost certainly choose wrong. But even this is too optimistic – with the spreading code at hand, the jammer can simply take whatever narrowband waveform would have been most effective against a non-spread version of the system and then modulate it using the same spreading code as the legitimate signal. Thus the jammer will most likely be able to drive the bit error rate (BER) toward unrecoverable levels using power levels comparable to that of the legitimate signal.

With all of this in mind, let’s consider the requirements for achieving jam resistance (in an omnidirectional signal) without any secret keys at all. To be more specific, what challenges would a spread spectrum system have to overcome if the spreading code were publicly disclosed? As is always the case, it is assumed that a hostile adversary will fashion the attack signal, within their own capabilities and limitations, that minimizes the ability of the legitimate receiver to recover information from the received signal. We’ve already established that arguably the most effective
jamming signal would simply be other valid signals present concurrently with the legitimate signal. Thus, we will refer to channels in which multiple valid signals are potentially present as a “concurrent channel” and accept that any unkeyed spread spectrum system must contend with such a channel.

However, while extracting information modulated onto a signal that has been badly corrupted by an attacker’s overlying valid signal is a daunting task, merely detecting that such a signal is present is a much easier undertaking. With this in mind, a system that encodes information only by the presence of a specific set of signals (which will be called “marks”) has the potential to allow information to be conveyed in a concurrent channel. This is because it is no longer sufficient for the attacker to simply distort the legitimate signal until no information can be demodulated from it; instead, they must successfully prevent the presence of the signal itself from even being detected. In theory, it is possible to construct an attack signal that could cancel out some types of legitimate signals at the receiver. In practice, however, just canceling a single-tone signal this way is extremely difficult since even small errors in frequency, phase, or amplitude are likely to leave a detectable residue.

While a seemingly subtle distinction, it is actually critical to note that the information must be encoded solely in the presence of a particular set of marks (however distorted those marks might become). The information encoding cannot rely on the absence of specific marks (or, in other words, the presence of a particular set of “spaces”). How this is achieved, and the limits of doing so, will become apparent when the BBC algorithm is discussed later. Because the legitimate marks need to be detected but we can tolerate many spaces being lost, the ideal channel for a concurrent code spread spectrum system is an OR-channel. In this type of channel, a mark is detected by the receiver if any signal source, friendly or hostile, delivers a mark, while a space is declared only when all signal sources, friendly and hostile, contribute spaces. In practice, like any other ideal channel model, an OR-channel cannot be
perfectly realized. However, as will be shown, even very simple transmission schemes can provide quite reasonable approximations in practice.

We can now make a key observation about the nature of the realizable communication channel that we want for an unkeyed form of spread spectrum such as this to work. We will limit the discussion to a binary channel in which the two symbols are a “mark” and a “space.” The receiver’s primary objective is to correctly detect all marks that are transmitted. However, it does not have to correctly detect spaces; for the basic BBC encoding analyzed in this paper, only about half must be detected as spaces (overwhelmingly, any half will do) [24, 25, 26]. Consequently, we want to use a channel in which the probability of detecting a legitimate mark is very high; fortunately, we can tolerate a significant probability of falsely declaring a mark when a space should have been detected. A channel such as this is highly asymmetric and very atypical in modern communications, so our analysis will begin from the basic properties of such channels.
Chapter 5

Literature Search

The literature search for this project focussed on two areas: (1) What work has been done to enable jam-resistant communications in omnidirectional systems in the absence of a symmetric key, and (2) what is the existing body of knowledge relating to the behavior of binary sequences combined via a bitwise-OR.

5.1 Relevant Work on Jam Resistance

Since one of the chief claims of this research is that it is the first (successful) effort to achieve significant jam resistance in an omnidirectional system in the absence of an uncompromised symmetric key, this part of the search equated to attempting to prove a negative. Numerous papers were found that dealt with the jam resistance of communication systems. For instance, in the case of spread spectrum systems, much attention has been given to performance against jamming and various mitigation strategies both generally [27, 28, 29] and in specific subfamilies including direct sequence [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35], frequency hopping [30, 36], and pulse-position systems [37, 38, 39]. However, all employ either directionality or symmetric keys. Similarly, examples of fielded systems that claim significant jam resistance were also not hard to find, but again all of them rely on directionality and/or symmetric keys.
Given the growing importance of jam resistance in general, it is unlikely that all substantive work in this area would have evaded the major research publications and databases such as CiteSeer and IEEExplore.

5.2 Relevant Work on Superimposed Codes

In contrast, exploration of the behavior of binary sequences that have been combined using a bitwise-OR enjoys a rich history over the past six decades. The topic has been studied by several highly disparate communities, ranging from pure math theorists to practical information retrieval system designers. These groups appear to have had little interaction with each other in this topic area and, as a result, a plethora of terminology exists and many different words and phrases are used for the same, or at least similar, concepts. The most widespread term for the bitwise combination of messages is *superimposed codes* [40, 41, 42, 43] and many other terms [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51] have followings in various communities. Many of these codes have been constrained in various ways to improve specific performance parameters [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60], but none have focussed on providing an efficient means of decoding large collections of codewords that have been bitwise-OR’ed together. Typically, these codes are for a fairly small codebook, such as one codeword per user in a system or cell-culture in a biology study, so it’s more likely to be on the order of thousands (or perhaps millions) of codewords rather than exponentially large codebooks such as $2^{1000}$ [61, 62, 63, 64, 65].

One indication of the overall significance of superimposed codes is that the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) maintains a definition for a superimposed code: “A set of bit vectors such that no vector is a subset of a bitwise-OR of a small number of the others” [66].
In keeping with tradition, yet another name is introduced here, namely *concurrent codes*. However, this is justified because concurrent codes are not just superimposed codes by another name; concurrent codes are a subset of superimposed codes possessing a property that has previously eluded other researchers. Specifically, concurrent codes are the subset of superimposed codes that can be efficiently decoded (preferably in linear time).

Actually, concurrent codes are a subset of a slight generalization of superimposed codes. Superimposed codes guarantee that the combination of any number of code-words, up to some maximum, will contain no other codewords at all. Concurrent codes, on the other hand, only provides a probabilistic expectation value of the number of additional codewords contained that can be made arbitrarily small. This evolution in the definition is similar to what has happened historically in error correcting codes. The early codes had guarantees that it could recover any codeword with up to a certain number of errors. But modern codes guarantee only a high probability of recovering the codeword. So “concurrent codes” can be thought of as “superimposed codes” that are constrained to be efficient, but allowed to be probabilistic.

For simplicity, it is useful here to define a single vocabulary that will be used throughout this document and then use that vocabulary, wherever possible, even when discussing the work of a particular field that prefers a different nomenclature. Translating the NIST definition into this terminology, the “bit vectors” are “code-words” and the “bitwise-OR of a small number of (them)” is a “packet”. If a codeword is a subset of a packet, it is said to be “covered” by or “contained” in the packet. Hence, the NIST definition of a superimposed code in our terminology would be, “A set of codewords such that no codeword is contained in a packet composed of a small set of other codewords.”

What has become fairly apparent after reviewing the literature is that nearly all of the existing work has proceeded from a central premise - that the set of codewords
is relatively small and, where necessary, fully enumerated. It is a simple matter to
determine if a specific codeword is contained in a packet, whereas identifying all of the
codewords that are contained in a packet is a much more challenging task. However,
if the set of codewords is sufficiently small, it can be accomplished in an acceptable
amount of time via exhaustive search. In fact, the inability to extract codewords
from a packet except via exhaustive search has been touted as a benefit for some
applications.

That so much attention has been devoted to superimposed codes without a cor-
responding amount of effort spent attempting to devise a means to efficiently decode
packets containing them may seem odd at first. However, a brief overview of the
types of applications they arose from sheds quite a bit of light on this apparent odd-
ity. The earliest use of what would become superimposed codes appears to have
originated by Robert Dorfman and David Rosenblatt in the early days of the United
States involvement in World War II [67]. Faced with a need to screen millions of
service inductees in order to identify a few thousands of cases of syphilis, Dorfman
and Rosenblatt, economists by training, devised a means of significantly reducing the
total number of tests that must be performed by pooling blood samples and testing
only the pools. If, they asserted, the initial screening was performed by grouping the
blood of five inductees into a single test sample, then if the test returned negative
there was no need to perform further tests on any of those five people. If, however,
the test was positive then the individual(s) infected could be identified by retesting
just those five people (using blood held back for that purpose). Since most of the
pools would return negative results, the total number of tests performed would only
be a little over one-fifth of the number needed for individual testing. As it turned
out, this method of screening for syphilis was never put into practice for a variety of
reasons; however Dorfman published his proposal [68] and hence was started the field
of “group testing”.
One of the most frequently cited works in the field of superimposed codes is the 1964 paper by Kautz and Singleton [40]. Many papers confer upon them the honor of inventing superimposed codes. However, Kautz and Singleton themselves, in that initial work, refer to the 1958 work of Schultz [69]. Schultz’s work involved the effort to categorize and cross reference the unprecedented amount of technical literature developed during World War II. A variety of schemes had been proposed, some practical and some not, of performing data searches on large volumes of information. One such method involved taking a large index card with the reference information for publication and punching a line of small holes along one edge. Then the publication would be classified according to a list of categories and for each category in which it belonged a subset of the holes assigned to that category would be turned into slots extending completely to the card edge. Each card would therefore end up with a set of holes and slots which served to identify all of the categories to which the publication belonged. However, since there were many more categories than there were holes, it was necessary for the same slot to be used for multiple categories. When a search needed to be performed, a stack of cards would be assembled and small rods would be passed through the holes associated with category of interest. Then the rods would be held up and any cards that had slots at the locations of all the rods would drop out of the stack. Any card which did not drop would be known to not belong to the category being tested, although it was possible that some “false-drops” would occur meaning that some cards might drop that did not belong to the category. As computers, then very much in their early days, were developed, this manual index-card based system lent itself quite naturally to the migration to computer-read punched cards. Much of the subsequent development of superimposed codes arose from devising various ways to minimize the probability of false drops while maximizing the number of categories that could be encoded using a limited number of holes.
As (relatively) modern computers continued to find new applications, superimposed codes gained interest in a variety of venues, but nearly all had at their core the goal of membership testing within a group. Perhaps the archetypical example, generally associated with Bloom filters [44], is the notion of a dictionary. In this example each word in the dictionary is encoded into a codeword and then all of the codewords are combined into a packet. At this point, a spell check can be performed by taking each word in the document, encoding it, and testing if the codeword is covered by the packet. If it isn’t, then it is guaranteed that the word is not contained in the dictionary. If it is, then the word probably is in the dictionary, but there is a slight chance that it is not. Bloom and others spent considerable effort devising codes that minimize the probability of false hits, but the premise has always remained that the areas of use would continue to involve only membership testing. A consequence of this is that, while it is easy to test if a particular word is in the dictionary, it is impossible to take the dictionary packet and generate a list of all the words in the dictionary. This one-way behavior has been offered as being a feature in the sense of the following example: All of the social security numbers of all of the people in a particular group, say people that the government owes money to, are encoded and combined into a packet. The packet is now made public and any person can easily test whether the government owes them money. However, it is impossible to generate the list of social security numbers contained in the packet except by exhaustive search (which, today of course, would not be much of a hurdle, but the idea is there).

The inability to efficiently decode an arbitrary packet in the face of an exponentially large set of codewords has not been of major consequence for most of the work described in the literature. Most of it has been concerned with determining the likelihood that a given codeword will be incorrectly determined to be contained within a packet even when it was not one of the codewords used to form the packet. This is not to say that the desirability of efficiently decoding packets drawn from very
large codebooks has never been recognized. However, as recently as 2003 Cormode and Muthukrishnan concluded that no method short of exhaustive search existed for decoding [70]. It’s not known if these authors were aware of work published in 1988 that did present a relatively efficient (i.e., polynomial time) algorithm for decoding packets containing fairly small numbers of codewords [71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. Even if such algorithms were known to them, it’s quite conceivable that they would have been deemed inadequate since the algorithms were of complexity $O(n^3)$ or $O(n^4)$, hence packets containing 1000 codewords could have required as many as a trillion iterations of the algorithm. In contrast to this, the BBC algorithm developed here decodes packets in linear time, $O(n)$. 
Chapter 6

Concurrent Coding Theory

This section focuses exclusively on the encoding and decoding algorithms and does not concern itself with transmission issues such as noise or timing considerations; those will be covered in a later section. The discussion will be focused on a concurrent codec, whose requirements, capabilities, and characteristics will be developed incrementally. By the end of this section, the complete Standard BBC codec algorithms will be have been covered, including their quantitative performance expectations. Included in the discussions are several enhancements to the Standard BBC codec.

6.1 Concurrent Codecs 101

A codec (coder/decoder) has two data paths, one for data to be transmitted and one for data being received. The transmission side of a concurrent codec is largely indistinguishable from a conventional channel codec in that it accepts a data stream and encodes it into one or more codewords which are then presented to the physical layer block of the transmitter for modulation and eventual broadcast.

Existing concurrent codecs are intrinsically packet based, thus an entire $L$-bit message (which is nothing more than a fixed-width collection of information bits and overhead bits) is presented to the codec which then transforms it into a single $C$-bit
codeword. The ratio

$$F = \frac{C}{L}$$

(6.1)

is the expansion factor and is the single most important parameter in establishing the jam resistance of the resulting system. As has already been mentioned, the concurrency efficiency, $\eta$, of a concurrent codec serves as a rough analogy to the code rate of a traditional channel codec. The expansion factor similarly is a rough analogy to the spreading ratio discussed in the context of traditional spread spectrum modulators since it is directly proportional to the increase in bandwidth associated with using CCSS (or, equivalently, the decrease in data rate suffered while keeping the transmission bandwidth constant).

Likewise, the receiving side of a concurrent codec has most of the same goals as conventional channel codecs, namely to accept a bitstream from the receiver’s physical layer block, identify codewords that are contained in it, and decode them to reassemble the original data stream and pass it to the next higher block in the architecture. However, there are two fundamental differences in how this is done compared to most conventional channel codecs. First, conventional codecs are not concerned with any aspect of spectrum spreading, whereas a concurrent codec performs this task as well as channel coding. Second, a traditional channel codec assumes the presence of a single, possibly corrupted, codeword (at a time) and tries to recover the original data from it, or at least detect that corruption has occurred. While codecs based on error-correcting codes can be made quite robust against non-intelligent noise, they are easily defeated with intelligently crafted noise. In essence, error-correcting codes are too clever for their own good. What is needed is a codec that makes no attempt to figure out what the true original data was but, instead, simply generates a list of all possible data segments that are consistent with the received packet regardless of the amount of corruption. Such a codec is defined as a concurrent codec.
The model that will be used assumes that an arbitrary chunk of data is to be transmitted from Node A to Node B. The data will be partitioned into a series of messages that will contain routing and reconstruction information along with some portion of the data. The result will be a sequence of messages that will be presented to the transmitting codec. The codec will then encode each message into a codeword and assemble them into a sequence of one or more packets that will be broadcast. The receiver will detect the transmission and produce a continuous stream of bits within which are contained (hopefully) the transmitted packets. A packet is nothing more than a segment of the received bitstream large enough to encompass one codeword. Each packet may contain multiple codewords and successive packets may overlap. The receiving codec will extract any and all codewords that are consistent with each packet it examines, decode the codewords into the corresponding messages, and pass along the resulting message list. The next layer will authenticate each message and pass along only those that remain valid to a final block that will extract the data from them and reassemble it. Here, of course, we are only concerned with that portion of the processing that is performed by the codec itself.

In the case of a transmission channel with symmetric error probabilities, every position in the codeword has the same probability of containing an error and thus every received packet is consistent with every possible codeword (because of the ‘regardless of the amount of corruption’ clause) and the resulting message list would always contain every conceivable message. However, with a sufficiently asymmetric channel, only those messages whose codewords are covered by the received packet are included in the list. To be covered, a codeword must have all of its marks in the packet (this absolute constraint will be relaxed later when codec enhancements are considered).

For now, we will assume that the channel is sufficiently asymmetric such that there is effectively zero probability of a mark (a ‘1’ bit) being turned into a space (a ‘0’ bit)
but that there is a fair likelihood of spaces being corrupted by noise and turned into marks. Under this assumption corruption can only turn spaces into marks - marks that are actually transmitted will be received (this assumption will be somewhat relaxed later).

If the attacker can force us to receive a packet of all marks then the channel is completely jammed. In practice, the channel becomes effectively jammed if the attacker forces us to receive a packet that has too high a percentage of marks. Hence our anti-jamming strategy can be concisely summarized as needing to be able to operate in the presence of as many marks as possible while simultaneously making it too expensive for the attacker to force us to operate any closer.

For illustration purposes, let’s consider a toy example having four-bit messages with an expansion of eight (i.e., the codewords are eight times as long as the message, thirty-two bits in this example) and a mark factor of one (i.e., there is one mark in the codeword per message bit, four marks per codeword in this example). Each of the sixteen possible messages maps to a unique codeword. The mapping is performed by the encoder portion of a codec using some algorithm. For now, it is sufficient to simply list the messages and the corresponding codewords, the algorithm used is irrelevant. The resulting codebook is shown in Table 6.1.

Because all codewords are unique, any time a single message is encoded and transmitted only that message will be decoded at the other end unless some form of corruption occurs. As marks are added to the packet, either by noise or an attacker, eventually additional codewords will be covered by the packet and the codec will add the corresponding messages to the list. Since it is assumed that the attacker has access to the same information as the legitimate sender, they will always be able to force a concurrent codec to add additional messages to the list while expending no
Table 6.1: Toy codebook.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Codeword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>00010000 00100000 00000010 01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>00000000 00010000 00010100 00010000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>01000000 01000000 01001000 00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0011</td>
<td>00001000 00010000 00000000 10000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>00000000 10000010 00010000 00010000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0101</td>
<td>00010000 00000001 10000000 00000100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0110</td>
<td>00100000 00010000 00010010 01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>00011000 00000000 00000000 00100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>00000000 00100100 00000000 00100100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>00010010 00010000 00000000 10000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>00000000 00000100 00000000 00101010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>00100100 01000000 00100000 00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>00010000 00001000 00000000 00001000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>10000000 00000000 00010000 00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>00010100 00100000 00100000 00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>00001100 00000000 00001000 00000010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

more energy per message than was required by the legitimate sender, simply by using
the same process.

Consider a packet formed by the legitimate sender transmitting message 3 and
the attacker sending messages 6, 9, and 12. Assuming the codewords are perfectly
aligned results in the packet shown in Table 6.2. When these messages are decoded
(by brute force examination of each codeword in the codebook in this case) it is found
that the packet covers messages 3, 6, 9, and 12 and, hence, these are the messages in
the codec’s output list.

In contrast, consider a packet formed using the legitimate message 2 and attack
messages 6 and 14 (see Table 6.3). Because of the interaction between marks con-
tributed by the individual codewords, the resulting packet covers additional messages,
namely 0 and 11, that were not part of the generating list.
Table 6.2: Toy example without hallucinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Codeword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generating Message List</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0011</td>
<td>00001000 00010000 00000000 10000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0110</td>
<td>00100000 00010000 00010010 01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>00010010 00010000 00000100 00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>00010000 00001000 00000001 00001000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet</td>
<td>00111010 00011000 00010111 11001001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoded Message List</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0011</td>
<td>00001000 00010000 00000000 10000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0110</td>
<td>00100000 00010000 00010010 01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>00010010 00010000 00000100 00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>00010000 00001000 00000001 00001000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the previous examples illustrate, a concurrent codec can produce output messages in addition to those sent by the genuine sender. These additional messages can come about in one of two ways - either because the attacker explicitly inserts them or because of interactions between messages (and other noise) in the packet. Intentionally inserted codewords are called *rogues* to distinguish them from those transmitted by the legitimate sender. Spontaneously appearing codewords are called *hallucinations* because they don’t really exist but, like any good hallucination, are hard to distinguish from the real thing.

From the receiver’s standpoint the distinction between rogues and hallucinations is largely, though not totally, superfluous. The concurrent codec must extract hallucinations as well as rogues but, since hallucinations are essentially random messages, the application may be able to identify many of them as invalid without expending a significant amount of effort. Whether this distinction matters in the end depends on where the processing bottleneck occurs - the concurrent codec or the application. However, from the attacker’s perspective the distinction is critical - they have to pay for rogues but hallucinations are free. If they can identify a set of rogue messages that produce a significant number of hallucinations, then they can greatly reduce their av-
average energy per message and hence have a much higher probability of jamming the channel. Their ultimate goal is to identify small sets of rogue marks (as opposed to rogue messages) that are highly hallucinogenic.

### 6.2 Basic Requirements of a Concurrent Codec

To be acceptable for use in a practical implementation, a concurrent codec must be jam resistant, efficient, and scalable. Clearly jam resistance is the most important consideration, for without that the whole exercise is moot. But even an ideal system is worthless if it cannot be fielded in practice. Fortunately, the jam resistance does not have to be perfect, it merely has to be good enough. This permits the designer to trade off jam resistance in favor of attaining acceptable efficiency and scalability. Efficiency will almost certainly be important to most applications. While each particular application will be different, in general the implementation will have to be designed with processing, energy, space, and cost efficiencies in mind. Most applications are likely to be real-time in nature, but this is not to say that significant amounts of processing effort can’t still be expended. For example, in the case of key-exchange,
the transactions are very limited in both scope and duration and although the time available to arrive at a solution is still measured in seconds, as opposed to weeks or even minutes, this still permits a great deal of processing burden compared to a system that must be responsive on the microsecond or millisecond timescale. Other systems are likely to involve mobile units, perhaps including small, unmanned aerial vehicles, where space, weight, and power requirements drive the design. Still others might involve distributed sensor networks made up of thousands, perhaps millions, of remote sensors that have to be extremely low cost, and probably small and low powered, to be viable. However, the asymmetry of the responsibilities between sender and receiver might permit the receiving station to carry a load burden that the sender could not accommodate. Finally, in addition to being scalable with respect to cost, the solution must also be scalable with message length. In order to be suitable for key exchange purposes, it will be necessary to transfer messages that are on the order of several hundred to perhaps a few thousand bits. Algorithms that are not of polynomial time or better are categorically unsuitable. In fact, the limitations of algorithms that are not near-linear or better in complexity are likely to prove too severe for realistic message lengths.

6.3 Concurrent Codecs in the OSI Network Model

While not of strong relevance to the work here, some may find it useful to envision where a concurrent codec fits within the traditional framework of the OSI seven-layer network model. In theory, the jam resistant behavior afforded by a concurrent codec can be implemented via the interaction of elements operating at several layers and, as with most network implementations, the actual partitioning of tasks is not rigidly defined and so some implementations will allocate some tasks to different layers than
other implementations. Accordingly, the discussion here presents merely one possible partitioning.

Ideally, all elements of the codec would be implemented in the physical and data transport layers. The physical layer, being responsible for the actual transmission and reception of the data packets, dictates the channel error properties and how asymmetric they are. Therefore it plays a major role in the physical realization of the type of jam-resistant channels under consideration and cannot be ignored. The data link layer is responsible for ensuring data integrity between nodes (as opposed to end-to-end data integrity) and since our purpose is to permit continued communications between a sender and a receiver across a single wireless link, we are intrinsically discussing a node-to-node protocol. Therefore it is most appropriate that the bulk of the codec, the portion that extracts the list of legitimate codewords and/or their corresponding messages from the packet, be implemented in this layer.

However, an integral part of the overall protocol is the discrimination of false messages. While this should ideally be done at the data-link layer, it might be more convenient to pass the entire extracted message list up to a higher layer. That determination will primarily be driven by how false messages are discriminated against. For example, each message could contain a digital signature that could be used to screen out illegitimate messages.

### 6.4 Relevant Performance Metrics

To evaluate codec designs, it is necessary to devise suitable measures for their performance against the three often competing requirements of jam resistance, efficiency, and scalability. Unfortunately, as previously discussed, the truly relevant metrics cannot be developed in isolation to the intended application. We can, however, develop a set of abstract metrics that are useful in comparing potential codec designs relative to
each other. Since jam resistance is the primary requirement, a quantitative metric for that measure will be used. For the other two, we will simply note that the efficiency and scalability are generally related to the amount and type of processing that must be performed and also to the degree to which that processing can be parallelized.

Any suitable metric for jam resistance must relate the amount of effort expended by the attacker to the detrimental effect that effort has on the receiver. In traditional systems, this generally takes the form of determining the effect that the jammer’s average transmission power has on the receiver’s bit error rate (BER). While this metric will be examined when physical layer performance is considered in another section, it is not sufficient by itself because of the highly asymmetric channels employed and because there is considerable tolerance to space errors. In addition, most systems that employ error correcting codes do not take into account the computational effort associated with that coding (at least not when discussing generic performance expectations). This is because it is generally assumed that errors, even if caused by hostile jamming, are randomly distributed within a codeword. Unfortunately, a concurrent codec operates under far less favorable conditions since an adversary can specifically seek to overwhelm the decoder’s ability to extract messages from the bit stream. In fact, in many systems the amount of additional work the receiver can handle will determine the performance limit of the system and not the point at which the BER rises precipitously. As a result, we also need a metric that relates the amount of effort expended by the attacker to the computational burden placed on the decoder.

The attack effort is most naturally defined in relative terms: the ratio of the energy broadcast by the attacker to the energy broadcast by the message originator. As will be shown in a later section, most feasible modulation schemes will have to be some form of a generalized On-Off Keyed (OOK) system in order to produce the necessary channel asymmetry. Thus, for a generic treatment, we will assume that each mark that is broadcast equates to a certain amount of energy expended and that spaces
require no energy expenditure. Thus the ratio of energies, which will also equal the ratio of average powers, is simply the ratio of the packet mark densities

\[ \zeta_A \triangleq \frac{\mu_A}{\mu_S} \] (6.2)

where \( \mu_A \) is the mark density of the attacker and \( \mu_S \) is the mark density of the legitimate sender. We will generally express this ratio in decibels, which is reasonable since it is a measure of relative power.

We should note that this ignores several issues. For instance, if the jammer is nearby, they might be able to create a mark in the packet using considerably less energy than the legitimate sender. Conversely, if they are further away they may have to use considerably more energy to do so. However, this shortcoming is the same for the analysis of traditional systems as well and the normal approach is to discuss the problem in terms of the signal at the receiver’s input leaving it to the person solving a particular problem to convert that into the actual power ratios between the transmitters. That same concept applies here.

Measuring the receiver’s effort also has a natural definition, although it is somewhat more arbitrary. A concurrent codec must recover a list of all possible messages that are covered by the received packet. The receiver must then process those messages to discriminate which, if any, are genuine. The channel becomes jammed if either the concurrent codec requires more time or resources than are available to generate the message list or if the list is too long for the receiver to process within its time and resource budget. In most cases, the processing effort required for both tasks, recovery and discrimination, scales with the length of the message list. Therefore, the ratio of the number of messages recovered, \( M_R \), to the number of messages that would have been recovered in the absence of jamming, \( M'_R \), will be used as the
primary metric
\[ \zeta_R \triangleq \frac{M_R}{M'_R} = \frac{M_R}{M_S} \] (6.3)

In most cases, the number of messages that would be recovered in the absence of jamming is simply the number of genuine messages sent; when this is not the case it will be dealt with appropriately. Furthermore, specific algorithms may have more suitable ways to measure relative decoder workload, which will be used where appropriate. Like the attacker’s effort, the receiver’s effort will also usually be expressed in decibels, even though the relationship to power ratios is only inferred. Additional appropriate metrics will be defined, if needed.

If we plot the relative receiver effort versus the relative attack energy we obtain a performance characteristic for that concurrent codec. As mentioned previously, both the receiver and the attacker have associated limits - the receiver has a maximum amount of effort they can afford to expend to recover the message while the attacker has a maximum amount of energy they can commit to the attack. The intersection of these two limits serves as the performance criterion for the system and determines the acceptability (for jam resistance) of the codec. If the criterion lies above the characteristic, then the receiver can process any amount of jamming the attacker is willing to generate. Conversely, if the criterion lies below the curve, then there is an amount of jamming the attacker is willing to produce that will overwhelm the receiver’s ability to cope.

Quantitatively, it is impossible to place exact, or even static, limits on either the amount of relative effort the receiver can afford to expend or the amount of energy the attacker is willing to commit. In fact, concurrent codecs that have fixed performance curves are probably not desirable. Instead, we want a codec that is extensible so that, by changing a few parameters, the curve can be shifted to a more advantageous location - usually in exchange for more absolute effort on the part of both the originator and the recipient. This is analogous to using a cryptographic
system that permits the users to select longer length keys to gain cryptographic
security in exchange for longer encryption and decryption efforts.

We can, however, gain some appreciation for the performance graphs by noting
that if a receiver has to process ten thousand messages to find the one original message,
it is expending an additional 40 dB of effort. This is a processing burden likely
to be well within the capabilities of even moderately capable machines for many
applications. Conversely, if the attacker is transmitting a hundred times as many
marks as the originator, then they are expending 20 dB of relative energy. Even if
they can afford the energy and the equipment burden to operate at this level, such
transmissions are likely to attract unwanted attention.

6.5 Inadequacy of Conventional Coding Theory

We now turn our attention to actually constructing a suitable concurrent code. At
first glance, it is tempting to consider the use of conventional, or even specially
developed, error correcting codes to impart the necessary jam resistance to an insecure
channel. Certainly conventional coding theory, via the use of error correcting or error
correcting codes to mitigate non-malicious channel noise, is a well established and
developed field that has been extensively applied to mitigating the effects of jamming
in channels where the security of the key remains intact. This success can lead to the
misperception that error correcting codes can be used to combat jamming in general.
A subtle point, however, is that an intact key robs the attacker of the information
needed to create a devastating low-power attack signal; in essence, the key turns any
attack signal into essentially random noise and error correcting codes are very good
at dealing with random noise.

However, error correcting codes cannot function well in the presence of noise that
has been carefully crafted by a hostile party who possesses all of the information that
the genuine sender does (i.e., has obtained the key). To see that this is the case, one need only consider the basic goal of an error correcting code and its subsequent limitations. That goal is to recover the originally transmitted codeword from a data stream that has undergone some form of corruption. This, in turn, is done by examining the received packet and determining which codeword is the most likely one to have been transmitted. But if the attacker simply transmits a second perfectly valid codeword, the receiver will be left with a packet that is some combination of the two (regardless of what type of communications channel is used). Even if the receiving codec could determine that two codewords were combined (something that would be highly unlikely), it would still have to identify which two and, even then, would be unable to determine which codeword was genuine and which was the rogue.

The bottom line is that error correcting codes are designed to recover a single codeword corrupted by essentially random noise, but an attacker that corrupts the original codeword by transmitting additional legitimate codewords on top of it is employing noise that is anything but random.

6.6 Performance of a Straight-through Codec

In order to motivate thinking about concurrent codes in terms of why they may or may not work well, we begin with a straight-through concurrent codec, which performs no encoding - the transmitted codeword and packet are identical to the original message. Not surprisingly, this does not work well. With no encoding, even in the absence of any noise (malicious or otherwise), the decoder will generate a list of $2^d$ potential messages where $d$ is the degree\(^1\) of the packet. Thus codewords of degree one or greater are intrinsically \textit{autohallucinogenic} (i.e., they cover other codewords even without corruption).

\(^1\)The degree of the packet is the number of marks in it. Also known as the Hamming weight.
Even worse, every additional mark inserted by an attacker is highly hallucinogenic since it further doubles the length of the message list. Hence an attacker can expend far less energy than the sender while forcing the receiver to do exponential work. The performance characteristic for this codec is

$$\zeta_R = 2^{\mu_S(1-\mu_S)(m\zeta_A)} \left( \zeta_R \leq 2^L \right)$$

(6.4)

To emphasize how inadequate this codec is, for a performance criterion of 20 dB of attack effort and 40 dB of receiver effort, a message with 50% marks would have to be shorter than half a bit in length!

Another point to keep in mind is that our definition of receiver effort specifically excludes the baseline effort required in the presence of no jamming signal and that effort is also exponential in terms of the degree of the legitimate message. It’s not too much of an exaggeration to proclaim that the genuine sender is the receiver’s worst enemy.

### 6.7 Performance of a One-Hot Codec

The obvious flaw of the straight-through concurrent codec is that legitimate codewords are autohallucinogenic. To overcome this, we need to construct a codebook in which no codeword is a subset of any other codeword - or, at least, that this is a vanishingly rare occurrence.

Ideally, our codewords would be orthogonal to each other such that a given mark can never be used as part of two distinct codewords. If this is the case, then an attacker must exert as much energy as the sender to inject a rogue message and the length of the list grows only in direct proportion to the amount of energy expended - it is impossible to generate hallucinations. Thus the attacker cannot force the receiver to do a disproportionate amount of work. However, this also establishes a best-case
performance bound since the receiver can always force the receiver to perform work in direct proportion to the amount of energy expended.

Such a codebook is actually trivial to construct. The simplest concurrent codec that exhibits this property is a one-hot concurrent codec in which an $L$-bit message is reduced to a single bit located in a unique position within a $2^L$-bit codeword. The originator can therefore send $M_S$ messages concurrently by asserting the associated $M_S$ marks in the packet. As before, we assume that the energy required is proportional to the number of marks which, in this case, is also proportional to the number of messages. The resulting performance characteristic is therefore

$$\zeta_R = \frac{M_R}{M_S} = 1 + \left(1 - \frac{M_S}{2^L}\right) \zeta_A \quad (6.5)$$

As expected, the attacker can only force the receiver to perform linear effort. It might be tempting to note that, since $M_S$ will almost certainly be small compared to the number of bits in the packet, the attacker will have to expend nearly as much energy as the receiver. However, it must be remembered that our definitions of “energy” for the two are quite different, hence at the very least there is a proportionality constant involved.

A one-hot codec would appear to be an ideal solution to the jam-resistance problem. In fact, it marks the best possible performance of any conceivable concurrent codec in an OR-channel facing optimal hostile jamming. The problem is scalability.

To send a message consisting of $L$ bits, the packet must contain $2^L$ bits. In a hypothetical system capable of transmitting packets at a rate of one gigabit per second, a sixty-four bit message would require over half a millennium to transmit. Hence the exponential scaling of the packet length makes this approach unworkable.
6.8 Performance of a Superimposed Codec

The one-hot concurrent codec attains the ultimate level of jam resistance because every codeword is orthogonal to every other codeword. However, to achieve this degree of jam resistance, both the sparseness of the codebook and the sparseness of each codeword is at the ultimate level of one mark per codeword. Recognizing this, plus the fact that we do not need the ultimate performance, only performance that is good enough, we can trade some jam resistance for scalability improvements.

Consider a codec that maps $L$-bit messages onto $C$-bit codewords of degree $d$, meaning that each message is transformed into a codeword containing $d$ marks. This is also referred to as a $C$-bit codeword of “Hamming weight” $d$. The number of actual codewords, $C_A$, is simply the total number of possible messages, namely $2^L$, while the total number of potential codewords, $C_P$, (codewords that fit the required pattern, namely $C$-bit codewords of Hamming weight $d$) is

$$C_P = \binom{C}{d} = \frac{C!}{d!(C-d)!}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)

The codewords in such a system cannot be orthogonal since, by the pigeon-hole principle, a mark at a given location is necessarily going to be a component of many different codewords. So we need a different measure for how “different” the codewords are from each other. A common measure is the “Hamming distance”, which is the number of places in which two codewords differ. It is equal to the Hamming weight of the bitwise-XOR of the two codewords. Strictly speaking, since it is only the marks that count, a better metric would be the number of marks in one codeword that are not in the other. This would recognize that fact that codeword A need not be the same distance from B as B is from A. As a trivial example of this distinction, imagine
that the codeword A is covered by codeword B, meaning that all of the marks in A are already in B, but that B has a few additional marks. In that case, some of the spaces in A would have to be converted to marks in order to convert A into B. But nothing has to be done to B since it already encompasses A (in fact, it is autohallucinogenic) and decoding B will also produce A. However, if every codeword in the codebook has the same Hamming weight, then this distinction becomes irrelevant because for every mark that is in A that is not in B, there must also be a mark that is in B but not in A. If the Hamming weights are not all equal, then this is an issue that becomes relevant as the variation in Hamming weight across the codebook grows. Except where needed, we will assume that the variation is practical codebooks is sufficiently small as to justify ignoring this distinction and using the normal Hamming distance as our metric of codeword separation.

If the expansion factor, $F$, (i.e, ratio of codeword length to message length) is even moderately high, then the codebook becomes extremely sparse. If, in addition, the codeword degree is relatively small then each codeword is also very sparse. The combination of these two effects can be used to create large Hamming distances between codewords.

Two approaches to constructing the codebook are possible: (1) devise an algorithm specifically designed to produce optimally spaced codewords codewords, or (2) use a pseudorandom process to generate codewords and determine if codec parameters (expansion and degree) can be found that make the codewords far enough apart to be sufficient for practical purposes. The first, while attractive, may be difficult to achieve, especially since the packets must also be efficiently decodable. There is no guarantee that the second approach will work or that the resulting codewords will be short enough to be practical, but it leaves the avenue open for first developing an efficient means of encoding and decoding packets and then determining if the resulting codebook is sufficiently jam resistant.
In developing the performance characteristic for this codec, we must consider the best way to construct attack packets. The attacker has three basic options: (1) they can transmit random marks, (2) they can construct packets by combining legitimate codewords, or (3) they can construct packets specifically designed to produce a disproportionately large number of hallucinations with a minimal number of marks. The first option is clearly the simplest to implement, but assuming that the attacker will do so should a better option exist is not realistic, especially since the entire motivation for developing concurrent codecs is because we have assumed that an attacker that obtains the key for a traditional jam-resistant system is willing to put forth the effort to exploit it. The second option at least permits the attacker to inflict a baseline level of harm on the receiver since they can force the receiver to recover and process the messages they’ve included. The third option is clearly preferred, but one of the goals of codebook design will obviously be to either make such packets nonexistent or make them extremely hard to find. Making them nonexistent is clearly achievable in the limit - a one-hot codec achieves this. Making ones that do exist extremely hard to find is achievable by using cryptographically sound one-way hash functions in the generation of the codewords. Thus, for now, we will assume that this option has been rendered infeasible.

Beginning with our working definitions of attacker and receiver effort and assuming (1) that an adequate pseudorandom function is used to generate the codewords and (2) that the attacker uses the second method to construct their attack packets, the
The performance characteristic (Figure 6.8) is very insensitive to the message length or the mark factor while the expansion factor, $F$, sets an upper limit on the performance. Because the codewords become orthogonal in the limit of infinite codeword factor ($F \gg s$), the superimposed concurrent codec’s characteristic for infinite codeword factor is identical to that of the one-hot concurrent codec, which was shown to represent the theoretical performance limit. For finite codeword factors, the attacker is constrained to the characteristic for the one-hot codec until they have committed an amount of energy that causes hallucinations to be produced in significant numbers. However, once this break-over energy level is reached, the hallucinations grow exponentially creating a near vertical wall effectively jamming the channel immediately.

\[ \zeta_R = 1 + \left( \frac{1}{M_S} \right) \left( \frac{\eta}{L} \right) \frac{\ln \left( 1 - \zeta_A \left[ 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{1}{LF} \right)^\frac{M_S L}{\eta} \right] \right)}{\ln \left( 1 - \frac{1}{LF} \right)} + \left( \frac{1}{M_S} \right) \left( \frac{2}{\zeta_A} \left[ 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{1}{LF} \right)^\frac{M_S L}{\eta} \right] \right)^\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\zeta_A} \left[ 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{1}{LF} \right)^\frac{M_S L}{\eta} \right] \right)^L \]  

(6.7)

See Appendix F for the derivation of 6.7
Figure 6.1: Performance characteristic of a superimposed concurrent codec
Chapter 7

BBC-based Concurrent Codecs

7.1 Standard BBC Algorithm

Although the superimposed codec performs acceptably from a jam-resistance viewpoint, its practicality is dependent upon efficient encoding of codewords and, more importantly, decoding of packets. As the literature search suggests, no such efficient algorithm has existed up to this time. This most likely owes more to the lack of a driving need for one rather than to its intrinsic difficulty. None-the-less, what is presented here is believed to be the only codec algorithm whose performance is of linear complexity in terms of both the message length and the number of messages (codewords) in a packet. The name “BBC” is derived from the last initials of the three co-developers of the algorithm, namely Leemon Baird, William Bahn, and Michael Collins. The “Standard” qualifier denotes that it is the most basic variant of the BBC algorithm; several enhancements have been developed to address practical considerations. These enhancements are the subject of a later section.

The approach taken by BBC to efficient decoding is to construct an algorithm that permits decoding arbitrary codewords in a fashion nearly identical to how packets are tested for specific codewords in most superimposed coding schemes. That approach
simply looks to see if each mark in the codeword is present in the packet. As soon as a needed mark is not found, the answer is known. On the other hand, if the search progresses to the end of the codeword without finding a missing mark, then the codeword is covered by the packet. What has prevented efficient decoding to date is that most superimposed coding schemes use codewords that are constructed based on the entire message all at once. For instance, Bloom filters generate codewords by running the message through $d$ different hash functions to produce the $d$ necessary mark positions. However, if we construct codewords from the message one bit at a time, we can decode the packet the same way. More precisely, we must construct codewords in such a way that progressively larger subsets of codeword marks can be determined using progressively larger subsets of message bits. Implied in this description is that each subset must contain all prior subsets.

### 7.1.1 Core Coding/Decoding Algorithm

The simplest and most obvious way to build a set of progressively larger subsets of the message to be encoded is to use progressively longer prefixes of that message. For example, if the 4-bit message 0110 is to be encoded, the series of prefixes that would be used would be $\{0, 01, 011, 0110\}$. Each prefix would be used to generate one or more mark positions. This is easily done using an appropriate hash function. To be appropriate, the hash function must be able to accept inputs of arbitrary length and must generate outputs that cover at least the range of the number of bits in the codeword. If the output spans a larger range, it must be mapped onto the range. In addition, the hash function should be reasonably random, even after any necessary range mapping.

Thus a codeword is generated using the following algorithm:

```
ENCODE(L, H, M) =
    for i = 1 to L
        Place a mark in the codeword at position H(M[1:i])
```
where $M[1 : i]$ is the first $i$-bits of the message and $H(x)$ is a hash function that outputs a value from 1 to $C$ (the number of bits in the codeword).

The decoding can be done using a recursive depth first search starting with $i = 0$:

$$\text{DECODE}(L, H, M, i) =$$
$$\text{if (i equals L)}$$
$$\text{Add M to the message list}$$
$$\text{else}$$
$$\text{if there is a mark at H}({M[1:i], '0'})$$
$$\text{DECODE}(m, H, {M[1:i], '0'}, (i+1))$$
$$\text{if there is a mark at H}({M[1:i], '1'})$$
$$\text{DECODE}(m, H, {M[1:i], '1'}, (i+1))$$

where the notation $\{M[1 : i], '0'\}$ means to concatenate the string $M[1 : i]$ and the string '0', in other words, add a 0 to the end of the partial message string. Note that $M[a:b]$ is taken to be an empty string if $b < a$.

The decoding algorithm is as follows: After decoding the partial message consisting of the first $i$ bits of a message, determine where the encoder would have placed a mark if the next message bit were a zero. If a mark is found at that location, add a zero to the partial message and proceed to decode the next bit. Repeat this process for the case of the next message bit being a one. The decoding efficiency is obtained by the fact that once a prefix is found that is not covered by the packet, no other messages sharing that same prefix will be considered.

The following examples show how the encoding algorithm works. The hash function for these examples is shown in Table 7.1.1. In this table, the columns labeled $w$ to $z$ contain the 1-bit through 4-bit message prefixes, respectively, while the columns $W(w)$ through $H(z)$ contain the hashes of the corresponding prefix. The outer two columns are simply the message identifier. Future hash tables of this sort will exclude the message prefix columns, as these are readily discernable from the structure of the table itself.
Example 1 - message: 0110

Prefix #1: 0 \ H(0) = 12
Prefix #2: 01 \ H(01) = 15
Prefix #3: 011 \ H(011) = 20
Prefix #4: 0110 \ H(0110) = 25

Codeword: 00000000 00010010 00010000 10000000

Example 2 - message: 1110

Prefix #1: 1 \ H(1) = 10
Prefix #2: 11 \ H(11) = 14
Prefix #3: 111 \ H(110) = 1
Prefix #4: 1110 \ H(1110) = 21

Codeword: 10000000 01000100 00001000 00000000

Example 3 - message: 0010

Prefix #1: 0 \ H(0) = 12
Prefix #2: 00 \ H(00) = 19
Prefix #3: 001 \ H(001) = 23
Prefix #4: 0010 \ H(0010) = 19

Codeword: 00000000 00010000 00100010 00000000

Example #1 and #2 demonstrates that just because two messages are nearly identical does not indicate that their codewords will be related at all. Although these two messages differ only in the first bit, the resulting codewords are completely disjoint. However, two codewords that share the first $n$-bits will have at least the marks resulting from the first $n$ prefixes in common. After the first prefix in which two messages differ, the remaining codeword marks for those two messages are independent and unrelated (assuming a perfect hash function). None-the-less, every codeword has at least one other codeword that differs from it by at most one mark. A similar loss of Hamming distance in a conventional error-correcting code would almost entirely
defeat the purpose, whereas in a concurrent code, it merely results in additional processing effort on the decoder’s part to recover the message. In essence, a situation in which a small amount of noise in a conventional system could be catastrophic results in only a small amount of additional effort in a concurrent code. None-the-less, we will see how the nominal Hamming distance of the codebook can be increased to reduce the decoder’s processing burden.

Example #3 shows a different artifact, namely that it is not guaranteed that all of the marks generated for a given codeword will be disjoint. In this case, two different prefixes of the same message produced the same mark position resulting in a codeword of containing only three marks instead of the nominal four. Worse, since the redundant mark position also happens to be the last mark position, the codeword for message 0011 will also contain all of the marks for message 0010 and hence be autohallucinogenic; we will shortly see how to make encountering such a codeword exponentially unlikely.

Table 7.1: Toy Hash Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>w</th>
<th>H(w)</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>H(x)</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>H(y)</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>H(z)</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>010</td>
<td>010</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0110</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>012</td>
<td>012</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>013</td>
<td>013</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0112</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>014</td>
<td>014</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0113</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>015</td>
<td>015</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0114</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0011</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0101</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0110</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Turning our attention to the decoding algorithm, the following examples also use the hash function from Table 7.1.1.

Example 4 - Codeword: 00000000 0010010 00010000 10000000

\[ H(0) = 12 \ ? \ Y \]
\[ H(00) = 19 \ ? \ N \]
\[ H(01) = 15 \ ? \ Y \]
\[ H(010) = 10 \ ? \ N \]
\[ H(011) = 20 \ ? \ Y \]
\[ H(0110) = 25 \ ? \ Y \ (Message: \ 0110) \]
\[ H(0111) = 2 \ ? \ N \]
\[ H(1) = 10 \ ? \ N \]

Message list: \{0110\}

Example 5 - Codeword: 00000000 01111100 00100010 00010000

\[ H(0) = 12 \ ? \ Y \]
\[ H(00) = 19 \ ? \ N \]
\[ H(000) = 6 \ ? \ N \]
\[ H(001) = 23 \ ? \ Y \]
\[ H(0010) = 19 \ ? \ Y \ (Message: \ 0010) \]
\[ H(0011) = 14 \ ? \ Y \ (Message: \ 0011) \]
\[ H(01) = 15 \ ? \ N \]
\[ H(1) = 10 \ ? \ Y \]
\[ H(10) = 28 \ ? \ Y \]
\[ H(100) = 11 \ ? \ Y \]
\[ H(1000) = 13 \ ? \ Y \ (Message: \ 1000) \]
\[ H(1001) = 3 \ ? \ N \]
\[ H(101) = 8 \ ? \ N \]
\[ H(11) = 14 \ ? \ Y \]
\[ H(110) = 28 \ ? \ Y \]
\[ H(1100) = 12 \ ? \ Y \ (Message: \ 1100) \]
\[ H(1101) = 17 \ ? \ N \]
\[ H(111) = 1 \ ? \ N \]

Message list: \{0010, 0011, 1000, 1100\}

Example #4 shows the basic decoding tree for a single codeword with no complications. Example #5, on the other hand, shows the decoding tree for a packet
that was generated by combining the codewords for messages 1000 and 0011. It has already been noted that 0011 is autohallucinogenic, so we expect 0010 to also appear in the final message list. In addition, because of “mark collisions”, the marks in the two codewords combine to cover yet a fourth message, 1100. False messages, like this, that remain after decoding the message bits are called “terminal hallucinations” while those that exist at prior decoding stages are referred to as “working hallucinations”.

While not present in this example, it is easy to see that an attacker could easily produce many more messages with only a handful of inserted marks by simply “fleshing out” the end of the decoding tree to cause it to produce messages “close to” ones that are already there. Such a tree is called “bushy-tailed”

To a large degree, the issues shown by these examples disappear for messages and codewords of practical interest, namely messages that are hundreds of bits long and codewords that are tens of thousands, or even millions, of bits long (keep in mind, this large expansion factor represents not only the code rate, but also the spectrum spreading factor). The issue of small Hamming distances for lots of small groups of codewords still remains, but that will be remedied shortly.

At this point, we can list several properties of the primitive BBC codebook that at least have the potential of causing problems. We can then discuss each and perform any necessary analysis and/or mitigation. A BBC codebook, as we’ve described it thus far, has:

1. non-orthogonal codewords.
2. codewords with small Hamming distances.
3. mark collisions.
4. terminal hallucinations.
5. vulnerability to bushy-tailed attacks.

Let’s take each point, at least briefly, in turn. More detailed discussions will be presented in the following sections.
(1) The fact that the codebook is non-orthogonal is not unique to BBC; practical error correcting codes are similarly non-orthogonal.

(2) The fact that the minimum distance in a primitive BBC codebook is, at most, one (and, in practice, is almost certainly zero) is not a significant problem. This is a significant distinction relative to traditional error correcting codes in which the ability of the code to correct errors is dictated by the minimum Hamming distance of the codebook and in which a minimum Hamming distance of zero would be intolerable. But in a concurrent code, the correct message will still be received, but it will have to be identified from a potentially large number of hallucinations that are also in the final message list. Crafting a message format that makes this doable is fairly straight-forward (a simple traditional checksum would likely suffice), but simply adding terminal checksum bits to the message virtually eliminates this issue.

(3) While the location of marks placed into a codeword are expected to collide with marks in other codewords (or even prior marks in the same codeword) with some regularity, this does not equate to a hash collision in the usual sense of the term. The mark location is merely derived from the internal state of the hash function, which is generally much larger.

(4) Terminal hallucinations that appear coincidentally can be exterminated exponentially by terminal checksum bits. In the rare case that any hallucinations survive the entire decoding process and become “realized hallucinations”, they can be filtered out by the messaging protocol, such as the inclusion of traditional checksums or digital signatures.

(5) Bushy-tailed attacks are a potentially serious problem but can be effectively mitigated by prepending messages with a random preamble or a message hash and constructing the authentication rules to take advantage of them.
7.1.2 Use of Checksum Bits to Increase Hamming Distance

The low minimum Hamming distance for the primitive BBC codebook described previously is a simple consequence of differing in only the last bit. As prior examples demonstrate, two messages can differ by only one bit and still be completely disjoint in the location of their marks provided that bit in which they differ is the first bit. In general, the more message bits that remain after the longest common prefix shared by two messages messages, the greater the Hamming distance will (probably) be between the resulting two codewords. Therefore, if we wish to increase the Hamming distance and reduce the number of hallucinations, we need to append additional bits that result in additional codeword marks such that the locations of those marks are a function of the entire message. In traditional coding, one way of doing this would be to compute and append a set of checksum bits to the message. In the BBC algorithm it is actually sufficient to simply append zero bits to the message because the hash value that results will automatically reflect the entire message as well as each additional bit in turn.

The streamlined hash table in Table 7.1.2 includes $K = 2$ checksum bits for each message.

The encoding algorithm is essentially the same except that the message is first modified by appending $K$ checksum bits and then $(L + K)$ passes are made through the mark generation algorithm:

\[
\text{ENCODE}(L, K, H, M) =
\]
\[
M = \{M, 0(K)\}
\]
\[
\text{for } i = 1 \text{ to } L + K
\]
\[
\text{Place a mark at position } H(M[1:i])
\]

Alternatively:

\[
\text{ENCODE}(L, K, H, M) =
\]
\[
\text{for } i = 1 \text{ to } L
\]
\[
\text{Place a mark at position } H(M[1:i])
\]
\[
\text{for } i = 1 \text{ to } K
\]
\[
\text{Place a mark at position } H(\{M, 0(i)\})
\]
Table 7.2: Toy Hash Table w/Checksum Bits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $0(x)$ represents a string of $x$ zero bits.

The decoding algorithm is also nearly the same, except that it leverages the knowledge that, once all of the basic message bits have been recovered, only zeros are possible for legitimate messages:

```markdown
DECODE(i, L, K, H, M) =
    if (i EQ L+K)
        Add M to output message list
    else
        if (i < L)
            if there is a mark at H({M[1:i],0})
                DECODE(i+1, L, K, H, {M[1:i],0})
            if there is a mark at H({M[1:i],1})
                DECODE(i+1, L, K, H, {M[1:i],1})
        else
            if there is a mark at H({M,0(i-L)})
                DECODE(i+1, L, K, H, {M,0(i-L)})
```

Repeating Example #5, in which the messages 1000 and 0011 were combined, we end up with the following decode tree:
Example 6 – Codeword: 00000000 01111100 10100010 01011100

H(0) = 12 ? Y
H(00) = 19 ? N
H(000) = 6 ? N
H(001) = 23 ? Y
H(0010) = 19 ? Y
H(00100) = 8 ? N
H(0011) = 14 ? Y
H(00110) = 17 ? Y
H(001100) = 30 ? Y (Message: 0011)

H(01) = 15 ? N
H(1) = 10 ? Y
H(10) = 28 ? Y
H(100) = 11 ? Y
H(1000) = 13 ? Y
H(10000) = 26 ? Y
H(100000) = 30 ? Y (Message: 1000)
H(1001) = 3 ? N
H(101) = 8 ? N
H(11) = 14 ? Y
H(110) = 28 ? Y
H(1100) = 12 ? Y
H(11000) = 1 ? N
H(1101) = 17 ? Y
H(11010) = 4 ? N
H(111) = 1 ? N

Message list: {0011, 1000}

Notice that the addition of the checksum bits eliminated both hallucinations, including the autohallucination associated with 0011. Further note, however, that there are costs associated with the checksum bits beyond the additional complexity and necessary computation. For instance, the mark placed at location 17 as a result of encoding the checksum bits for 0011 forced the decoder to continue working potential message 1101 beyond the point where it originally expired and, in fact, required the action of its own checksum bits to prevent it from becoming an hallucination. However, for practical systems, the processing burden imposed by adding checksum
bits is generally a couple of percent which is more than gained back by the elimination of terminal hallucinations they result in.

### 7.1.3 Expected Codeword Density

As previously defined, the mark density of a codeword is the fraction of bits in the codeword that are marks. The density is primarily determined by the expansion factor, $F$ (recall that $F = C/L$). For sparse codewords, a very good approximation is simply the total number of marks, $N$, placed in the codeword divided by the length of the codeword. For Standard BBC, the number of marks is the sum of the length of the message and the number of checksum bits, $K$, appended to it. Thus the nominal mark density of a codeword is

$$
\mu_{NOM} = \frac{N}{C} = \frac{L + K}{FL} = \frac{1}{F} + \frac{K}{FL}
$$

(7.1)

The nominal density is a reasonable approximation for codeword densities below about 10%, but as codewords become more dense, the growing likelihood that additional marks placed in it by the encoding process will collide with marks already there places downward pressure on the actual mark density. To determine the expected density of a codeword of any density, we define the $n(j)$ to be the expected number of marks in the packet after the addition of the $j^{th}$ mark. The probability that the additional mark will be distinct is equal to the fraction of spaces still existing in the codeword. Hence

$$
n(j + 1) = n(j) + \frac{C - n(j)}{c} = n(K)\left(\frac{C - 1}{C}\right) + 1
$$

(7.2)
where \( n(0) = 0 \).

This recursive relation can be solved in closed form by noting that that

\[
n(j) = \sum_{i=0}^{j-i} \left( \frac{C-1}{C} \right)^{j-i} \tag{7.3}
\]

which yields

\[
n(j) = \frac{1 - \left( \frac{C-1}{C} \right)^j}{1 - \left( \frac{C-1}{C} \right)} = C \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{C-1}{C} \right)^j \right] \tag{7.4}
\]

Thus, the expected codeword density after adding all \( N \) marks is

\[
\mu(N) = 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{1}{C} \right)^N \tag{7.5}
\]

While this is the exact solution (for the expected number of marks, not the actual number since adding marks is a stochastic process), the typical numbers involved invite significant roundoff errors if this equation is used directly. Fortunately, we can obtain a very good approximation that is easy to compute by noting that, for codewords of practical length, \( 1/C \ll 1 \). We can therefore exploit the fact that \( \ln(1 + x) \) is approximately equal to \( x \) for very small \( x \), yielding

\[
\mu(N) \approx 1 - e^{-\mu_{NOM}}
= 1 - e^{-N/C} \tag{7.6}
\]

which provides very good agreement for codewords as small as ten bits and is practically indistinguishable for codewords longer than one hundred bits.
7.1.4 Expected Packet Density

It is tempting to assume that the density of a packet formed by superimposing the codewords for \( M \) messages would be approximately \( M\mu(N) \), at least for sparse packets. However, while this can be a useful estimate in many situations, it can severely overestimate the packet density under certain circumstances even for very sparse packets. The reason is that not all of the marks in BBC codewords are independent relative to other codewords because two messages sharing the same \( p \)-bit prefix will have at least \( p \) identical marks. Once two messages no longer share a prefix, any remaining marks will be independent.

To see how severe this underestimate can be, consider a case where 1000-bit messages having 30-bit checksums are encoded into million-bit codewords. For a single codeword, the nominal density is 0.1\%. If 32 messages were superimposed in a packet, the nominal density would be estimated at 3.2\%. However, it is possible that these messages were specifically chosen to produce a “bushy-tailed” decoding tree by only having messages differ in the last few bits. In this case, all 32 messages could share a common 995-bit prefix require only an additional 63 independent marks to encode the bare messages plus 960 more independent marks to encode the checksum bits. Thus the total number of independent marks is only slightly over two thousand yielding a packet density of only 0.2\%, or barely twice the single codeword density.

A similar crowding out effect occurs at the beginning of even randomly chosen messages, although it’s impact is not nearly as severe. The culprit here is that a \( b \)-bit prefix can only have \( 2^b \) possible values and, even if they are all used, only requires \( 2^b - 2 \) independent marks to encode. Thus, if 256 messages were encoded into a packet, the first eight bits would nominally contribute 2,048 marks. However, even if every possible prefix were used, the most they could actually contribute would be 510.
If $M$ messages are chosen randomly and their codewords superimposed, the expected number of independent marks that will be added to the packet can be determined by considering the binary tree representing the messages. At each level, $i$, of the tree there are $2^i$ nodes through which all $M$ messages must pass. For randomly selected messages, each node will have an equal probability of being in the path of a message. Thus, on average, the number of nodes that are passed through at each level obey the same statistics as the number of distinct marks in a codeword of length $2^i$ having $M$ independent marks placed into it. For $M$ independent messages of length $L$, the number of independent marks is therefore given by

$$N(M, L) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} 2^i \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{M}{2^i}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.7)

For $L < \log_2(M)$, this approaches $2^L$ very rapidly, while for $L > \log_2(M)$ is approaches $M$ very rapidly, as shown in Figure 7.1.4. Notice that it is reasonable to assume that all messages are independent beyond codeword bit positions that are twice the number needed encode unique prefixes to each message. For example, if 256 random 100-bit messages are encoded, then since eight bits are sufficient to encode a unique prefix for each message and therefore all messages are expected to contribute independent marks to the packet after the first sixteen bits. If the curve in Figure 7.1.4 were truly symmetric about the center point, then the first sixteen bits would contribute, on average, half a bit per message. Thus, if the length of the messages is at least twice the base-2 logarithm of the number of messages, we can get a good estimate for the number of independent marks needed for randomly chosen messages by

$$N(M, L) \approx M(L - \log_2(M))$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.8)

when $L > 2\log_2(M)$. 
Figure 7.1: Independent marks associated with the leading bits of randomly chosen messages.

For the example described, namely 256 random 100-bit messages (no checksum bits), we would estimate a total of 23,552 independent marks while direct computation yields 23,834. Although this is a considerably closer estimate than the 25,600 marks in the case all marks being completely independent, even this estimate is more than adequate for most purposes. However, the point is clear that the number of messages encoded in a packet of a given density is a strong function of how that packet is constructed – a point not likely to be lost on an adversary interested in constructing good attack packets.

### 7.1.5 Hallucinations and Critical Density

A toy decoding tree is shown in Figure 7.1.5. Each filled node represents a node where a mark was found and that eventually led to a complete valid message. The unfilled nodes represent nodes where marks were found but which did not eventually lead to a complete valid message; each of these constitutes an hallucination that existed at that point. The dashed vertical line marks the transition between decoding information
bits and decoding the terminal checksum bits. As can be seen, no single hallucination survives very long, but as hallucinations die others are spawned. Since each node, filled or unfilled, in the tree requires the same amount of computation on the part of the decoder, we must ask what the hallucinogenic load is throughout the decoding process?

To answer this question, we can examine the behavior of the partial messages at an arbitrarily chosen point in the decoding tree. Each partial messages can be categorized as either belonging to a valid message, which is expected to survive the remainder of the decoding process, or to a hallucination, meaning that if it survives it will only be due to coincidental marks from other sources. Assuming that the decoding has progressed to a point where all valid messages have diverged, the hallucination generation possibilities are shown in Figure 7.1.5.

After decoding the $n^{th}$-bit of all of the messages, there are $M$ actual messages and $H(n)$ hallucinations. For $n < L$, the next bit is an information bit (as opposed to a checksum bit) and therefore there are two possible paths to follow. For each actual message, one of these will correspond to the next bit in the actual message while the other corresponds to a position that, ideally, would not have a mark. If a mark is found at that location, then a new hallucination is spawned. The probability of this happening is simply the mark density of the packet, $\mu$. For a hallucination, both
paths would ideally not have a mark and either path could result in a hallucination. Therefore, the expected number of hallucinations at the next step is

$$H(n + 1) \approx \mu M + 2\mu H(n)$$ \hspace{1cm} (7.9)

Assuming that the system achieves steady state, the expected number of hallucinations at one level of the decoding tree will be equal to the number at the next. Thus, the steady state hallucination rate, $H_{SS}$, is given by

$$H_{SS} = \frac{\mu}{1 - 2\mu}$$ \hspace{1cm} (7.10)

and is the expected number of working hallucinations per valid message once steady state has been reached.

Examination of this relation shows that a packet mark density of 50% is expected to result in an infinite number of working hallucinations. In fact, 50% is the “critical density”, $\mu_C$, below which a steady state hallucination level exists and above which the number of hallucinations grows exponentially the further that processing continues (the number of hallucinations after decoding $n$ bits goes as $(2\mu)^n$). Note that the total number of working hallucinations is directly proportional to the number of valid messages in the packet, be they from the genuine sender or an attacker. In
essence, each valid message acts as a seed for the generation of new hallucinations while existing hallucinations tend to expire exponentially. Somewhat surprisingly, the number of working hallucinations is quite tame until very near the critical density. For a density of 33% each valid message supports but a single working hallucination. Even as close to the critical density as 47.6% there are only ten working hallucinations per valid message. As a result, we can reasonably expect our codec to continue functioning until very close to the critical density and to fail very quickly at or above it.

While, on average, the burden due to working hallucinations is tame if the variance is high then it becomes possible for decoders to be overwhelmed too frequently to be practical. However, Fig 7.1.5 provides strong anecdotal evidence that the variance should not be too large since the actual number of hallucinations in steady state tracks very closely to the expected level throughout the decoding process. Furthermore, other simulations indicate that the variance of the total number of hallucinations during the decoding process is approximately equal to the number of valid messages. Thus, the standard deviation of the hallucination rate would be

$$
\sigma_{HR} \approx \frac{1}{\sqrt{M}} \tag{7.11}
$$

For this example, a thousand 200-bit messages were combined resulting in a packet density of 33.8%. Each message had just eight checksum bits appended to it. The smooth thin curve is the expected number of hallucinations at each stage of processing while the thick line is a plot of the actual number. The number of hallucinations is computed by counting the total number of message prefixes at each stage and subtracting the known number of actual messages. Because the message prefixes in the early stages are not long enough to even support the number of actual messages, the computed number of hallucinations is negative. The plot clearly shows that the processing burden has three distinct zones. There is a brief zone at the beginning of the
Figure 7.4: Comparison of actual and expected decoder workload.

tree in which the number of hallucinations grows exponentially. This then transitions into a long steady-state zone in which the number of hallucinations fluctuates closely around the steady state value. Finally, once the terminal checksum bits are reached, the number of hallucinations decreases exponentially.

### 7.1.6 Suppression of Terminal Hallucinations

As already shown, the addition of checksum bits increases the Hamming distance of the codebook and hence eliminates hallucinations that have otherwise survived the decoding process. Such hallucinations are called “terminal hallucinations”. In designing a BBC-based concurrent codec, one parameter that must be chosen is the number of checksum bits to add. To make this determination, it is necessary to understand quantitatively how the number of checksum bits translates into protection from terminal hallucinations.
Assume we are working with a packet having a mark density \( \mu \). If those marks are randomly distributed (or if the mark location we test is randomly distributed), then the probability that we will find a mark when we test for one at a particular location is equal to the mark density. A terminal hallucination must survive \( K \) such tests, all of which are independent (given a suitable hash function), in order to make it to the final message list. As a result, the number of terminal hallucinations, \( H_T \), that are expected to survive is given by

\[
H_T = H_{SS} \mu^K
\]

where \( H_{SS} \) is the number of steady state hallucinations prior to the checksum bits.

It is probably not excessive to consider adding a number of checksum bits that is on the order of 10% of the message length, so for messages that are, say, four hundred bits in length, forty checksum bits would be unlikely to result in an unacceptable increase in processing overhead. At a packet density of 50%, those forty checksum bits would translate into fewer than one in a trillion terminal hallucinations being added to the message list. If packet densities are not expected to exceed 33% and it is deemed adequate to allow one terminal hallucination in a million through to the final message list, then as few as thirteen checksum bits will suffice. It should be noted that the number of checksum bits needed for a given level of protection is dependent only on the packet density; in particular, it is independent of the message length or the expansion factor.

As anecdotal evidence of the checksum bit effectiveness, a packet was generated with four legitimate messages plus sufficient random noise to raise the packet density to approximately 53%. Since this is above the critical mark density (see next subsection), the decoding process was reduced to a crawl requiring over twelve hours to complete. The program used generates an ASCII log file permitting the reconstruction
of the decoding tree by printing out the message fragment each time a mark is found at a test location. The resulting file for this run was over 27 GB in size indicating approximately 250 million nodes in the decoding tree (in comparison, at 33% density there were approximately 2000 nodes). The theory predicts that approximately four million terminal hallucinations would result and this is in rough agreement with the number of hallucinations implied by the log file length. To eliminate this many hallucinations would require twenty-five checksum bits, so while it was reassuring, it was not surprising that the forty checksum bits actually used were adequate to eliminate all of them leaving only the four genuine messages in the final list.

However, as can be seen by the extreme case of the prior example, the number of final messages in the message list is not a good indicator of the workload burden experienced by the a BBC decoder. A much better metric is the number of nodes that are explored or, even better, the number of calls to the hash function. For each node in the decode tree that is visited, two calls to the hash function are made if the next bit is an information bit and one call is made if it is a checksum bit. Thus, for a single message with no false hits, a total of $2m + k$ calls to the hash function must be made. Each call is associated not only with the computation of the hash value itself, but also the memory accesses needed to check whether a mark exists at the resulting location. These two actions can be expected to constitute the bulk of the computational effort involved and even the bookkeeping associated with branching and backtracking scales tightly with the number of hash calls.

7.1.7 Typical parameters for a Standard BBC Codec

The most common codec configuration used in the software-defined radios used for field testing have been $\{2^{10}, 2^{20}, 2^{25}\}$ or, in other words, roughly thousand-bit messages, million-bit codewords, and 32-bit checksums. The mark density of a codeword for this configuration is only about 0.1%. Using such long, sparse codewords would
normally require either servoing the receiver to an embedded clock in the signal or using extremely accurate and stable oscillators at both ends. However, because of the inherent capabilities of concurrent codes, combined with the intrinsic packet-based decoding of BBC, neither is required and these issues can be accommodated, up to a point, with only a mild degradation in performance [76].

In analyzing the noise performance of a BBC-based system, it is important to note the distinction between a message bit and a mark. In particular, to transmit an \( L \)-bit message, the transmitter spreads its energy among \( N \) marks. For sparse codewords and a high ratio of message bits to checksum bits, equating the two is usually reasonable. However, in general, there is a concurrency efficiency, \( \eta \), which is the number of message bits conveyed per transmitted mark. There are two factors that go into computing this efficiency. An approximation that is usually sufficient when considering a codec configured for an anti-jamming role is simply how many messages bits are represented by a codeword divided by the number of marks added to that message’s codeword, or

\[
\eta = \frac{L}{L + K}
\]  

(7.13)

For the typical codec parameters mentioned previously, the concurrency efficiency is 96.8%.

A closer approximation, which is usually relevant only when a codec is configured to relax jam-resistance in favor of data throughput, takes into account the fact that, except for the bookend marks, every mark added to the codeword by the encoder is placed at a location that is statistically independent of where every other mark is placed; hence some marks might coincide with a previous mark and not contribute any additional marks to the codeword. However, for the configurations of interest here, the effect is negligible.

As discussed in the early material, a concurrent codec combines the functionality of a traditional channel codec and spread spectrum modulator and, thus, blurs the
traditional distinction between a system’s code rate and its processing gain. While rather arbitrary, we can consider the codec’s concurrency efficiency to be the counterpart to a traditional channel codec’s code rate. Where the correspondence works well is that, in a channel codec, the number of data symbols is increased the code rate, which the ratio of the number of bits input to the codec by the number of bits output by it, serves as a measure of how much the SNR-per-bit of the system is impacted by the channel coding. For instance, if the code rate is 1/2, then the effective SNR-per-bit is reduced by a factor of two (3dB) because the transmitter’s total energy must now be spread over twice as many symbols. Likewise, in a concurrent codec, if the concurrency efficiency is 1/2, then the SNR-per-bit is reduced by a factor of two because each bit’s energy allocation must be spread over twice as many marks. However, where the correspondence does not work well is when considering data rate. For a traditional system, a code rate of 1/2 either cuts the data rate, $R$, in half or increases the bandwidth requirements, $W$, by a factor of two. In either case, the $R/W$ ratio is cut in half. In a concurrent codec, the concurrency ratio generally has no effect on either since the size of the codeword remains unchanged and the number of bits encoded into each codeword also remains unchanged. All the changes is the density of the codeword. Because there is not a reasonable across-the-board correspondence, we have therefore chosen to use a new and unfamiliar parameter, $\eta$, instead of using the traditional code rate parameter, since doing so would invariably lead to even more confusion and misunderstanding. Irrespective of what we name what, the important thing will be that we bring everything together correctly when we consider performance metrics, especially in comparison to traditional systems.

Before leaving this section, a few of the variants of BBC will be mentioned very briefly (see Section 7.2 for detailed discussions). One version, M-ary BBC, encodes multiple message bits with each mark. As in traditional M-ary systems, this allows more energy to be put into each transmitted symbol; however, a significant reduction
in the critical mark density accompanies this. Another variant inserts checksum bits within the message string, in addition to at the end. These can raise the critical mark density to arbitrarily high levels (short of 100%, of course), but lower the concurrency efficiency considerably. These two approaches can be combined, although no practical benefit of significance has been discovered.

A variant that could prove useful is multimark BBC, in which multiple marks are inserted for each message bit. The decoder then requires only that a specific minimum number of them, the quorum requirement, be present to declare the mark as being detected. This has the ability to make a limited number of mark errors (failure to detect a mark that is present) acceptable without losing the entire message. However, this lowers both the concurrency efficiency and the critical mark density, potentially making it better to use techniques such as erasure codes [9] across packets and/or traditional ARQ schemes [77] to recover lost packets.

### 7.2 Enhancements to the BBC Algorithm

Several enhancements to the Standard BBC algorithm have been developed, as well as other enhancements that are more directly related to the implementations of the codec and the preceding blocks than to the encoding/decoding algorithm itself. First, we will explore extensions of the basic encoding and decoding algorithm and then look at several enhancements to other parts of the signal processing chain.

#### 7.2.1 Interstitial Checksum Bits

It is reasonable to ask if it is possible to increase the critical density by placing checksum bits within the message body in addition to placing them at the end [78]. For packet densities below the normal critical density of 50%, such interior checksum bits have virtually no utility because even if they reduce the working hallucinations
to zero at that point, the working hallucinations will rise back to the expected steady state level quite quickly. In fact, the addition of these bits is usually detrimental because they serve to increase the packet density, albeit marginally, and hence the number of working hallucinations will tend to increase.

But the situation becomes very different if packet densities are expected to exceed 50%. Here we can utilize interstitial checksum bits, which are simply checksum bits placed within the message, to clamp the exponential growth within acceptable limits. To do this, we decode a $D$-bit fragment of the message, during which the number of hallucinations grows exponentially; we then decode a string of $S$ checksum bits that drive the number of hallucinations back down to a tolerable level. The resulting expected number of working hallucinations at the end of the message (and at the peak levels during message decoding) is then given by

$$H_{PK} = \mu \left[ \frac{1 - (2\mu)^D}{1 - 2\mu} \right] \left[ \frac{1}{1 - (2\mu)^D \mu^{S+D}} \right]. \quad (7.14)$$

The factor $(1 - 2\mu)$ in the denominator of the first fraction, which in Standard BBC dictated the critical density, now divides into the numerator and is therefore a removable singularity. Therefore the “extended critical density” is governed by the denominator of the second fraction. The result is that the critical density is now

$$\mu_c = 0.5\left[\frac{D}{S+D}\right] = 0.5 \left[\frac{1}{1 + \frac{S}{D}}\right]. \quad (7.15)$$

If one checksum bit is added prior to each message bit, then the extended critical density is 70.7% while if ten checksum bits are inserted prior to each message bit the extended critical density increases to 93.9%. In theory the extended critical density can be made arbitrarily close to unity, however at some point the fact that the numbers involved, such as number of hallucinations and the number of remaining spaces in the packet, are intrinsically discrete quantities comes in to play. However,
Figure 7.5: Decoder workload at extreme packet densities with interstitial checksum bits.

Simulations have demonstrated that efficient decoding remains possible even with densities driven to 99.5% by prepending 128 checksum bits to each message bit and appending 512 checksum bits to the end. One such simulation is shown if Figure 7.2.1. The total number of calls to the hash function is only about 250 times the number of calls required for a Standard BBC decoder operating at a packet density of 33%. None-the-less, this is a significant penalty to pay for a capability that is of dubious practical utility.

It should be noted that being able to deal with packet densities above 50% has only limited utility in the case of an anti-jamming application. If the attacker is capable and willing to force the receiver’s packet density to 50%, it is highly likely that they are capable and willing to force it another factor of two higher and completely jam the channel. Therefore the ability to extend the critical density is probably only of use when dealing with non-intelligent jamming sources (including environmental noise) and if that is the situation, then traditional jam-resistant approaches once again become a consideration, provided the necessary keys have been previously distributed or are publicly known. Hence about the only application where extended critical
densities might be useful, outside of academic circles, would involve initial exchange of keys in high noise environments without intelligent jamming.

Having said this, there is an additional benefit of interstitial checksum bits that make them potentially useful in a practical decoder. Figure 7.2.1 shows the workload of several codecs using interstitial checksum bits relative to the workload for a Standard BBC decoder as a function of packet density. The $S/D$ ratio is the ratio of the number of interstitial checksum bits to the number of message data bits in each fragment of the padded message. Wherever the curve for a particular codec is below 1.0, the total number of hash function calls to decode a packet is less than required by a Standard BBC codec despite the longer message length. When operating at the threat model limit of 33% (the threat model is described in Section 8.1), several codec configurations result in a reduction of 10% to 15%. The $1/4$ codec (represented by the solid line) would increase the critical density to 57% while increasing mark density in the codewords by approximately 25%. Whether this represents a reasonable tradeoff will depend on the specifics of a particular application, but in general is should be worth considering.
7.2.2 Multibit (M-ary) BBC

Since the fundamental signalling in a concurrent channel revolves around detecting the presence or absence of a mark and, more to the point, not in any modulation of the shape of that mark by the information being conveyed, a concurrent channel is fundamentally binary at this level. Unfortunately, this robs it of the ability to increase the bandwidth efficiency by using more than two symbols in its alphabet. However, the nature of the BBC algorithms lend themselves to encoding more than one bit into each mark simply by increasing the number of bits that are consumed by each call to the hash function. For instance, if each time the message prefix was extended two more bits of the message were incorporated, then there would be four possibilities for the new prefix and, therefore, four potential mark locations. Thus, the total number of marks needed to transmit a given number of message bits would be reduced by a factor of two. By the same token, the decoder would have to examine four mark locations at each node in the decoding tree but there would only be half as many nodes, meaning that the number of hash calls would be expected to remain about the same.

However, because each node requires the examination of more potential paths for further decoding, the opportunities to spawn hallucinations increases resulting in a corresponding decrease in the critical density. The number of hallucinations in steady state as a function of the number of message bits, $B$, corresponding to each call to the hash function is

$$H_{SS}(B) = \frac{2^B - 1}{1 - 2^B \mu} \tag{7.16}$$

As before, the critical density corresponds to the denominator going singular, or

$$\mu_C(B) = \frac{1}{2^B} \tag{7.17}$$
Therefore, a quadrature system that encodes two bits in each mark would have a
critical density of only 25%, which is below the stipulated density of the threat model.
Of course, the threat model is admittedly arbitrary and not set in stone. Recall that
limit of the present threat model was motivated by setting the number of working
hallucinations to one per valid message and then asking if this was a reasonable threat
model in practice. Using a similar approach here, the limit of the threat model would
have to be reduced to about 14%, which is hard to argue is reasonable. But if, say, a
threat model limit of 20% were considered reasonable, then the decoder would only
have to be able to handle three hallucinations per valid message, which is almost
certainly reasonable. None-the-less, M-ary BBC is probably not a viable candidate,
at least by itself, for a jam-resistant waveform.

7.2.3 Multimark BBC

An alternative to encoding multiple message bits in each mark is to use multiple
marks to encode each message bit. This is potentially useful for two purposes: First,
if each mark is required to be present, it increases the codec’s critical density. Second,
it offers a way to tolerate mark errors by only requiring a minimum subset of the
marks associated with each bit be present, though this tends to reduce the critical
density. In effect, the set of marks constitute a composite mark that has a particular
probability of being detected and can be considered equivalent to a single mark in a
packet having that density, at which point all prior results concerning critical density
and hallucination workload apply.

In the general case, each path is represented by $Q$-of-$Y$ marks, meaning that the
encoder generated $Y$ marks of which $Q$ must be detected. The likelihood that any
given mark will be found is, as always, the packet mark density, $\mu$. The probability
that a hallucination will be spawned (or extended) along a particular non-message
Table 7.3: Multimark BBC parameters for up to three marks per bit (MLR for PLR = 1% for 1000-mark codewords).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>$\mu_C(%)$</th>
<th>MLR (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>3170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>21580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>1831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Path is simply the probability, $\mu_e$ that there will be $Q$ or more marks out of $Y$, thus

$$
\mu_e(Q, Y) = \sum_{i=Q}^{Y} \binom{Y}{i} \mu^i (1 - \mu)^{Y-i}
$$

This effective mark density, $\mu_e$, can then be substituted into 7.15 for critical density or 7.10 for the hallucination workload (without interstitial checksum bits). Table 7.2.3 shows the critical density and also maximum mark loss rates (MLR) corresponding to a packet loss rate of 1% for 1000-mark codewords.

As an example, in 2-of-3 multimark, the hash function is used to determine three mark locations for each mark but the decoder only requires that two be found. For this case

$$
\mu_e = \mu^2 (3 - 2\mu)
$$

Somewhat surprisingly, for this configuration the increase in critical density due to using more marks per message bit exactly cancels the decrease in critical density due to allowing some marks to be missed and, hence, the critical density remains 50%, but the hallucination burden at the 33% threat model limit is reduced to to 0.54 hallucinations per valid message. If a hash function is used that produces all three mark locations in one call (which most hash functions would be capable of), the only significant processing cost lies in the memory accesses associated with checking
the mark locations. However, since there are only slightly over half the number of hallucinations per legitimate message and since the third mark location would seldom need to be checked, the actual increase in processing costs should be marginal.

The real potential gain offered by multimark BBC comes from the significant increase in the tolerance to mark errors. As an example, in Standard BBC (which is identical to 1-of-1 multimark), a mark error rate of less than $10^{-5}$ is needed to achieve a packet loss rate of less than 1% for thousand bit messages. However, using 2-of-3 multimark, the same packet loss rate can be achieved with a mark error rate of 0.18%.

The cost of using multimark BBC is that the energy budget per bit must be spread out over more marks. For n-of-3 multimark, this reduces the effective SNR-per-bit by nearly 5dB while simultaneously increasing the codeword density. Whether the improvement in the allowed MLR is able to overcome this cost must be calculated (the approach for which is developed in Chapters 9 & 10. It is likely that the outcome of this analysis will be different for different types of marks and for different detection methods.

A subtle benefit of multimark BBC is that, while we must assume that the attacker knows how many marks are transmitted per bit (since the receiver must also know this), the attacker need not have knowledge of how many marks the receiver will require in determining the presence of the composite mark (since the transmitter does not need this information). Thus, for example, the receiver could require only two of the marks be found and keep the threshold so as to produce a received packet density of 33%, as with standard BBC, or it could require that all three marks be present and set the threshold to achieve a received packet density of, say, 70%. In addition, it could require only a single mark and set the threshold to hold the received packet density to only 15%. In fact, BBC decoding lends itself to highly parallelized
implementations and it is quite practical to configure the system to use all three
thresholds and perform decoding under all three options simultaneously.

7.2.4 Block-Oriented BBC

Standard BBC plus all of the enhancements described previously can be combined into
a single codec description, known as a block-oriented BBC codec. that encompasses
each variant as a special case. The parameters are shown in Table 7.2.4. Note that,
since \( C = LF \), only two of these three quantities are actual parameters with the third
being defined by the other two.

The codec works as follows:

1) The \( L \)-bit message is broken into a sequence of \( D \)-bit fragments.
2) Each \( D \)-bit fragment is prepended with \( S \) checksum bits.
3) \( K \) checksum bits are appended to the end.

All of the above, together and in order, constitute the padded message.

4) Encoding prefix of the padded message that is a multiple of \( B \) bits is hashed.
5) Each hash output contributes \( Y \) marks to the \( C \)-bit codeword.

For this to work most cleanly, \( L \) should be divisible by \( D \) and length of the padded
message should be divisible by \( B \). However, this is not absolutely required as long as
unambiguous rules exist on how to cope with the exceptions.
7.3 Practical Considerations

7.3.1 Bookend Marks

Like any communication system, the receiver has to synchronize to the transmitted signal. This places a quiescent burden on the decoder because each symbol period requires the decoder to evaluate whether a packet exists starting with that symbol. For Standard BBC, this requires the decoder to begin the decoding process and continue it until the decoding tree dies. The expected number of calls to the hash function, assuming there is no valid packet at that location, is given by

\[
N_Q = \frac{2}{1 - 2\mu}
\]  

(7.20)

At the edge of the threat model, namely packet densities of \(\mu = 33\%\), this would result in an average of six calls to the hash function per symbol period, independent of the mark density in the bitstream being processed. While this doesn’t sound excessive at first glance, comparison to the active burden (the number of calls involved to decode packets containing valid messages) reveals its true nature. For this, we assume a continuous, back-to-back string of packets containing one message each. For \(C\)-bit codewords containing an \(L\)-bit message with a \(K\)-bit checksum, the number of calls to the hash function at this same mark density would be \(2(2L + K)\) every \(K\) symbols. Ignoring the minor impact of the checksum bits and using thousand bit messages and million bit codewords, this results in an average active burden of only four hash calls per thousand symbols, making the quiescent burden 1,500 times the active burden. Even if the mark density was the result of each packet containing approximately 400 messages, the quiescent burden would still be nearly four times the active burden.

A simply way to significantly reduce the quiescent burden is to place a mark in the leading position of each codeword. Thus, the codec would only initiate the decoding
process when it actually sees a mark. At the edge of the threat model, this would be 33\% of the time, thus the quiescent workload at this mark density would be reduced to just two hash calls per symbol. A comparable additional improvement can be gained by placing a mark in the trailing location of the codeword as well. Now the decoder would require the presence of both of these “bookend” marks before initiating a decode, reducing the quiescent burden to only 0.67 hash calls per symbol. While this would still put the quiescent-to-active burden at 167, that represents a significant improvement.

Of course, if there were a need to reduce the quiescent burden further, the number of bookend marks could be increased (and there is no requirement that they be placed at any particular location within the codeword, as long as the protocol specified the locations. In order to reduce the quiescent burden to below the active burden (when operating at the threat model limits) there would only need to be seven bookend marks.

Bookend marks are not completely cost-free, however. While no call to the hash function must be made, the packet must still be examined in each of the locations. However, since this search is short-circuiting, meaning that the first bookend mark not found terminates the search, the burden does not grow excessively as additional bookend marks are added.

7.3.2 Jitter and Symbol Phase Compensation

Up to this point, it has been assumed that the oscillators in the transmitter and receiver are ideal and perfectly matched; furthermore, it is assumed that the receiver is perfectly aligned with the received symbols. Clearly these are both unreasonable assumptions. This is particularly the case here since this is a completely asynchronous protocol. In order to avoid framing errors with such a protocol, which occur when the last bit in a packet is too far out of alignment with where the receiver expects
it to be, a common rule of thumb is that the sending and receiving oscillators must match within about one-tenth of a part per the length of the packet. Beyond this, it becomes highly likely that intersymbol interference will become intolerable. Thus, for a thousand bit (and, hence, thousand symbol) packet, it would be expected that oscillators rated for no more than about 500ppm would be necessary at both ends just to avoid framing errors. Details of the modulation scheme would likely tighten this requirement even further. Since BBC uses packets that are typically on the order of one million bits, conventional wisdom would dictate oscillators that are better than 0.5ppm, which exist but are not inexpensive. Even if the oscillators are well matched, on average, many noise sources in the transmitter (and possibly in the channel and receiver, as well) would contribute to uncertainty, called jitter, in the actual location of any given symbol boundary, which would also result in intersymbol interference.

Fortunately, the high asymmetry associated with a concurrent channel offers a simple way to sacrifice only a modest amount of performance to overcome significant amounts of timing mismatch. First, let's consider symbol synchronization; even when the oscillators match perfectly, there is a random phase between the symbol boundaries that must be accommodated. Any mismatch in symbol alignment will result in intersymbol interference. However, in a highly asymmetric channel that is concurrently coded, significant intersymbol interference is inherently tolerated. For instance, consider a simple radiometric detector. Normally, such a detector would look at the total energy between time $nt$ and $nt + T_S$ (where $T_S$ is the symbol duration) to determine whether a mark exists at time slot $n$. If the received mark straddles the symbol boundaries such that any appreciable portion of it were in an adjacent time slot, then a traditional receiver would be highly likely to make a bit error in one or even both of the time slots. However, in a concurrent receiver, the detection threshold will normally be low enough that it will still have a very high likelihood of declaring a mark in whichever time slot has more than half of the energy while
the other slot will likely have a significant chance of making a space error and falsely declaring a mark. Thus, while an error is still likely to occur, it is highly probable that it will be one that the decoding algorithms are specifically designed to deal with.

Although the basic behavior of a concurrent channel offers considerable protection against symbol misalignment, deliberate steps can be taken to improve it. One way would be for the transmitter to simply increase the width of the marks that it transmits, though just how simple this is in practice depends on the exact mark waveform that is used; in a simple pulse-based system using gated noise or an unmodulated carrier, it would be trivial. Consider a transmitter that transmitted pulses that were $2T_s$ long for each mark. If the receiver is using a radiometric detector that is integrating over $T_s$, then no matter how misaligned the receiver’s symbol clock is to the received signal (assuming no oscillator mismatch, which can be compensated for as well), the full energy of a mark (i.e., the energy expended over $T_s$ by the transmitter) is present during at least one of the packet frames that will be examined. In all likelihood, the packet will be received two, or even three, times in successive frames, but multiple reception of packets is something with which all transport protocols operating over unreliable channels must contend [77]. There are three costs for using this approach: first, the transmitted packets have a higher mark density meaning that, in principle, the jammer has to place marks in fewer locations in order to reach their target packet density. However, the transmitted packet is going from something on the order of 0.1% density to 0.2% while the jammer now needs to fill 33.1% of the packet with marks instead of 33.2%, so this, by itself, has negligible impact. Second, the transmitter must now spread the energy budget for a mark across multiple symbol periods which, while keeping the total energy expenditure the same, reduces the effective energy per mark and, correspondingly, the jammer’s required expenditure. Alternatively, the transmitter can increase their energy budget to keep the effective mark energy the same, but the jammer can then keep their energy expenditure the
same. In either case, the performance curve shifts in favor of the attacker. Finally, the decoder will almost certainly have to at least partially decode additional messages and will likely have to authenticate some duplicate messages; since any time spent doing that becomes unavailable for processing attack packets, the performance curve is again shifted toward the attacker. On the other hand, the likelihood of a packet being lost due to symbol misalignment is drastically reduced and, in addition, each packet is now effectively being transmitted multiple times and all copies must be missed for the packet to be lost.

Another corresponding method would be for the receiver to widen the window over which it looks for marks. For instance, when looking for a mark at location $p$, it could simply examine both $p$ and $p + 1$ and consider the mark found if there is a mark in either location. If the packet data available to the decoder has been hard-decided, meaning that it has already been declared a mark or a space in each packet element, then something like this is the only option available to the receiver. However, if the signal amplitude at the discriminator input have been stored, then the receiver can use much more creative decision algorithms. For instance, a mark could be declared if the sum of the signals for $p$ and $p + 1$ is above the threshold. This method has the particular advantage that it requires nothing different on the part of the transmitter to implement. As a result, unless the decision is a fixed part of the protocol, the jammer has no way of knowing whether this technique is being used or not, which complicates their jamming strategy. On the other hand, when used, the same processing steps are applied to both the legitimate marks and the jammer’s marks, meaning that the effective packet density has increased and, correspondingly, the effective critical packet density has decreased.

Not surprisingly, all of these reduce the effective degree of jam resistance; however, that performance loss also brings with it gains, some of which are hard to quantify. First off, the lower packet loss rate will reduce the benefit surrendered to the attacker
and may, by itself, tip the trade back in favor of the legitimate parties. Beyond that, in traditional systems, a jammer has many different ways to attack a signal other than just increasing the noise floor to cause bit errors. They can attack the receiver’s synchronization subsystem, which provides the ability to servo its oscillator to match the incoming signal, to align to its symbol boundaries, and to detect packet boundaries. In a concurrent channel, things can be kept so simple that they are, in essence, too stupid to be fooled. Thus, as with traditional spread spectrum, whether exploiting mark expansion is worthwhile depends on the cost-benefit tradeoffs involved.

7.3.3 Oscillator Mismatch Compensation

It’s one thing to be largely immune to jitter and symbol phase errors, but it is quite another to deal with framing errors resulting from mismatch between the sender’s and receiver’s underlying oscillators. For instance, if the two oscillators are mismatched by just 10ppm, then the final symbol of a one million bit codeword would be received ten symbol periods early (or late) as seen by the receiver. In most traditional systems, this would be dealt with by servoing the receiver’s oscillator to the received symbol using some artifact embedded in the symbol stream. This might be an embedded clock or it could be a message preamble. Unfortunately, this is not a viable option for a concurrent channel for several reasons. First, the whole point is to be able to accommodate multiple signals arriving concurrently and each signal is going to have its own oscillator mismatch. Second, concurrent channels lend themselves to sparse, unipodal signalling schemes which do not lend themselves to embedded clocks or preambles. Finally, any mechanism used to tune the receiver’s oscillator based on the detected signal invites an attacker to devise a signal that leads the receiver astray. None-the-less, the issue cannot simply be ignored.

In the case BBC-based systems, packets must be entirely buffered in memory before they can be decoded. This permits a way of tolerating effectively arbitrary
levels of oscillator mismatch using a very simple artifact. The basic concept is that each time a mark is detected, it is assumed to possibly be the leading bookend mark of a packet. Normally, the decoder would then look for the trailing bookend mark and only attempt to decode the packet if it is found at the expected location. To compensate for oscillator mismatch, the decoder instead examines a window centered at the expected location, in time, of the trailing bookend mark, as shown in Figure 7.3.3.

The size of the window is determined by the maximum amount of mismatch that is to be tolerated. Any marks found within that window are assumed to potentially be the trailing bookend mark from a slightly mismatched transmitter. For each such mark, the packet is decoded by calculating an adjusted mark location based on the amount of mismatch indicated. As an example, consider a codec that is working with million bit codewords and must tolerate up to 100ppm of oscillator mismatch. The decoder would need to examine a window that is basically 200 bits wide and, at the limit of the threat model, would find approximately 67 marks. Decoding all of these potential packets would increase the quiescent burden on the decoder by a factor of 67 which, while significant, is not by any means prohibitive. Most of this burden can be eliminated with an additional three or four bookend marks.
7.3.4 Concurrent Hash Functions

Just as not all hash functions are suitable for cryptographic applications, not all hash functions are suitable for use in a concurrent code. In general, the properties of a “good” hash function cannot be divorced from the application that it is intended to be good at. In the case of a concurrent hash function (namely, a hash function used in a particular concurrent codec), the goal is for it to be computationally infeasible of designing effective attack packets where an effective attack packet is one that places a disproportionately large burden on the decoder. The properties required and/or desirable for a concurrent hash function for a BBC-based concurrent codec have been laid out in the paper that introduced the Inchworm concurrent hash function [79].

One of the characteristics that a concurrent hash function must possess in order to avoid a known theoretical attack is an internal state that is large relative to the number of invocations required to encode a message, with a factor of two being considered adequate. Thus, for a one thousand bit message encoded with Standard BBC, the internal state should be at least two thousand bits. Since all mainstream cryptographic hash functions have internal states considerably smaller than this, they all possess this theoretical (though probably not practical) weakness.

Because a concurrent hash function is going to be called on the order of once per symbol in the data stream, it must also be computationally efficient. In practice, this means it should be both incremental and reversible. Incremental means that, given a hash function that has just hashed a particular message prefix, it should require constant effort to hash a new prefix consisting of the prior prefix plus an additional bit. Conversely, reversible means that it should require constant effort to return the hash function to the state corresponding to the prefix that is one bit shorter than the one most recently hashed. Obviously, the amount of that constant effort must be minimal. Currently, the recommended concurrent hash is Glowworm, which should be published in the near future. In the meantime, the Inchworm hash
is a good alternative, since the weakness found in it (and described in the upcoming Glowworm paper) is theoretical and not practical. Inchworm and Glowworm are both speed and space efficient in both software and hardware implementations.

### 7.3.5 Running Statistic Threshold

If a concurrent channel is unipodal, there is no natural level at which to set the detector’s threshold. While manually setting the threshold is unlikely to prove satisfactory in most applications, using an automatic method risks creating vulnerabilities that an attacker can exploit. For instance, if the average packet density is tracked using a low pass filter and the threshold adjusted to maintain the packet density near 33%, on average, then an attacker could flood the spectrum with energy for a short period of time to force the receiver to raise its threshold knowing that, even once they stopped transmitting, the threshold would require some amount of time to recover and, in the meantime, would still be high enough to raise the mark error rate unacceptably. To minimize this, the response time of the threshold adjustment circuit would need to be very short, but this invites the attacker to try to cause the receiver to produce an erratically changing threshold with the goal of producing mark errors over short time spans that are repeated at roughly the period of a packet.

The underlying problem with using an average density to set the threshold is that the threshold for the packet currently being decoded is, in part, dependent on signals received that are not part of the packet. Thus, an attacker’s influence extends beyond the time span during which they are actively emitting. The obvious solution, then, is to have the receiver set the threshold at the value that is appropriate for the packet presently being decoded based only on the signals that are a part of that packet. For instance, if each packet were decoded using a threshold that resulted in that packet’s mark density being at or near the threat model limit, then the attacker can only influence a packet with signals that directly interfere with that packet. However,
implementing such a scheme presents two significant challenges. First, what this entails is determining a threshold that corresponds to a certain percentile, which involves ordering the data. This ordering must then be updated at each time step (i.e., for each received symbol). Second, the symbol received at a particular time is not just a part of a single packet; it belongs to as many potential packets as there are bits in a codeword. Thus the value of the symbol must be determined according to that many different thresholds applied to the underlying signal. As a consequence, it is not sufficient for the discriminator to produce a simple two-level output. Instead, a multi-leveled value must be stored in the buffer and then compared to each packet’s threshold in turn.

Accomplishing the latter is a straightforward matter of storing the value that will be presented to the discriminator instead of the value at its output. The former challenge, however, requires a much more elegant solution in order meet the limited computational resources that will most likely be available. What is needed is a processing block that can accept the value of the next symbol’s amplitude and then produce the smallest threshold for which no more than 33% (or whatever statistic is used) of the last $C$ symbols received (where $C$ is the number of symbols in a packet) have amplitudes greater than that threshold. This is referred to as a “running statistic” module (if the statistic sought is the 50%-tile, then it would most likely be known as a “running median” module. At first glance, this would appear to require ordering all of the symbol amplitudes in a packet. At this point, determining the appropriate threshold is trivial. However, when the next symbol arrives, the amplitude of the oldest symbol must be removed, the amplitude of the new arrival added, and the ordering of the list updated. With million-bit packets, performing these tasks at the symbol arrival rate is anything but trivial.

The key to an efficient implementation is to recognize that the list does not have to be completely ordered. All that is required is to partition the set of values into the
largest 33% and the smallest 67%, to always be able to quickly identify the smallest and largest values in each partition, respectively, and to be able to replace the oldest item with the newest item and heal the relationships efficiently. This can be done using a data structure known as a heap or, alternatively, a priority queue. A maximal heap is a tree structure in which each parent is at least as large as any of its children; by contrast, in a minimal heap each parent is at least as small as any child. Thus, the root node of a maximal heap is guaranteed to be the largest value in the heap while the root node of a minimal heap is guaranteed to be the smallest.

Consider a maximal heap that is validly organized and assume that a randomly chosen node is updated with a new value. In all likelihood, the heap is no longer validly organized; however, it can be “healed” using only vertical swaps with parents or children and, more importantly, those swaps will always be in the same direction. For instance, assume that the new value is greater than the value of its parent. Then it is known that the new value must also be at least as large as either of its children, so they do not even need to be checked. Instead, the new value is swapped with its parent. There is no need to check if the old parent that has moved downward is at least as large as both of its children since it is known that it was at least as large as the original parent of both. This upward migration continues until either a point is reached in which the new node is no longer larger than its current parent or until the new node reaches the top of the heap. Conversely, assume that the new node is smaller than the largest of its two children. In this case the new node must be swapped with the largest child. Using the largest child guarantees that the new parent has the proper relationship to its former sibling. Similar to before, there is no need to check if the new parent is larger than its new parent since this is guaranteed by the original relationships. Again, this downward migration continues until a node is reached in which the new values is as least as large as the largest of its children or it has reached the deepest level of the heap. In the case of a binary heap, there are
1 + \lfloor \log_2(N) \rfloor \) levels where \( N \) is the number of nodes in the heap and \( \lfloor x \rfloor \) returns the largest integer not exceeding \( x \). The maximum number of swaps needed to heal a heap is therefore one less than this, or simply \( \lfloor \log_2(N) \rfloor \).

Now consider a combined structure in which a maximal “top” heap containing \( C/3 \) nodes shares a root node with a minimal “bottom” heap containing \( 2C/3 \) nodes where, again, \( C \) is the number of bits in a packet. Requiring symbol amplitudes to exceed the value stored in the root node will result in packet densities as close to \( 1/3 \) is possible without exceeding it. For the case of a one-million bit packet, this would put 333,334 nodes in the top heap and 666,666 nodes in the bottom heap. The top heap would have 19 levels while the bottom heap would have 20. Because of the shared root node, the maximum number of swaps required to heal the combined structure would be 37. However, most updates will involve replacing a value that is fairly deep in one heap with a new value that will need to end up fairly deep in that same heap, thus the actual number of swaps per healing should average around half of the maximum, or about 18 in this case.

There are several bookkeeping issues that must be dealt with efficiently in order to maximize the throughput, but careful construction using mirrored arrays and indirect referencing can result in a very lean process [80].
Chapter 8

Optimal Jamming Signal for CCSS

In analyzing the jam resistance of traditional spread spectrum systems, it is commonly assumed that Kerckhoff’s principle (a.k.a., Shannon’s maxim) applies and that the adversary has complete knowledge of the system except for the keys. In particular, it is assumed they have full knowledge of the waveform in general including things such as frequency pallet, modulation scheme, and symbol duration. In addition, they know how the signal is constructed and how it is processed. Finally, it is even assumed that they know the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the legitimate signal at the receiver and that they have the ability to control their own signal’s SNR at the same receiver. However, without knowledge of the keys (the spreading code, in the case of a spread spectrum system), they are unable to inject coherent content into a signal; rather, they attack the waveform in order to inject effectively random information errors. Since this is generally the only kind of jamming that is considered, it is not given a particular name. However, in concurrent code spread spectrum, the adversary does know the spreading code and therefore can inject coherent content into the received waveform. This gives them additional jamming strategies to exploit and therefore it is useful to categorize them; therefore, traditional jamming will be referred to as “waveform jamming” while jamming aimed at exploiting knowledge of the spreading
code will be termed “protocol jamming.” Because a jammer can use either approach separately or a combination of the two, thus all three possibilities must be considered and, where possible, mitigated and/or analyzed.

8.1 Threat Model

If practical, a hostile jammer facing a CCSS system would transmit a waveform that only resulted in the receiver committing mark errors; erasing only a few marks would constitute a devastatingly effective attack. However, as noted before, accomplishing this by attempting to cancel out the legitimate signal, at the receiver, is not a trivial undertaking. The more likely outcome of such an attempt is that the attacker’s signal would actually make it more likely that the presence of a signal would be sensed and a mark detected.

None-the-less, the jammer has working in their favor the fact that it is quite easy for them to add marks to the received signal stream, forcing the decoder to perform additional work. At some point, if they are able to inject enough marks to exceed the decoder’s critical mark density, then the workload will explode exponentially and the channel will be jammed. However, this is fundamentally no different than any other form of spread spectrum – if the jammer is capable of and willing to commit sufficient energy to the attack, they will win. From a practical standpoint, other considerations must impose a limit on the amount of energy the attacker is willing to commit; for that, we must consider the adversary’s risk assessment. For example, if the anti-jamming is intended to protect domestic communications for first responders, then the goal is to force the attacker to use enough energy so that law enforcement can detect and localize the adversary, who would then face potential fines and imprisonment. In a tactical military setting, the goal is much the same, though the response tends to be somewhat more direct and permanent. With that in mind, a more complete goal
statement for an anti-jamming technology would be to provide enough resistance to hostile jamming so as to keep the communications channel open in the presence of the strongest attack the adversary is likely to be capable of and/or willing to execute.

For CCSS, a somewhat arbitrary limit to the threat model of 33% mark density has been established [24]. With a packet mark density of 33%, the decoder is expected to have to perform about twice the number of computations that it would in a noise-free environment (provided the extra marks are randomly placed). The argument that this is a reasonable limit goes as follows: Given a detection threshold suitable for detecting legitimate marks, there is some minimum amount of energy that, if committed to a jamming attack, would flood the spectrum with sufficient energy to turn every space into a mark. The network defenders, whether they use warrants or missiles, are either capable of localizing and neutralizing an attack of that level or they are not. If they are not, then the attacker is going to win. But if they are, then they are likely still capable of doing so against an attack level at one-third that energy or it should be possible to raise the power of legitimate signal, by at most a factor of three, to make it so. Given this, the channel will remain open at that level of attack and the attacker loses. With this in mind, our analyses of protocol attacks will assume that an attacker is only willing to accept the risk associated with turning one-third of the spaces into marks.

### 8.2 Protocol Jamming

In analyzing the impact of protocol jamming, we will assume that the attacker can inject into a packet specific marks at locations of their choosing and can bring the total packet density to the extreme edge of the threat model, which is generally taken to be 33% (and which we will assume from this point on, even though it can always be set to a different level). Furthermore, we assume that the attacker can accomplish
this without any risk of retaliation. These assumptions are quite reasonable if the receiver is using a running statistic threshold because it is assumed that the threshold is chosen so as to maintain the packet density at 33% even when no jamming signal is present. Thus, the attacker must only broadcast marks that are marginally above the noise floor to ensure that they detected and we are granting them the ability to do this without risk. On the other hand, they cannot inject any more marks because the running statistic threshold will reject all but the 33% of the marks with the highest energy. Thus, to have any effect beyond injecting enough chosen marks to bring the packet density to 33%, the attacker would have to increase their energy output enough so as to place at least some of the legitimate marks below the top third. At this point, they are conducting a waveform attack (in additional to a protocol attack) and the waveform aspect of it is treated separately.

Because the receiver has the ability to force the packet density to a value comfortably below the critical density, an attacker is unable to present the codec with an exponentially growing decoding tree. However, they can still strive to use their mark budget so as to create the most computationally expensive tree possible. There are two targets of such an attack; the first is to produce a tree with the maximum number of nodes while the second is to produce a packet that the greatest number of final messages that must be authenticated. Which of these is the more effective of the two depends both on the relative success of the packet at achieving each result and the relative ability of the receiver to cope with each. Each will be considered separately.

Research on crafting optimal attack packets is ongoing and outside the scope of this dissertation. While it therefore cannot be guaranteed that a hypereffective attack packet that forces an exponentially large decoder workload cannot be formed, a security proof exists [81] showing that, for a random hash function selected from among all possible hash functions, that the probability of such a hypereffective attack
packet existing is vanishingly small and, at the risk of extreme understatement, the probability of finding it is substantially less. However, it is known that hash functions can be constructed for which such hypereffective attack packets are trivial to form. Fortunately, the adversary has no say in the choice of the hash function, they merely know what choice was made. Thus they must devise a means of searching for effective attack packets against the specific hash function in use. Given the search space involved, a brute force search to find the global maximum is almost literally unimaginable. To date, the most effective approach has been to build packets mark-by-mark using a gradient descent approach to find packets that, locally, maximize the decoder workload. Such packets are generally a few times more effective than simple multi-message attack packets and, therefore, easily countered with only a modest increase in decoder cost and complexity.

8.2.1 Random Mark Attack

The simplest protocol attack is simply to inject random marks into the received packet. For a BBC codec configured to work with $L$-bit messages and an expansion factor of $F$, the number of attack marks, $N$, that the attacker should be able to add to a packet to achieve a desired density can be obtained by inverting (7.6).

$$N = -FL \ln(1 - \mu) \quad (8.1)$$

For our standing example of a Standard BBC codec, namely 1000-bit messages, 30-bit checksums, and an expansion factor of 1000, and with an attack limit of 33%, this gives the attacker 405,465 marks to work with; they may have more or less, in practice, since this is the expected number of independent marks they could add to million-bit attack packet before reaching the 33% limit.
However, if a running statistic threshold is in use, then this is a singularly ineffective attack since random noise is already accomplishing the same thing. Furthermore, it has already been shown that a random mark density of 33% only forces the decoder to perform twice the computation that it would have performed in the absence of any noise at all.

### 8.2.2 Random Message Attack

The next simplest attack is to construct an attack packet consisting of randomly chosen messages. Each such message not only serves as a source for the generation of hallucinations, but also as a final message that must be discriminated against via authentication.

The nominal number of messages that the attacker could add would be the packet mark density times the expansion factor, or $\mu F$. The presence of the checksum bits drives this down while the mark collisions tend to drive it up. The number of independent marks that the attacker has to work with is still that given by (8.1). Combined with Eqn. 7.8 and taking into account checksum bits, we have the number of attack messages, $M$, as

$$M = -\frac{F \ln(1 - \mu)}{1 + K \log_2(M)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.2)

While this can’t be solved in closed form, the base-2 log of the number of messages is generally small enough relative to the message length that it can be ignored (this is certainly true in any practical codec).

Again turning to our standing example of a Standard BBC codec with 1000-bit messages, 30-bit checksums, an expansion factor of 1000, and an attack limit of 33%, this yields an expected load of 393 messages. Adding in the impact of the
hallucinations at this density, and the decoder would be expected to perform about 800 times the computational work compared to the zero noise case.

In practice, the attacker needs to use a few less than this because they do not want their marks competing with the legitimate marks for inclusion. The reason is that a legitimate message would exclude about a thousand of the attack marks (remember, the energy in the attack marks is assumed to be just above the noise floor) which would likely destroy most, if not all, of the attack messages at some point during the decoding process. But this could be easily addressed by using slightly higher energy for most of the attack messages and slightly less for the last few, which would be sacrificed in favor of the legitimate marks.

### 8.2.3 Hallucination Attack

If the goal of the attacker is to maximize the codec’s hallucinogenic burden, then one step in that direction is to use a “bushy-headed” attack which generates as many message lines in the codec as possible as early as possible. It also makes no attempt to support these messages once the terminal checksum bits are reached. However, this results in only a marginal increase in the number of messages compared to the complete random message attack, especially if the random message attack simply stops encoding the random messages upon reaching the terminal checksum bits.

This is one place where interstitial checksum bits can play a useful role. In essence, each such bit forces the attacker to insert an attack mark that can produce no hallucinations while, at the same time, reducing the hallucinations that are already present.

The approach described above is simple to implement, but not necessarily anywhere near optimal. Although highly unlikely, it is always possible that there exists sets of marks that constitute unusually effective attack packets. Assuming the hash function chosen is sound, it should not be possible for the attacker to analytically construct such packets and it is clearly impossible to even begin to explore the space
of all possible attack packets in search of the globally most effective one. But there are numerous ways to find the most effective attack packet in a small neighborhood of the packet space. One possibility would be to use a gradient descent (or, perhaps more correctly, a gradient ascent) approach. For instance, a "seed packet" could be constructed with one or more messages (or message fragments) and then the size of the decode tree determined by actually decoding the packet. Then a new mark could be placed at each empty space of the packet, in turn, and the new decoding effort determined for each location. The mark would then be frozen at whichever location produced the greatest increase. This process could then be repeated until the desired attack packet density was achieved. There are almost unimaginable variations on this theme, such as periodically removing the least useful marks. Simulations to date, on packets of up to a few thousand bits, indicate that packets several times more effective than random messages can be constructed, but no highly effective packets have been discovered.

8.2.4 Authentication Attack

If the attacker wishes to flood the receiver with the maximum number of valid messages that must be individually authenticated, then they must intentionally inject all of them since they cannot count on any hallucinations surviving all of the terminal checksum bits. The notion of a bushy-tailed packet was discussed in Section 7.1.4. This is the type of packet that will produce the greatest expected number of final messages at a given mark density.

Once again, the attacker has the mark budget given by (7.6) with which to construct their attack. For a Standard BBC codec configured to work with $L$-bit messages and $K$-bit checksums, they must allocate their marks three ways to produce $M$ final messages: They must use $L - \log_2(M)$ marks to propagate a message from the start to the point at which the bushy tail begins. They must use $\approx 2(M - 1)$ marks to
create the tail, and they must use $KM$ marks to sustain them through the terminal checksum decoding. Thus, the number of final messages that can be forced is

$$M = -\frac{-L(F \ln(1 - \mu) + 1) + \log_2(M) + 2}{K + 2}$$

$$\approx -\frac{C \ln(1 - \mu)}{K + 2} \quad (8.3)$$

Again turning to our standing example of a Standard BBC codec with 1000-bit messages, 30-bit checksums, an expansion factor of 1000, and an attack limit of 33%, this yields an expected load of 12,640 messages. Using the simpler approximation, a value of 12,671 is obtained, showing that it is likely to be a sufficient approximation for most purposes.

This is a potentially serious attack that could increase communication latency to an unacceptable level as the higher levels in the stack become overburdened performing message authentication. One possible approach is to leverage the fact that such an attack packet is unlikely to align with a legitimate packet and thus setting a threshold on the maximum number of messages that any given packet can produce before being abandoned is unlikely, by itself, to significantly increase the rate of lost legitimate messages. However, it must be kept in mind that imposing such a limit means that the attacker can compose multiple overlaid attack packets each producing the allowed limit. For instance, using the prior example, if the decoder were set to abandon packets once they reach 128 messages, then the attacker would only need to use 4191 marks to create their attack packet. Since this is only slightly over 1% of their mark budget, they could repeat the packet (or other, similar packets, at a rate such that 97 attack messages began, on average, during the length of a packet. While this increases the likelihood that a legitimate message will be masked by an attack packet by a factor of nearly one hundred, the chances of such a collision are still about 10,000:1. It also reduces the total number of false messages they can force.
the user to authenticate to about 9,700, which, while not decisive, is none-the-less nearly a 25% reduction.

Placing such an arbitrary limit on the decoder can be removed by prepending each message with a cryptographic hash of the message. Since such a hash would be required as part of signing the message anyway, the computational cost on the sender’s part is negligible. Using a 128-bit hash would increase the bandwidth requirement and also the codeword density by ten to fifteen percent in our typical example, all else being equal.

A potentially more efficient alternative to mitigate the attack is to salt each message with a random prefix and then use some means of throttling the decoder output by limiting the number of messages that can share a prefix. Taken to the extreme of accepting the first message produced by any given prefix, the attacker must now support each of their attack messages throughout the entire decode process which limits them to about 400 such messages in our example (which they can put in one packet or spread out over multiple partially overlaid messages). If a sixteen bit salt is used, then even if all of the attack messages are in a single packet and even if they succeed in aligning this packet with a legitimate packet, their is less than a 1% chance of colliding with the legitimate message’s random prefix. A much more sophisticated approach is described in [82] in which both the decoder and the authenticator can gracefully terminate decoding of a packet prefix on an as-needed basis.

Even if a bushy-tailed attack is mitigated completely, the attacker can always force the receiver to authenticate full-length messages which, in our example case, is about four hundred messages for each legitimate message. This underscores the need for the adopted message protocol to incorporate an efficient means of validating and authenticating messages. It also reveals one disadvantage of using large expansion factors since the number of complete valid messages that the attacker can force per legitimate message is proportional to this factor. Of course, this merely means
that this issue becomes one of many interrelated constraints that the designers of a practical system must weigh.

### 8.3 Waveform Jamming

In analyzing the impact of waveform jamming, we concern ourselves only with the ability of the jammer to increase the level of random mark errors made by the receiver. The impact of space errors is analyzed as a form of protocol attack. In this research, the only waveform attack that was analyzed in detail was barrage jamming, the results of which are compared to similar analyses by Ziemer and Peterson [83] for traditional spread spectrum forms. As with other forms of spread spectrum, barrage jamming is very simple to implement, but it lacks effectiveness compared to the energy committed. Therefore, it is not expected that this analysis will provide a true picture of the performance of CCSS in a jamming environment, but rather a basis for a preliminary comparison of its performance against traditional spread spectrum systems confronted with similar barrage jamming attacks.

Like other forms of spread spectrum, it is expected that a jammer can improve their effectiveness by crafting jamming waveforms based on the specifics of the type of system they are attacking. One obvious improvement over barrage jamming is pulse jamming using a duty cycle equal to the receiver’s packet density target. The idea is to force mark errors by simply presenting the receiver with enough false marks that are stronger than the weakest legitimate mark. If the receiver is going to set its detection threshold such that 33% of the received bits are declared to be marks, then an attacker can broadcast noise with a 33% duty cycle with a peak power level comparable to that of the legitimate pulses. This alone should provide a 5dB increase in effectiveness over straight barrage jamming.
8.4 Composite Jamming

Assuming that an attacker is able to craft a signal that has a heightened probability of causing a mark error at a specific location, then an obvious question would be which marks in a packet should be the target of such an attack. Such an attack is a combination of a waveform and a protocol attack. The ability to craft such a signal is problematic and the chosen mark waveform and detection method will, of course, be designed to minimize the likelihood of success. But assuming that such a signal is discovered, then clearly the most valuable mark to go after would be the leading bookend mark since erasing this means that the packet probably will not even be detected, let along decoded. However, it must be understood that the ability to target any particular mark is extremely difficult since detecting the mere presence of a packet requires most of the packet to be received before it can even be detected. There is, after all, nothing to distinguish a bookend mark from other marks beside its relationship to the set of marks that follow it. Thus an attacker can attempt to predict when a message will be broadcast or detect a packet in transit early enough to broadcast an attack involving the remaining portion of the message. Predicting when a message will start is easily thwarted simply by having the sender dither their message start times within a suitably-sized window. Detecting a packet in time to overlay an effective attack on it is not trivial. Other than the leading bookend mark, there are no “start of frame” signals to detect. However, the locations of the marks associated with the leading bits in the message will belong to one member of a relatively small set. About half of those marks will appear in the latter half of the packet, and thus are of little utility in identifying a packet in time to overlay an attack signal. However, it must be assumed that the attacker will be able to prepare comparison masks of all of the leading prefixes so as to detect a packet in transit early on. Under these circumstances, an attacker can simply key their transmitter any time a packet is detected and as long as they can overlay the last third of the packet with
high-power noise, they will probably cause the packet to be lost. However, such a brute-force approach has a simple counter - the sender merely transmits a low level of random decoy packets at all times. If the attacker must go after each decoy in order to be sure they engage the legitimate messages, then their ability to detect packets early is of little benefit unless they can craft a low-power attack that causes mark errors. If they can, then the only marks that make sense to target are the trailing bookend marks. In particular, going after any particular message bit, including the checksum bits, past the first several is infeasible because determining the location to target requires the message thus far to be decoded which, in turn, is very likely to require marks that haven’t been received yet. Going after the trailing bookend mark not only provides a static target, but also a target that gives the attacker the greatest time window with which to detect the packet and launch their attack. One method of mitigating the attack is to incorporate additional bookend marks throughout the packet (in which case, admittedly, the name “bookend” becomes a misnomer) and requiring only some minimum number of them to be detected.
Chapter 9

RF Implementations

At this point, readers should be reasonably comfortable that, given a suitable OR channel for transmission, a concurrent codec is capable of recovering large numbers of superimposed messages at a reasonable, though significant, processing burden. However, experience has shown that most people, at this point, remain very skeptical regarding the ability to fashion a suitable OR channel in the first place. The first part of this chapter therefore aims to address that skepticism by qualitatively establishing that such channels are reasonably easy to create and considering a number of possible options for doing so.

Having established the necessary OR channel is conceptually feasible, we will then establish the groundwork for comparing CCSS to traditional forms by developing the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) for a particular implementation, namely a pulsed-BBC CCSS system using a matched-filter detector. The ROC will then serve as the fundamental basis for the effective bit error rate (BER) curves developed in the next chapter. In order to work with the ROC curve, we will need to understand how, in a binary asymmetric channel, we should choose the optimal threshold setting and how it determines where on the ROC curve the receiver is operating. These issues will also be addressed in this chapter.
As already noted, the strategy employed here to obtain jam resistance is fundamentally tied to the error probabilities of the physical communications channel used. The goal is to achieve a “multiple access OR” channel\(^1\) wherein the received bit stream is simply the bitwise-OR of all transmitted bit streams plus channel noise. In the ideal case the mark error probability (the probability of receiving a space when a mark was transmitted) will be zero, meaning that all transmitted marks will be received unaltered. However, in practice, a non-zero mark error probability must be tolerated.

To date, OR-channels have generally been considered only in terms of data storage structures in which codewords are combined via a bitwise-OR. These are the classic superimposed codes (by all their various names, such as Bloom filters) discussed previously. However, little attention has been given to physical channels that exhibit this behavior. This is not to say that such channels do not exist, but merely that this aspect of their behavior has apparently seldom before merited close examination. In the wired world one popular communications protocol used in many micro-controller based systems is \(I^2C\) (Inter-Integrated Circuit) whereby players are only allowed to assert marks; spaces only appear when no player is asserting a mark. This is generally implemented by using components having an open collector/drain output in a “wired-OR” arrangement. However, there is no effort to exploit this mark/space asymmetry to achieve jam resistance - in fact the protocol, like the majority of protocols, assumes that all players will play nice and obey the rules. In \(I^2C\), the purpose of using a wired-OR connection is to attain collision detection and bus arbitration and the rules state that any player attempting to transmit a space but who senses a mark instead must assume that someone else is transmitting and immediately relinquish the bus. Such a protocol is, of course, trivially jammed by a malicious player with very little effort.

\(^1\)This term appears to be the most widely used (\[84\] for instance), but others such as \textit{multiaccess OR} \[72\], or just simply an \textit{OR channel} \[85\] are common as well.
In the wireless world, on-off keying (OOK) has been in use since the beginning of radio. In its simplest form, the transmitter broadcasts wideband noise (such as from a spark-gap generator in the early days) to transmit a mark and silence to transmit a space. The receiver then simply looks for the presence of noise above a certain threshold and calls that a mark while noise below the threshold is called a space. Provided the threshold is not changed as a result of the jammer’s actions, the jammer can only convert spaces to marks. In practice however, just using OOK does not yield a viable OR-channel from the jam-resistance point of view because traditional coding schemes are as sensitive to space errors as they are to mark errors. Thus, a jammer normally only has to corrupt a relatively small number of spaces to destroy the information content of the signal. To compensate, the receiver’s discrimination threshold is increased even in the presence of mild jamming and it quickly rises to the point that mark-errors as well as space-errors are produced. Like I2C, jammers can create this situation with very little relative power.

The underlying reason why the OOK receiver must raise its discrimination threshold is because present codecs rely on both the marks and the spaces in the received bitstream to convey information. This is largely forced on them by the desire/need to work with physical channels having symmetric bit-error probabilities and it's consequences carry over to channels that happen to be asymmetric. However, if (1) the channel is highly asymmetric, (2) the receiver does not rely on the presence of any (particular) spaces in the codeword, and (3) they can tolerate a large number of additional marks (space-errors), then the situation changes fundamentally. Under these conditions, the receiver can leave their discriminator threshold set very low and accept the false marks as part of the received packet.

Suitable OOK transmission protocols are possible with each of the three major forms of traditional spread spectrum - direct sequence, frequency hopping, and time hopping. The easiest one to visualize is time hopping spread spectrum such as used
in impulse-based ultra-wideband radio [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93]. Using this approach, very short but high power pulses are produced at times, relative to the start of the packet, dictated by the codec’s encoding algorithm. Pulse durations of fractions of a picosecond are achievable with low cost pulse generators [94].

9.1 Binary Asymmetric Channels

The translation paths from transmitter to receiver in a binary channel are shown in Figure 9.1. The following definitions describe the various probabilities involved:

\[
P_{DM} \triangleq P(y = 1|x = 1) = P_D
\]  
\[
P_{ES} \triangleq P(y = 1|x = 0) = P_{FA}
\]  
\[
P_{EM} \triangleq P(y = 0|x = 1) = (1 - P_D)
\]  
\[
P_{DS} \triangleq P(y = 0|x = 0) = (1 - P_{FA})
\]

The probability that a mark is detected, given that one was transmitted, is the Probability of Mark Detection, \(P_{DM}\), as defined in (9.1). This is the same as the Probability of Detection, \(P_D\), in the context of a radar system. The probability that
a mark is detected, given that one was not transmitted, is the Probability of a Space Error, $P_{ES}$, as defined in (9.2). This is the same as the Probability of False Alarm, $P_{FA}$, in the radar context.

The remaining two paths, namely the Probability of a Mark Error, $P_{EM}$, and the Probability of Space Detection, $P_{DS}$, can be expressed in terms $P_D$ and $P_{FA}$ as given in (9.3) and (9.4), respectively. For the remainder of this work, we will favor the terms $P_D$ and $P_{FA}$.

Note that using the $P_D$ and $P_{FA}$ represents a departure from the treatment generally used in communication systems. The general focus is on the two error rates directly, $P_{EM}$ and $P_{ES}$. The are typically assumed to be equal and are then referred to simply as the Probability of Error, $P_E$. However, it must be kept in mind that traditional systems generally take steps, through source coding if necessary, to place roughly equal information in transmission symbol, thus making both the relative frequency of each symbol comparable as well as the cost for reception errors of each type. In concurrent coding, much like radar, on the other hand, virtually all of the information is conveyed in the marks and the penalties for missing a mark are much higher than falsely detecting one.

9.2 Generalized On-Off Keying

A concurrent codec ideally operates over an OR channel in which the received packet represents a ORing of all of the packets broadcast. Such a channel can be approximated if the probability of detection for a mark sufficiently high, even in the face of hostile interference. The need to minimize the likelihood that an attacker can force the receiver to make mark errors, leads to the adoption of a generalized form of On-Off Keying (OOK) as the preferred modulation scheme.
Consider the case of any modulation method in which one waveform is broadcast for a mark and another is broadcast for a space. The receiver then has to determine if the received signal looks more like a mark’s waveform or a space’s waveform based on evaluating which one is the stronger of the two. This means that the attacker can force mark errors simply by broadcasting sufficiently strong spaces. For instance, if a frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation were adopted then a space would correspond to a signal at one frequency while a mark would map to a signal at a second frequency. The attacker could then cause mark errors by transmitting a signal at the space’s frequency. Furthermore, since the attacker would know that they only need to cause a very limited number of mark errors in order to cause the loss of an entire packet, then randomly transmitting very strong spaces at low duty cycles would constitute a devastating attack.

As an example, consider a system in which a codeword consists of one thousand marks in a one million bit codeword. Now consider that the attacker randomly transmits space signals having the same energy at the receiver as the legitimate mark signal has. If a space signals collide with any of the mark signals, then there is a 50/50 chance that the mark will be erased and the entire message lost. In order to have a 50% probability that a space signal will collide with at least one of the one-thousand marks, the attacker only needs to broadcast with a signal consisting of spaces with a density of 0.07%. Since the legitimate signal is a constant envelope waveform, the jammer can therefore expend less than 1/1000 of the energy of the legitimate sender while having causing about 25% of all packets to be lost. Furthermore, this is largely independent of the length of the codeword and therefore none of the spectrum spreading achieved by using sparse codewords provides a benefit.

By only transmitting (and only looking for) the signal for a mark, the attacker is left with only two options - transmitting enough marks to overload the receiver’s de-
coder or figure out a way to destructively interfere with a mark’s waveform sufficiently so as to reduce it below the detection threshold.

Another argument against a traditional constant-envelope modulation scheme is that, unlike binary symmetric channels, the value of a space being correctly received is almost negligible compared to correctly receiving a mark. Therefore it makes little sense to expend the same amount of energy asserting each. Instead, it makes sense to expend little to no energy on asserting spaces and, instead, use that energy to bolster the all-important marks. With a typical mark density of 0.1%, this means that marks can be asserted with an effective power of 1000W for the total energy expenditure of a 1W constant-envelope scheme.

This is not to say that OOK is without drawbacks. In particular, the difficulty of achieving high peak-to-average ratios (PAR) is well known. However, this is is also a problem that has long faced the radar community and several approaches to addressing it have been developed, including various pulse compression techniques [95]. Using these techniques, wide pulses with lower peak power demands can provide time resolutions comparable to higher peak power pulses having the same total energy.

### 9.3 Mark/Space Waveform Options

The fact that only the presence of a mark must be detected and that severe distortion in its shape can be tolerated permits, in theory, nearly any waveform to be used as a mark symbol. Conversely, since multiple overlaid spaces should still be seen as a space, and not a horribly distorted mark, the most reasonable choice for the space symbol is silence. Thus, we are steered toward using a unipodal signaling scheme as follows:

\[ s_{\text{space}} \triangleq 0 \quad (9.5) \]
$s_{mark} \triangleq \begin{cases} 
s_m(t) & t_0 \leq t \leq (t_0 + T_S) \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \tag{9.6}$

Where $t_0$ is the start time for the particular mark being transmitted and $T_S$ is the symbol duration.

Perhaps the most promising mark waveform comes from DSSS systems [96]. In this approach, a generalized hierarchical Golay (GHG) sequence, such as that employed as a synchronization code in IMT-2000 W-CDMA cell systems [97], might be used as the mark waveform. The transmitter walks through the codeword and broadcasts the entire sequence each time a mark is encountered. The result is a superposition of identical sequences offset in time by the relative time between codeword mark boundaries. The receiver employs an efficient GHG matched filter to detect marks at those locations where the correlation exceeds the detection threshold.

Another potential mark waveform, derived from FHSS, involves associating codeword bits with a two-dimensional grid of frequency/time bins. The transmitter walks across the codeword along the time axis and broadcasts a signal on every frequency in that time slot whose bin contains a mark. The receiver must be capable of listening to all of the frequencies in the hop set and detecting marks associated with any bin whose signal rises above the threshold. At one extreme, there would be a single time slot and the hop set would have as many frequencies as there are bits in the codeword, which can be on the order of one million; but at the other extreme, the hop set could consist of a single frequency, in which case there would be as many time slots as codeword bits. The latter is simply the pulse-based system, described next, by another name. The size of the hop set would depend on the capabilities of the receiver and, as software-defined radios improve, this technique is likely to become increasingly attractive.
Arguably the simplest concurrent code system to implement is a pulse-based system in which the transmitter walks across the codeword and transmits a short, high-power pulse of RF energy each time it encounters a mark [24]. The shape of the pulse can range from random broadband noise to a single-tone carrier. The former is very similar to impulse-based Ultra Wide Band (UWB) systems while the latter is nothing more than the continuous wave (CW) on-off keying (OOK) that dates back more than a century.

One major disadvantage of the basic pulse-based approach is that if the duration of the pulse is limited to the codeword bit period, then transmitters need to be capable of very high instantaneous power output to achieve even moderate data rates along with high degrees of jam resistance. As mentioned previously, this same problem has long faced radar system designers and the fruits of their efforts can be applied here in the form of pulse compression techniques. One such option would be to use a linear frequency modulated (LFM) chirp for each mark. The chirp duration could span many mark periods while still permitting the receiver to discriminate the presence of marks at the necessary temporal resolution. By spreading the mark pulse out in a relatively long chirp, the transmitter can put the same total energy into the mark waveform while significantly reducing the peak power required to do so. In fact, the DSSS-based approach using Golay sequences is an example of phase-coded pulse compression.

9.4 Detection Options

As long as transmitted marks do not intentionally overlap, meaning that the mark waveform duration does not exceed the codeword bit rate, then a simple radiometer offers a suitable detector. In fact, if the details of the mark waveform are not deterministic, as would be the case with pulses of random noise, then a radiometer is
the optimal detector [83, 23]. If the mark waveform is deterministic, then a matched filter detector is the best choice [83, 98]. If the symbol duration is longer than the codeword bit period, then there is no choice but to use a deterministic signal since the receiver must correlate the received waveform against the expected mark waveform to obtain a mark location in time.

9.5 Pulse-Based Receiver Performance

For the remainder of this dissertation, attention will be focussed on a pulse-based system using an arbitrary, but deterministic, mark waveform that is bounded by the codeword bit period. Not only is this arguably the most basic system with which to perform the initial comparison to existing spread spectrum systems, but it is most representative of systems that have been implemented and field tested in jamming environments [99, 100].

9.5.1 Receiver Architecture

To date, four signal detection approaches have been envisioned for CCSS. These are a correlator (or, equivalently, a matched filter), a radiometer, an envelope detector, and an FFT-based approach. At present, only software-defined implementations of the first two have been used in actual practice. This dissertation will analyze only the matched filter detector. Consequently, the receiver architecture under consideration is that shown in Figure 9.5.1.

The signal \(x(t)\), at the input to the matched filter, is the sum of the information signal, \(s(t)\), and the noise signal, \(n(t)\). The noise signal is composed of two components: nonmalicious noise that is that normally present in the channel (particularly the noise associated with the receiver front end) and malicious noise broadcast by other transmitters (in particular, a jammer). Nonmalicious noise will be assumed to
be additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) that may be bandlimited as appropriate. The malicious noise may or may not be AWGN as dictated by the type of attack being considered. The signal at the filter output, $v(t)$, is sampled at the end of the symbol period and the sampled signal presented to the comparator. The output of the comparator is a 1 (mark) if its input is above the threshold value, $V_{th}$, and a 0 (space), if below.

The information signal, $s(t)$, is assumed to either be that for a mark, $s_m(t)$, or that for a space, $s_s(t)$. For convenience, and without loss of generality, it is assumed that $s(t)$ is defined on the interval between zero and the symbol duration, $T$. Furthermore, since the transmitter is squelched when spaces are transmitted, $s_s(t)$ is identically zero.

The noise signal, $n(t)$, is assumed to be additive white Gaussian with single-sided noise power spectral density $N_0$. Thus, the noise variance is

$$\sigma_n^2 = \frac{N_0}{2} \quad (9.7)$$

As is common practice with this type of analysis, certain simplifying assumptions will be made. In particular, the matched filter is assumed to incorporate a rectangular bandpass filter that just encompasses the signal bandwidth. Furthermore, it will be assumed that the receiver is perfectly aligned with arriving symbols. While overly optimistic, these form a basis of comparison with the comparable analyses for traditional modulation schemes.
9.5.2 Receiver Analysis

For the receiver described in the previous section, we are interested in the voltage distribution on the sample-and-hold as a function of the symbol transmitted and the background noise. To determine this distribution, we will walk through the receiver and determine the distribution at each step.

The signal at the input of the filter is

\[ x(t) = s(t) + n(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (9.8)

where, as described previously, \( s(t) \) is identically zero when a space is transmitted and equal to a pulse function, \( s_m(t) \) that, for this analysis, is non-zero only within the duration of one symbol period. The noise, \( n(t) \), is AWGN with single-sided power spectral density of \( N_0 \).

The output of the filter is

\[ v(t) = (s(t) + n(t)) \ast h(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (9.9)

For a binary channel in AWGN, the matched filter provides the best discrimination between two deterministic symbol waveforms [98]. The impulse response, \( h(t) \), of such a filter is the time-reversed version of the difference between the two symbol waveforms. In the case of unipodal signalling, which one of the symbol waveforms is identically zero, the matched filter impulse response becomes simply a time-reversed version of the non-zero symbol waveform, namely

\[ h(t) = ks_m(T_S - t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (9.10)
where $k$ is an arbitrary scaling constant. In general, $k$ is not dimensionless; thus, while $k$ is arbitrary, we will refrain from assigning it a particular value and allow it to cancel naturally.

This signal at the output of the filter is the convolution of the input signal, $x(t)$, and the filter’s impulse response, $h(t)$.

$$v(t) = (s(t) + n(t)) \ast ks_m(T_S - t) \quad (9.11)$$

Since the filter is linear, this can be expressed as the sum of a symbol component and a noise component.

$$v(t) = v_s(t) + v_n(t) \quad (9.12)$$

$$v_s(t) = s(t) \ast ks_m(T_S - t) \quad (9.13)$$

$$v_n(t) = n(t) \ast ks_m(T_S - t) \quad (9.14)$$

The symbol component is deterministic and, when the symbol is a space, is identically zero. When a mark is present, the filter output at the sampling instant, $t = T_S$, is

$$v_m(T_S) = s_m(T_S) \ast ks_m(T_S - t)$$

$$= \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} s_m(t)ks_m(t)dt$$

$$= k \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} s_m^2 dt$$

$$= kE_m \quad (9.15)$$

where

$$E_m = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} s_m^2(t)dt \quad (9.16)$$
is the normalized energy in the mark.

Turning to the noise component, because the filter is linear and the input is Gaussian, the output is also Gaussian with a scaled mean and variance. Additionally, because the input noise is zero mean, the output is also zero mean. The variance of the output can be determined by multiplying, in the frequency domain, the input noise power spectral density and the frequency response of the filter.

\[
\sigma_s^2 = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{N_0}{2} |H(f)|^2 df \tag{9.17}
\]

Using Parseval’s theorem, the variance can then be written as

\[
\sigma_v^2 = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{N_0}{2} |H(f)|^2 df \\
= \frac{N_0}{2} k^2 \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} s_m^2(t) dt \\
= \frac{N_0}{2} k^2 E_m \tag{9.18}
\]

The net result is that the pdfs at the comparator input can be expressed by

\[
f_i(v) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma_v^2} e^{-\frac{(v-\mu)^2}{2\sigma_v^2}} \tag{9.19}
\]

where \(i = s\) for a space and \(i = m\) for a mark and

\[
\sigma_v^2 = \frac{N_0}{2} k^2 E_m \tag{9.20}
\]

\[
\mu_s = 0 \tag{9.21}
\]

\[
\mu_m = kE_m \tag{9.22}
\]
9.5.3 ROC for Pulse-based CCSS

Since the pdf of the signal at the comparator input, for this receiver, is zero-mean Gaussian for a space and non-zero mean Gaussian for a mark, both having the same variance, the distributions are typified by Figure 9.5.3. In a symmetric channel, the lowest overall bit error rate is achieved when the threshold is placed at the intersection of the two curves, indicated by the dotted line, making the individual bit error probabilities equal. In an asymmetric channel, however, the optimal threshold selection is usually different and should be determined via hypothesis testing. The details of this will be covered in the next section, but for a system based on Standard BBC, the optimal threshold is indicated by the dashed line.

The quantitative analysis of this system begins with mapping out the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC), which is a plot of the Probability of Detection, $P_D$, versus the Probability of False Alarm, $P_{FA}$. We will develop these relations parametrically.
When no mark is present, the detector will produce a false alarm if the threshold, $V_{th}$, is set low enough such that signal at the comparator input exceeds it. The probability of this occurring is

$$P_{FA} = P(v > V_{th}|\text{space}) = \int_{V_{th}}^{+\infty} f_s(v)dv$$ (9.23)

Similarly, when a mark is present, the detector will succeed in detecting it if the combined signal and noise is above the comparator threshold. The probability of this occurring is

$$P_D = P(v > V_{th}|\text{mark}) = \int_{V_{th}}^{+\infty} f_m(v)dv$$ (9.24)

These results can be expressed in terms of the $Q$-function [83], which is defined as

$$Q(x) \triangleq \int_{x}^{+\infty} Z(u)du; \quad x \geq 0$$ (9.25)

where, in turn, $Z(x)$ is the normalized Gaussian pdf defined as

$$Z(x) \triangleq \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}}e^{-\frac{x^2}{2}}$$ (9.26)

Because $Z(x)$, and therefore $Q(x)$, are normalized about the mean, positive values of $x$ represent values above the mean. Applying (9.25) and (9.26) to (9.23) and (9.24), the ROC can be expressed parametrically as

$$P_D = Q\left(\frac{V_{th} - \mu_m}{\sigma}\right)$$ (9.27)

and

$$P_{FA} = Q\left(\frac{V_{th}}{\sigma}\right)$$ (9.28)

Our final step, in this section, is to express the threshold voltage in a more meaningful way. An obvious choice is to express it as a fraction of the expected filter output
when a mark is present, which is $\mu_m$. Since the filter output voltage represents signal energy, this is analogous to expressing the decision threshold in terms of the nominal mark energy.

$$V_{th} = \alpha \mu_m$$
$$= \alpha k E_m$$  

(9.29)

At the same time, the SNR-per-bit, $\xi$, is given by

$$\xi \triangleq \frac{E_b}{N_0}$$  

(9.30)

which, combined with (7.13), yields

$$\frac{E_m}{N_0} = \eta \xi$$  

(9.31)

These, in combination with the relations in (9.20), allows us to express the parametric curves compactly as

$$P_D = Q((\alpha - 1) \sqrt{2\eta \xi})$$  

(9.32)

and

$$P_{FA} = Q(\alpha \sqrt{2\eta \xi})$$  

(9.33)

Note that, during this process, the arbitrary scaling constant, $k$, in the matched filter cancels out entirely.

Figure 9.5.3 shows the ROC plots for several values of mark SNR that span the region having probabilities of detection between 99.99% and 99.999% and false alarm rates between 10% and 50%. This is a region of practical interest when considering
expected BER performance of a pulsed-BBC system based on this receiver architecture.

9.5.4 Threshold Selection

Using the ROC curves from the previous section, we can quantify the expected performance as a function of both the threshold voltage and the SNR-per-bit, but we must still decide how the actual threshold voltage will be chosen. One option is to use the Bayes Criterion, but this requires not only knowledge of the a priori probability with which each symbol is transmitted, but also knowledge of the costs associated with making incorrect decisions. In fact, this criterion, applied to a channel that is
symmetric both in terms of probabilities and costs, leads directly to the choice of
the threshold that equalizes the individual error rates. In an asymmetric channel,
however, even when the symbol probabilities are known, the cost functions can’t be
assumed to be symmetric and are typically hard to determine sufficiently well. Fur-
thermore, in a CCSS system operating in a hostile environment, the attacker exerts
dominant control over the actual symbol probabilities seen by the receiver – although
that is not an issue in this particular analysis since only AWGN barrage jamming is
considered. Fortunately, another means of setting the threshold is available that does
not depend on a priori knowledge of the symbol probabilities, namely the Neyman-
Pearson Criterion.

In simplified terms applicable to this problem, the Neyman-Pearson Criterion
aims to achieve an optimal balance between the Probability of Detection, \( P_D \), and
the Probability of False Alarm, \( P_{FA} \). Normally, this would still involve a cost function
to quantify the tradeoff between fewer missed legitimate marks and having to deal
with more false marks. However, in this case, the cost of missing a legitimate mark
is so high and the marginal cost of a false mark so low, up to a limit, that we can
express the optimal operating point in very simple terms: Namely, the \( P_D \) should
be made as high as possible by lowering the threshold until the highest tolerable
\( P_{FA} \) is achieved. In theory, we could set the \( P_{FA} \) such that the decoder operated at
or near the critical mark density. However, this would require a decoder capable of
processing an arbitrarily large number of messages. Instead, we will choose to operate
the decoder at the limit of the threat model, which is a received mark density of 33%.

Because the legitimate mark density, particularly in a jamming environment, is
very low, we can achieve a received mark density of slightly, but acceptably, over
33% by setting the threshold so that the \( P_{FA} \) is 33%. This is achieved by setting the
threshold at

\[
V_{opt} = 0.4307\sqrt{\sigma_v}
\]

(9.34)
This is the optimal threshold depicted in Figure 9.5.3 by the dashed line. As is quite evident, being able to lower the threshold in this way significantly improves the $P_D$ compared to the symmetric channel’s optimal threshold. Furthermore, as the SNR-per-bit increases, the advantage becomes more pronounced because the threshold can remain the same, while the symmetric threshold must increase proportionately to keep the two error probabilities in balance.

Actually operating a receiver at the target threshold can readily be accomplished two ways. First, the threshold can simply be adjusted using some form of automatic gain control (AGC) so that the desired mark density is produced, on average. However, this approach offers a hook to the adversary who would strive to find low-energy ways to pull the threshold up enough to produce mark errors. Another approach would be to use a running statistic threshold [80], which would set the threshold for each packet to precisely the level required to produce a mark density, for that packet, that was as close to the target density as possible without exceeding it.
Chapter 10

Performance of Pulsed-BBC CCSS

In this chapter we will take the Receiver Operating Characteristic, ROC, developed in the previous chapter and use it to first develop a family of curves showing the effective bit error rate, BER, as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio on a per data bit basis (SNR-per-bit). To do this, we must first understand how to equate the packet loss rate (PLR) performance in an erasure channel, such as a CCSS system, to an effective BER applicable to an error channel, such as used by traditional spread spectrum systems.

With that done, we will be in a position to generate curves describing how our simple CCSS channel performs in the presence of AWGN barrage jamming. From there, it is a simply matter of overlaying these curves onto similar curves for comparable traditional spread spectrum systems.

Before beginning, we must acknowledge that, in the end, we will still be left with a somewhat apples-to-oranges comparison between systems. This is largely due to two considerations. First, as already noted, CCSS is intrinsically an erasure channel whereas the channels we are comparing it to are error channels. In typical networks, error channels are used to construct the lowest layers, such as the physical and data link layers. Somewhere around the network and transport layers, protocols are used
to turn the overall link into an unreliable erasure channel in which additional overhead information is added to the data stream and protocols, such as any of the variety of common automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocols are used to deal with lost packets, either through erasure coding, retransmissions, or a combination of the two. Since CCSS is already an erasure channel, it is much closer to being at the transport layer than most traditional physical layer transmission schemes. As a consequence, in order to compare the performance of the two directly, the comparison should be made at a level in the network stack where, from the perspective of the higher layers, the two can be treated as interchangeable black boxes. Such a comparison is beyond the scope of this dissertation and therefore we are left with using a fairly simple comparison based on the information theoretic channel capacities of the two and ignoring the impact of any additional overhead associated with the steps needed to make them truly equivalent.

The second consideration that makes direct comparison problematic, particularly for the simple pulse-based system analyzed here, is that traditional spread spectrum systems almost always use constant-envelope modulation schemes that transmit at a constant power output level (in terms of the signal envelope, which is a measure of the mean power output over a relatively short time period, such as one symbol or even one cycle of the carrier). The pulse-based CCSS system analyzed here has a very high peak-to-average ratio (PAR); for the typical system we have been using as our example, the ratio is roughly 1000:1. This poses a number of practical considerations, many of which were discussed in Chapter 9. Consequently, it could be argued that comparing a CCSS system to a traditional system at the same mean power output gives an unfair advantage to the CCSS system since it would be likely to be larger, heavier, and more expensive to produce. However, comparing them on the basis of peak power would similarly tilt the tables in favor of the traditional systems, since, for example, an amplifier that can generate 100W of envelope power continuously
would be larger, heavier, and more expensive than one that can produce 100W of peak power but is only called on to sustain 100mW of mean power. Therefore, we choose to ignore these considerations and perform the comparison based on mean power for the following reasons:

1. There is no reasonable way to determine where, in between the two extremes, the comparison should be made since it will be strongly dependent on the specific systems and applications involved.

2. Any comparison point chosen today would likely be unsuitable in the future as technological developments push the relative costs in favor of one or the other in largely unpredictable ways.

3. The analyses of traditional systems, at this level, almost always ignore practical considerations in the actual analyses, although they may be mentioned alongside (as we are doing here).

4. The analyses of traditional systems generally use mean power as the comparison point between the legitimate and hostile transmitters, even when considering hostile waveforms that possess high, even unrealistic, PAR values.

In the end, our analysis is therefore very similar to comparable analyses of traditional systems found in the literature; namely, we present a theoretical analysis that ignores practical constraints and leaves it up to the users of that analysis to apply appropriate bounds based on the constraints applicable to them.

10.1 Comparing Erasure and Error Channels

A BBC-based concurrent code system is intrinsically atomic at the message level, meaning that either an entire message is received, intact and error free, or the entire
message is lost. This makes the system an example of an erasure channel, as opposed to the more traditional error channel. Since, presumably, each message contains overhead information, such as sequence numbers, the system could employ any of the conventional ARQ (automatic repeat request) schemes in use today to identify and retransmit lost messages. Furthermore, like most conventional systems, suitable forms of FEC (forward error correction) coding could be used to recover lost messages based on the content of the received messages. In general, erasure codes are more efficient than the more general error correcting codes because error codes know which information was lost. For instance, the use of a single parity bit can detect all single-bit errors, but has no ability to correct them. But in an erasure channel, a single parity bit can be used to reconstruct any single-bit losses.

While the analysis in this dissertation ignores the potential impact of any error correction applied to any of the systems compared, the fact that CCSS uses an erasure channel and that conventional systems use error channels requires that the fundamental differences be taken into account. This is because error channels characterized by an expected bit-error-rate (BER), whereas erasure channels are characterized by an expected bit-loss-rate (BLR). Simply comparing the BER to the BLR does not form a valid comparison of the two. However, it is possible to convert a particular BLR into an information theoretic equivalent BER and thus provide a valid means of comparison.

In an error channel, each received symbol has some probability of containing an error. However, in the absence of additional forward error correction (FEC) coding, there is no way to distinguish which symbols do and which do not have errors. Thus, as the performance worsens, the BER approaches 50%. At this point, half of the received bits are actually correct, but there is no way to know which half; thus no information is conveyed at all.
In an erasure channel, each symbol is either received correctly or not received at all. In the case of BBC, the scope at which this occurs is the message, not the mark. In Standard BBC, if the receiver makes a mark error, then any message for any codeword containing that mark will be lost. Conversely, however, any message that the decoder successfully extracts from the signal has only a vanishingly small probability of containing any errors at all. Thus, if the BLR is 50%, then the half of the bits that are received still correctly convey useful information.

Since all of the information is obviously being conveyed when either the BER or BLR is 0%, these points are equivalent. Similarly, since complete loss of information conveyance occurs when the BER is 50% or the BLR is 100%, these points are equivalent. However, beyond being monotonic, the shape of the curve between these endpoints is not obvious. For that, we can draw upon the field of information theory and note that each channel, for a given error rate, has a particular channel capacity. We can then consider the performance of two channels equivalent if their channel capacities are equal. Thus, once a BLR is computed for a CCSS channel under a given set of conditions, it can be described as having the equivalent BER of an error channel having the same capacity.

For a binary symmetric channel with a bit error rate BER, the channel capacity \([9]\) is

\[
C_{\text{BSC}} = 1 - H(\text{BER})
\]  

(10.1)

where \(H(p)\) is the entropy function

\[
H(p) = -p \log_2(p) - (1-p) \log_2(1-p)
\]  

(10.2)

For a binary erasure channel with bit loss rate BLR, the channel capacity is

\[
C_{\text{BEC}} = 1 - \text{BLR}
\]  

(10.3)
Figure 10.1: Equivalence relation between binary erasure channels and binary error channels.

Setting the two expressions for channel capacity equal and solving for one error rate in terms of the other, the conversion from BEC error rate to an equivalent BSC error rate becomes

$$\text{BLR} = H(\text{BER})$$ (10.4)

Therefore, the inverse entropy function can be used to convert from a BBC bit loss rate to an equivalent bit error rate for a traditional system implemented using a binary symmetric channel. The mapping between the two channels is shown in Figure 10.1.

Since we are seldom interested in BERs of more than a few percent, we can take note from the mapping that BLR values below about 10% correspond to BER values approximately an order of magnitude less. Corresponding values for selected BET values are shown in Table 10.1. Thus, for example, to achieve a BER of 1%, we can tolerate a BLR of slightly over 8%. 
Table 10.1: Selected BLR vs. BER pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BER</th>
<th>BLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>91.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>46.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To appreciate the impact of using an error channel, consider its effect on our stock example, namely a Standard BBC codec using $L = 1000$-bit messages and $K = 30$-bit checksums. Including the pair of bookend marks, each codeword will nominally have 1,032 marks. If we fail to detect even a single mark, the entire packet will be lost. The probability that we will detect all 1,032 is simply the product of the probability of detecting each mark individually. Thus, the likelihood that we will codeword will be erases, which also becomes the BLR, is

$$BLR = PLR = 1 - P_D^{L+K}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10.5)

Solving this for a 1% BLR, we get a required $P_D$ of 0.9999903 (or a mark loss rate, MLR, of $1.1 \times 10^{-5}$). However, to achieve a BER of 1%, we only need to achieve a BLR of 8.1% and, to achieve that, we can tolerate a noticeably higher MLR of $8.2 \times 10^{-5}$.

10.2 Bit Error Rate Performance

The final step in the analysis is to combine the parametric equations so as to produce a plot of the BER as a function of the SNR-per-bit. The assumption in this analysis
is that the transmitter is configured to place a single message in each packet and to transmit them in a non-overlapping fashion. Under these conditions, each mark error places only a single message at risk. If these assumptions are not valid, then a single mark error could place multiple messages at risk, but since the transmitter has control over this, it is a reasonable assumption to make. For the basic BBC algorithm, if a single mark associated with a message is lost, the entire message is lost. It should be noted that more advanced forms of the BBC algorithm, particularly block-oriented BBC, encompass coding enhancements that permit a limited number of mark errors to occur before a message is lost. However, this analysis will remain limited to the basic algorithm. Thus, the probability of a message being successfully received is

\[ P_{msg} = P_D^N \] (10.6)

where \( N \) is the nominal number of marks in a message. The resulting bit loss rate is therefore

\[ BLR = MLR = 1 - P_{msg} = 1 - P_D^N \] (10.7)

To simplify things, we will assume that the detector threshold is always between 0 and \( E_m \). Note that this assumption is not necessarily valid in enhanced versions of BBC that permit the false alarm rate to be arbitrarily high, thus resulting in negative threshold values. For \( 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \)

\[ P_{FA} = Q(\alpha \sqrt{2\eta \xi}) \] (10.8)

and

\[ P_D = Q\left( (1 - \alpha) \sqrt{2\eta \xi} \right) \] (10.9)
Thus, the BER, taking into account the mapping from BLR to equivalent BER, as a function of the SNR-per-bit and the desired false alarm rate is

$$BER = H^{-1} \left( 1 - \left[ 1 - Q\left(\sqrt{2\eta \xi} - Q^{-1}(P_{FA})\right)\right]^N \right) \quad (10.10)$$

Note, in particular, that the SNR-per-bit is on a per-data-bit basis, and not on a per-mark basis. The impact of the additional marks associated with checksum bits or enhanced codec schemes, such as multimark BBC, are accounted for by means of the concurrency efficiency parameter, $\eta$.

The BER curves for 1000-bit pulsed-BBC messages with 30 checksum bits are shown in Figure 10.2 for several false alarm rates. The primary curve of interest is the 33% rate since this is the edge of the BBC threat model.
Because of the large message size (typically about 1000 bits) and the all-or-nothing nature of BBC at the message level, the underlying mark error rate must be well below one part in the message length before any appreciable number of messages start being received at all; this is an intrinsic artifact of BBC. Also shown are the BER curves for several traditional modulation schemes [83]. Because BBC is intrinsically all-or-nothing at the message level, the mark loss rate must drop well below one lost mark per number of bits in a message before meaningful numbers of messages are successfully recovered. However, once this occurs, the performance improves much more rapidly than for traditional symmetric channels because, as the SNR-per-bit improves, the discrimination threshold can remain fixed relative to the noise floor instead of needing to rise in order to reduce the space error rate on pace with the shrinking mark error rate.

10.3 Comparison of CCSS to FHSS and DSSS

Given the performance of pulsed-BBC in AWGN, it is a straight-forward exercise to determine the expected performance in the presence of barrage jamming in which an adversary broadcasts AWGN that has been bandlimited so as to match the spread-signal bandwidth. This can then be compared to the expected performance of existing systems.

Because the jamming noise is uncorrelated to the receivers noise floor, the total double-sided spectral noise density, within the signal bandwidth, becomes

\[ \frac{N_T}{2} = \frac{N_0}{2} + \frac{N_J}{2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10.11)
Substituting this into the equations above for $P_F A$ and $P_D$ and then rederiving the equation for the BER yields

$$\text{BER} = H^{-1}\left(1 - \left[1 - Q\left(\sqrt{\frac{E_b}{N_0} - \frac{E_b}{N_0} \left(1 + \frac{N_J}{N_0} - Q^{-1}(P_{FA})\right)}\right)\right]^N\right)$$

(10.12)

The mean power in the jamming signal is

$$J = N_J W$$

(10.13)

where $W$ is the bandwidth of the legitimate signal. Similarly, the mean power in the legitimate signal is

$$P = E_B R$$

(10.14)

where $R$ is the data rate. With these relations, the ratio of the spectral densities of the jamming noise and the receiver noise can be expressed as

$$\frac{N_J}{N_0} = \frac{E_b}{N_0} \frac{E_b}{N_J}$$

$$= \frac{E_b}{N_0} \frac{E_b}{N_J}$$

(10.15)

The net result is the following expected performance of pulsed-BBC, using a matched filter detector, in barrage jamming.

$$\text{BER} = H^{-1}\left(1 - \left[1 - Q\left(\sqrt{\frac{E_b}{N_0} - \frac{E_b}{N_0} \left(1 + \frac{N_J}{N_0} - Q^{-1}(P_{FA})\right)}\right)\right]^N\right)$$

(10.16)

The resulting curves are shown in Figure 10.3 for several different values of SNR-per-bit (and, again, this is on a per-data-bit basis). The 30dB curve is essentially at the asymptotic limit (for the range of BER values shown).
The independent variable, \((P/J)(W/R)\), in Figure 10.3 can be viewed from several perspectives. Most fundamentally, it is the ratio of the energy per bit in the signal to the mean noise power spectral density of the jammers signal, namely \(E_b/N_J\). Thus each curve traces out the BER performance of the system, at a given SNR-per-bit relative to the non-hostile noise, as the energy-per-bit in the legitimate signal increases relative to the jammer’s overall power spectral density over the channel bandwidth. However, this hides that fact that it also implicitly normalizes out the processing gain, in terms of jam resistance due to the spreading, since if the signal bandwidth, \(W\), increases then the average jammer power, \(J\), must increase by the same factor to stay at the same point on the plot and, hence, force the same BER. Another way to view the axis is as a cost-per-benefit index where the cost is the bandwidth required per data rate achieved \((W/R)\), divided by the benefit, which is the amount of mean
power the jammer must commit per unit of mean power employed by the legitimate sender \((J/P)\).

To compare the performance, against barrage jamming, of pulsed-BBC to traditional forms of spread spectrum, we can plot the performance curves of all three on a common set of axes. The performance of DS(BPSK)/SS in barrage jamming \([83]\) is

\[
BER_{DS} = Q\left(\sqrt{\frac{2}{K\left[\left(\frac{N_0R}{P}\right) + \left(\frac{J}{P}\right)\left(\frac{R_W}{W}\right)\right]}}\right)\tag{10.17}
\]

where \(K\) is a measure of the reduction in jamming signal power due to the pre-despreading filter. While this value might be as low as 0.903 for BPSK direct sequence, we will be conservative and assume it to be equal to unity, which it quickly approaches if the pre-despreading filter is much larger than the direct signal bandwidth or if minimum shift keying, MSK, is used as the underlying modulation scheme.

The performance of FH(BFSK)/SS, again in barrage jamming \([83]\), is

\[
BER_{FH} = \frac{1}{2} e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{N_0R}{P} + \left(\frac{J}{P}\right)\left(\frac{R_W}{W}\right)\right)}\tag{10.18}
\]

Plotting the curves is one thing, but meaningful comparisons require consideration of what the range of reasonable operating points on the \((P/J)(W/R)\) axis is, as well as what are reasonable values for the SNR-per-bit. The strict answer is, of course, that it depends on the specific situation and application. Having stated that, however, it can be observed that a commonly accepted rule-of-thumb is that SNR-per-bit values below about 10dB are only marginally useful whereas values in the range of 15dB are frequently quite usable, though significantly higher values are often needed, particularly in fading channels (which are not analyzed here). This rule-of-thumb appears to have originated in the early days of radar but also appears to still be useful for modern communication systems, including DSSS and FHSS. The degree to which it is applicable to a concurrent channel is not yet known, but it is at least
a starting point. Turning to the \((P/J)(W/R)\) axis, we note that if \(E_b/N_J\) is equal to \(E_b/N_0\), then the total SNR-per-bit is reduced by 3dB relative to the SNR-per-bit in thermal noise alone. Thus, if we choose 13dB as the SNRs involved, the total SNR-per-bit will be 10dB, which is the floor of our rule of thumb. The resulting comparison plot is shown in Figure 10.3.

Two curves each are plotted for all three systems, namely SNR-per-bit values of 13dB, the floor of the range of interest, and 100dB, which is essentially saying that noise in the receiver is negligible and that all performance degradation is due to the jamming signal. For \((P/J)(W/R)\), or equivalently, \(Eb/NJ\), values above approximately 8dB-per-bit, the performance of CCSS is between that of FHSS and DSSS. In addition to the above curves, two additional curves are plotted for CCSS. The first, with an SNR-per-bit of 16.5dB, achieves the same expected performance as the 13dB-per-bit direct sequence system at the \((P/J)(W/R)\) comparison point of 13dB. This
indicates that pulsed-BBC underperforms DSSS by about 3.5dB (at this point). The other curve, with an SNR-per-bit of 10.7dB, achieves the same expected performance as 13dB-per-bit frequency hop system at the same comparison point, indicating that pulsed-BBC actually outperforms FHSS (again, at this point).
Chapter 11

Demonstrators

11.1 Visualization Demonstrator

To better communicate the impact and degree of jam resistance afforded by concurrent codes a visual demonstration was developed that represents packet data as a Windows bitmap (BMP) file. The image is created by walking along the scan lines (which, for BMP files, begin in the lower left corner) and encoding each pixel white for a space and black for a mark. The program itself is ANSI-C compliant and, hence, cannot render the BMP file directly. Instead, once the BMP file is generated it may be opened in any of the readily available image viewers/editors (such as Windows Paint). In addition to viewing the packet data to gain an appreciation for how sparse and random the packet really is, the user can also modify the image to add additional marks. Once finished, they can use the program to retrieve the packet from the BMP file, decode it, and display any messages found.

The demonstration has proven very effective in conveying the concept and power of concurrent codes to numerous audiences consisting of people from both technical and non-technical backgrounds. In addition, a decoding log capability was added that permits graphing the number of calls to the hash function made at each step of the
decoding process. This acts as a good measure of the amount of effort performed by the receiver. Comparing this to the amount of effort predicted by the theory shows them to be in remarkably close agreement, as already shown in Figures 7.1.5 and 7.2.1.

To further improve the utility of the demonstration, Dr. Dennis Schweitzer\(^1\) developed a Java-applet \([101]\) that permits the User to perform all of these tasks using a single GUI. In addition, Dr. Schweitzer added a graphical representation of the decoding tree that clearly reveals the amount of additional work performed by the receiver as a function of the amount of corruption added by the attacker. The addition of this visualization element resulted in the somewhat startling realization of just how little additional work is forced on the receiver until the attack has become quite severe. While this is fully predicted by the theory, the degree and impact of it was not obvious until the tree could be visualized in realtime.

11.2 Sonic Demonstrator

While highly effective from many perspectives, the visualization demonstration is lacking in that it is not a tight analogy to the type of omnidirectional RF system envisioned as the eventual embodiment. To more closely model such a system in a way that still makes for a highly effective and portable demonstration, a sonic demonstration was also developed. The initial programs were developed jointly by Dr. Martin Carlisle\(^2\) and Capt. Sean Butler\(^3\) using digital signal processing algorithms provided by the author. This demo consists of two programs, a sender and a receiver. The sender takes a message and converts it to codewords one character at a time (each character is a separate message in terms of the codec) and produces a Windows

---

\(^1\)Director, Academy Center for Cyberspace Research (ACCR), United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, CO.

\(^2\)Professor of Computer Science, United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, CO.

\(^3\)Instructor of Computer Science, United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, CO.
Wave (WAV) file for that character and sends the file to the sound card. The result is a series of clicks emanating from the speaker. The second program records the sound present at the computer’s microphone until told to stop. It then processes the recorded waveform to produce a packet, decodes the packet, and displays the recovered messages (characters) on the screen.

The “clicks” produced by the sending program consist of a 2ms fragment of a 2.8kHz sinusoidal tone (which was later reduced to 1ms). The choice of tone frequency was arbitrary with one goal being to use a low frequency so that low sampling rates could be used while being high enough to get at least a couple of complete cycles per mark. The processing chain and algorithms, which were essentially common to both the sonic and the early RF demos, is described in detail in Section 11.4.

The resulting demo allows quite effective realtime demonstrations by using two computers to send messages simultaneously while a third listens to the clearly overlapping series of apparently random, but identical, clicks. In order to permit the receiving computer to distinguish which computer a given message came from, the most significant bit (msb) in each ASCII character is set LO for one sender and HI for the other (mimicking a digital signature).

In addition to demonstrating the basic jam resistance properties, this demo also demonstrates that synchronization is not a problem (none of the three computers were synchronized in any fashion) and that oscillator differences were not overly critical (at least to the degree that the oscillators on different computers of different ages from different manufactures varied).

While this demo has been highly effective, it is not without significant limitations. It works well in moderately quite environments (it does not require highly silent surroundings) but is easily overcome by background noise. Part of this is intrinsic to the use of the built-in microphones and sound cards, which have a very limited dynamic range, and also to the automatic gain control built in to the sound card drivers.
None-the-less, more robust performance should be possible by using longer message lengths and also by incorporating interior checksum bits to combat the intrinsically higher noise floors.

A second sonic demo was developed to more thoroughly demonstrate more realistic configurations. In this demo, messages were typically 128 bits long and generally encoded into 6400-bit codewords that were transmitted at 1000 baud, thus requiring 6.4 seconds to transmit an entire packet. This demonstrator proved particularly valuable on two occasions. On the first, a new computer was added to the set and none of the messages it transmitted could be recovered by the receiving computer. A manual examination of the captured waveform data showed that the two oscillators were mismatched by 0.65% resulting in the terminal symbols being misaligned by 41 symbol periods. It was in response to this that the means of compensating for significant oscillator mismatch was developed and implemented. On the second occasion, it was observed during one demonstration that multiple copies of the transmitted messages kept appearing in the decoded output despite the fact that measures had been taken to suppress duplicate messages from contiguous packets. Upon modifying the decoder to add time stamps to each extracted message, it was discovered that the duplicate messages were consistently delayed by 11ms, which closely matched the expected flight time of an acoustic signal bouncing off a nearby sound-absorbing divider. Thus there was a multipath signal arriving such that it overlapped the direct signal by 99.8%. Though completely inadvertent, this clearly demonstrated the intrinsic high immunity of concurrent channels to multipath fading.

11.3 RF Demonstrators

While the visualization and sonic demos serve useful purposes, the entire intent in developing CCSS was to add capability to RF communications. Thus, the workhorse
demonstrators are software-defined radios built around the Ettus Research USRP (Universal Software Radio Peripheral) radio hardware. As of this writing, these demonstrators are pulse-based and use a static and predefined mark pattern. Most of the work has used a mark pattern that is simply a static high value in the baseband signal, which equates to simple On-Off Keying (OOK) of an otherwise unmodulated carrier. Other mark patterns, including LFM chirps, have also been used.

The most commonly used detection method to date has been a software-defined radiometer. The basic processing chain is shown in Figure

The receiver normally samples the down-converted data stream at four times the symbol rate. A common approach has been to use a matched filter at this higher sampling rate and follow it by a radiometer at the actual symbol rate. The time constant of the radiometer is generally set to 1.5 symbol periods. When a running statistic threshold is not used, the radiometer output is passed through a Schmitt-trigger discriminator. Several variants have been explored, all successfully, though relative performance at the margin has not been evaluated.

In addition to tests conducted at the Air Force Academy, these radios were used to collect data at U.S. Naval Air Weapons Station, China Lake during counter-UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) demonstration exercises in 2009 [99] and 2010 [100]. In these exercises, one radio was configured as a waveform recorder and mounted in an Osprey UAV operated by a group from the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL), Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. Another radio served as the friendly ground station transmitting a BBC-encoded waveform using a 10W amplifier and configured so that the mean transmitted power over the course of a packet was 10mW. The third radio was configured as the jammer and cycled through sets of packets having different numbers of valid messages overlaid that produced packet densities ranging from 10% to 90%. This radio was supplied to a team from the Tactical Electronic Warfare
Division of the Naval Research Lab, Washington D.C., who fed the signal into their 150W amplifier.

Due to a variety of hardware and logistical difficulties that affected all three teams, the quantity and quality of the captured data was very limited. None-the-less, it was demonstrated that low packet loss rates could be achieved, over ranges measured in thousands of meters, in the face of jamming signals having more than three orders of magnitude greater mean power at the receiver. In fact, by correlating the packet arrival times with the aircraft ground truth data, the primary cause of or lost packets appeared to be the result of aircraft maneuvers that pointed the underbelly mounted whip antenna toward the friendly station, which is the direction of highest loss.

\section*{11.4 Receiver DSP Algorithms}

The signal processing that was developed for the sonic demonstrator was based on what was planned for the original RF demonstrator (which, at that time, was still some months in the future awaiting acquisition of suitable hardware). The original sonic demo sampled the PC's microphone at 8kSa/s while the pulses were nominally 2ms in duration, thus ideally sixteen samples were available for each pulse. In the early RF systems, the pulses were $1\mu$s in duration and the input was I-Q sampled at 4MSa/s, yielding four samples per pulse.

The nominal processing chain is shown in Figure 11.4. Although RF terminology is used, the diagram is quite applicable to the sonic demo, in which the role of the Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) was served by a PC's microphone. The wideband filter was automatically provided by the PC's sound card based on the sampling rate. The same was true in the RF demo.

Therefore, the first digital signal processing (DSP) block that was custom-written was the radiometer, which first converted each sample in the signal stream into value
Figure 11.1: Receiver processing chain used in sonic and RF demos

proportional to the instantaneous energy. In the sonic demo, each input sample was simply squared while in the RF system each pair of I-Q samples at the input were squared and the summed. The energy signal was then passed through a first-order infinite impulse response (IIR) filter of the form

\[ y[n] = \alpha x[n] + (1 - \alpha)y[n - 1] \]  

(11.1)

where \( \alpha \) was generally set to 0.25 for both systems, even though the sonic was working with the 2.8kHz carrier directly and the RF system was working with a baseband signal where the carrier had been downconverted to DC. It should be noted that parameters were intentionally not optimized since part of the goal was to demonstrate, if possible, the inherent ability to cope with sloppy tolerances.

The radiometer what followed with a Schmitt-triggered discriminator. The objective was to incorporate enough hysteresis so that once the radiometer output rose above the upper threshold, that the output would remain high through the variations while the mark signal was being received and not return to the low state until af-
ter the mark was complete and the radiometer had firmly decayed back to the level corresponding to a space. While this was quite beneficial in terms of the quality of the signal at the output of the discriminator, it didn’t possess any specific ability to address the symbol misalignment issue and seemed prone to making mark errors under certain conditions; though, in practice, it worked quite well.

Since the signal stream was being sampled at greater than the symbol rate, it needed to be decimated to match the symbol rate before being passed to the decoder. The first decimator looked at the $N$ samples out of the discriminator that spanned the symbol period and declared a mark if any of them were HI. While this appeared to work well, it was believed that it was vulnerable to mark errors due to both symbol misalignment and signal jitter.

The eventual solution (prior to the development of the running statistic threshold) was to decimate the signal before discriminating it using a peak detector running at the symbol rate. The peak detector simply produced the maximum of the most recent symbol window, which consisted of $S$ samples with $S$ generally being set to about $1.5N$. Thus, for the RF system which processed four samples per symbol, the value of each symbol was based on the largest of the most recent six samples. In a traditional system, this approach would be expected to produce unacceptable levels of intersymbol interference, but with a concurrent system it serves to greatly reduce the chances of a mark error while slightly increasing space error (i.e., false alarm) rate.

With the development of the peak-detecting decimator, there wasn’t much purpose to the discriminator’s hysteresis and therefore it was typically set to zero. At this point, all of these were combined into a single block that used two accumulators (since the peak-tracking period was typically longer than the symbol period. At the symbol rate, an accumulator and its associated counter were initialized to zero. Then, at the sample rate, the sample was converted to an equivalent energy (as previously
described) and compared to the contents of each active accumulator, replacing the value if it was greater. When an accumulator’s counter reached the number of samples in the symbol window, it was discriminated by a simple threshold to determine the mark/space state of the bitstream sent to the decoder.

The steps have been modified only slightly to incorporate the running statistic threshold. Instead of discriminating the accumulator and putting a static mark/space into the decoder’s data stream, the value of the accumulator is placed into the stream so that it can be discriminated against each threshold that applies to each individual packet that the symbol is a member of. It should be kept in mind that while a given symbol value will belong to \( C \) different packet frames, with \( C \) being on the order of one million, it will only be discriminated as needed and most packets will only require a small number of checks. Hence, the total number of thresholding operations is only a few times greater than the number associated with discriminating each sample once.
Chapter 12

Conclusion

12.1 Project Recap

This research indicates that concurrent code spread spectrum, and the theory of concurrent codes on which it is based, offers the ability to address potentially serious limitations in the field of jam resistant communications by eliminating the inherent key distribution difficulties associated with symmetric keys. The management and distribution of such keys, associated with traditional forms of spread spectrum as a consequence of the need for shared-secret spreading codes, is eliminated since CCSS dispenses with such secrets.

CCSS was not intended to perform better than traditional systems; in fact, it was expected that at least a modest amount of performance would have to be sacrificed as the price for addressing the key management problem. This dissertation demonstrates, at least in the specific case of barrage jamming and in the absence of error-correcting codes, that pulsed-BBC CCSS is expected to achieve a performance level somewhere between that of traditional frequency hop spread spectrum and direct sequence spread spectrum. This, in turn, indicates that the performance penalty associated with using concurrent code spread spectrum should be quite tolerable in
most applications. However, it must also be pointed out that BBC-based CCSS also comes with significant memory and processing burdens as well as latency issues associated with being intrinsically packet based. Fortunately, the processing requirements of BBC lend themselves to the application of high degrees of parallelism which can greatly reduce the latency involved. As always, these issues must all be considered when determining if CCSS is a suitable solution for a given application.

Fortunately, the processing and latency issues can be largely eliminated by using BBC in a hybrid mode in which a very limited number of BBC messages are used to effect a key exchange and then the exchanged session key is used to establish the shared-secret spreading code needed to continue the session using a traditional spread spectrum system.

Furthermore, CCSS offers the possibility of providing public-access systems a level of jam resistance comparable to that currently employed by shared-secret systems. However, much work remains to establish the viability of CCSS systems in actual practice. Perhaps most important, the basic analysis of the jam resistance of pulse-based CCSS needs to be extended to other forms of CCSS and to other forms of jamming. In addition, hardware implementations of the various CCSS options need to be designed, tested, and demonstrated.

12.2 Summary of Accomplishments

The BBC research project has contributed a number of accomplishments to the general body of scientific knowledge. From the standpoint of pure science, the most noteworthy is almost certainly a new coding theory, that of concurrent codes, that brings forth something that has not previously existed, namely a new family of superimposed codes that can be efficiently decoded. Given the disparate fields in which superimposed codes have found applications, despite not being efficiently decodable,
this potentially opens the door to many previously ill-suited applications. Supporting this new coding theory is considerable work on the behavior and characteristics of concurrent codes in general as well as the only existing concurrent code, namely BBC, including a security analysis.

From an applied science viewpoint, this work has again made possible something that has not previously existed, namely a means of attaining a jam-resistance omnidirectional radio link without relying on shared secrets. Again, much supporting work has been done both in analyzing the expected performance of concurrent code spread spectrum including a comparison to the performance of traditional spread spectrum systems in the presence of AWGN barrage jamming. In addition, considerable progress has been made in developing computationally efficient ways to implement a CCSS system in hardware, including efficient Golay correlators, running statistic threshold generators, task-specific hash functions, and highly parallelized decoders. Furthermore, numerous practical issues, as well as attack strategies, have been explored and each has been eliminated or mitigated through a variety of techniques ranging from algorithms for dealing with symbol misalignment and oscillator mismatch to decoder randomization and prioritization.

Beyond the theoretical development of both concurrent codes and concurrent code spread spectrum, several systems were developed to demonstrate these concepts ranging from simple visualization tools to sonic demonstrators that clearly showed the ability of the technology to work in high noise environments with simple and robust processing techniques. But, above all, radio frequency implementations were built that demonstrated all of the principal capabilities in real world environments, including airborne units flown on a naval weapons range and engaged by professional jamming systems.
12.3 Summary of Publications

To date, the BBC Research Project has published eight papers in the peer-reviewed literature and eight internal Air Force Academy technical reports. Peer-reviewed papers include two on concurrent coding theory and the BBC algorithm in general [25, 26], one on compensating for oscillator mismatch [76], one on the Inchworm concurrent hash function [79]. Other peer-reviewed papers focused on ancillary topics related to BBC, including two on visualizing concurrent codes or applying concurrent codes to visual cryptography [101, 102], and one on using concurrent codes in computer science education [103], and one on the lessons learned as a result of presenting this highly non-traditional and interdisciplinary topic to audiences from different disciplines and communities within those disciplines [104].

The Air Force Academy technical reports include the original paper on concurrent codes [24] and several subsequent tech reports on specific aspects of BBC including a security analysis of BBC [81], interstitial checksum bits [78], hardware implementation strategies [105, 82], the use of an efficient Golay correlator for mark detection [96], the running statistic threshold [80], and the UAV flight demonstrations at China Lake [99].

12.4 Independent Work Performed by Others

Three students at Auburn University have conducted research under the advisement of Dr. John Hamilton for which concurrent codes was central. Stephen Hamilton, while an M.Sc. student, implemented a PKI-based key exchange protocol using CAC-cards (Common Access Credential - also known as a “smart card”) over a BBC-encoded channel [106]. For his Ph.D. research, Derek Sanders developed a BBC-based medium access control (BBC-MAC) protocol for mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET) [107] that dynamically adapts the codec parameters in response to noise conditions.
His work demonstrated that such BBC-based protocols can be implemented and are effective at combating channel noise.

Mark Kuhr, in his Ph.D. dissertation [108], also explored the use of BBC in adaptive cross-layer MANET protocols. As part of his work, Dr. Kuhr measured the relative level of jam resistance of a standard 802.11g protocol stack to a BBC-based stack with telling results. In his measurements, the BBC-based system lost only 4% of packets at jamming levels several times what was needed to prevent any successful packet transfers in the 802.11g system. In another set of measurements comparing the performance of a system using a typical Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol to one that incorporated a BBC-enabled physical layer, he demonstrated that the BBC-enabled system maintained forwarding queues containing about a dozen packets under conditions that drove the standard system to have several hundred packets and become so far behind that usable routing tables couldn’t be maintained.

### 12.5 Potential Directions for Future Work

The spectrum of potential research topics related to concurrent codes is extremely rich and diverse. From an RF standpoint, numerous possible mark waveforms in addition to simple pulses have been identified, such as LFM chirps, frequency-time bins, and Golay sequences. The nominal performance of each of these needs to be analyzed. Similarly, detector options such as radiometers and Golay correlators need analytical attention. Likewise, a variety of practical issues, such as symbol misalignment and oscillator mismatch, need to have their effects quantified despite having been shown to be manageable. Then, for each combination of these that shows promise, optimal jamming waveforms need to be explored and analyzed. In particular, the feasibility of mark-erasure attacks requires attention for each of the mark/detector options.
Also of particular interest is the resistance to mark erasure in fading and multipath environments, especially those that result in echoes with sub-mark delays.

As noted in Chapter 10, the comparison to traditional spread spectrum techniques in this dissertation is not apples-to-apples, with some aspects biasing the analysis in favor of the traditional systems and others biasing it in favor of the concurrent code system. What is needed is to analyze communication systems based on each through a level of the stack at which they become black-box comparable as unreliable erasure channels.

In addition to the analyses described above, actual implementations of promising mark/detector combinations need to be realized, characterized, and compared to theoretical expectations. Included in this are field programmable gate array (FPGA) and application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) implementations of various parts of a concurrent codec. Of particular interest might be the signal quality requirements, such as linearity, of high power output amplifiers suitable for pulse-based BBC since, on the one-hand, the intended receiver may not require much linearity but regulatory requirements regarding spurious transmissions may be limiting factors.

On a broader front, CCSS has several potential applications that have barely been discussed, let alone explored in depth. Among these are radio-frequency identification (RFID), in which self-jamming is a known limiting issue. Another is the development of medium access control (MAC) protocols in which collisions are neither detected nor avoided, but simply tolerated. This work might build on the work already performed at Auburn University, or it might explore altogether different approaches.

From a basic science perspective, there are still many open questions, including whether other concurrent codes, besides BBC, can be created. One promising avenue involves identifying suitable Boolean monotone functions.
Clearly, the research landscape in concurrent codes is quite fertile and inviting both to researchers with a pure science interest as well as those with a strong inclination toward application development.
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Appendix A

Glossary of Terms

**attack packet** The collection of marks inserted into a packet by an attacker.

**attacker** The party attempting to prevent the receiver from receiving the sender’s message.

**autohallucination** A codeword that, by itself, covers other codewords.

**BBC** A concurrent coding algorithm based on sequential partial encoding/decoding.

**checksum bits** In BBC, zero bits that are appended to the end of a message or otherwise inserted into a message string prior to encoding. These serve much the same purposes as traditional checksum bits in other applications.

**codebook** The collection of all valid codewords.

**codec** In general, a device or algorithm that codes messages into codewords and decodes messages from packets.

**codeword** The binary encoding of a message that is to be transmitted.

**concurrent codec** A codec specifically designed to work with packets that contain concurrent codewords.
covered codeword A codeword all of whose marks are present in the packet being decoded.

critical density The packet density at which decoding is expected to produce an exponential number of terminal hallucinations.

density The fraction of marks in a codeword or packet.

hallucination A message produced by decoding a packet that was not intentionally inserted into the packet.

information bits In BBC, the bits of the padded message that can take on either value, as opposed to checksum bits which are always a known value of zero.

legitimate message A message that has been encoded and inserted into a packet by the genuine sender.

mark A binary symbol having (ideally) zero transmission error probability.

message A binary bit string that is to be conveyed from sender to receiver.

multiple access OR channel An environment were multiple codewords are combined via bitwise-OR.

packet A collection of concurrent codewords, i.e., codewords that have been combined in a multiple access OR channel.

receiver The intended recipient of a sender’s message.

rogue message A message that has been encoded and inserted into a packet by a hostile player (attacker).

sender The party attempting to send a message to a receiver (a.k.a., legitimate sender).
space  A binary symbol potentially having a significant transmission error probability.

terminal hallucination  A message that has survived the decoding process up to the point of decoding the checksum bits.

valid codeword  A binary bit string that can result from encoding a message.

valid message  A message that has been encoded and inserted into a packet, either by the genuine sender or by a hostile player (attacker) (i.e., not an hallucination).

working hallucination  A message that exists at some intermediate point in the decoding process.
Appendix B

Glossary of Symbols
Table B.1: Glossary of Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codec Parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L = message length (bits)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F = expansion factor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C = codeword length (bits)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K = number of terminal checksum bits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S = number of interstitial checksum bits per fragment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D = number of information bits per fragment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = number of padded message bits per encoding block</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = number of marks generated per encoding block</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q = number of marks that must be found to declare a block found</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codeword and Packet measures</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d = degree of codeword/packet (number of marks)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_c$ = codeword mark density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_p$ = packet mark density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance-related Parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_S$ = Messages sent by the legitimate sender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_A$ = Messages (or their equivalent) sent by the attacker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_R$ = Messages output by the receiving codec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_H$ = Messages that are hallucinations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta_A$, $\zeta_R$ = Relative effort of attacker/receiver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Expanded Explanations of Terms

This appendix provides fuller explanations of many of the terms used in this work and relates them to each other. While some of this is duplicated within the body of the text, it is believed that presenting them here in collected form will prove beneficial by minimizing the need to seek out the relevant descriptions within the text.

C.1 BBC Codec Parameters - L, F, C, K, S, D, B, Y, Q

A BBC-based codec, like many codecs, takes \(L\)-bit messages and generates \(C\)-bit codeword. As with error-correcting codecs, \(C\) is larger than \(L\) but, unlike error-correcting codes that use the additional bits to incorporate redundant information that can be used to detect errors and reconstruct the original codeword from a corrupted packet, in concurrent coding the additional bits are used to create sparseness in the codeword so as to accommodate the addition of undesired marks. None-the-less, a fair degree of common purpose, at least conceptually, exists and, like error-correcting codes, the greater the ratio between the codeword length and the message length, the greater the ability of the code to achieve its goal of recovering the correct message from a
corrupted packet. This is such a key factor in the capability of the code that it is the
dominant parameter in the performance of the code and is the expansion factor, $F$.

$$L \equiv \text{message length (bits)}$$

$$C \equiv \text{codeword length (bits)}$$

$$F = \text{expansion factor} \equiv \frac{\text{codeword length}}{\text{message length}} = \frac{C}{L}$$

The expansion factor is always based on the number of bits in the raw message
and does not reflect any additional bits added to the message prior to encoding.

Another key codec parameter is how many marks appear in each codeword. This
is defined as the degree, $d$, of the codeword (e.g., a codeword of degree 62 has 62
marks in it). Like the codeword length, this is best expressed in terms of the message
length, hence the mark factor, $s$, is the ratio of the nominal number of marks in the
codeword to the length of the original message.

$$s = \text{mark factor} \equiv \frac{\text{marks in codeword}}{\text{message length}} = \frac{d}{L}$$

In some contexts it is important to understand that a codeword may have a differ-
et actual degree than its nominal degree. This is particularly the case for stochastic
generating algorithms such as BBC that may produce degenerate marks (i.e., multiple
marks placed at the same location within the same codeword). Generally the context
of the discussion is sufficient to determine which meaning is relevant.

The BBC algorithm incorporates the ability to reject hallucinations as part of the
normal decoding process by appending checksum bits to the end of the message prior
to encoding it. The checksum bits are simply zero bits and are not dependent on
the contents of the message, however they place additional marks in the codeword
at locations that are a function of the entire message, and hence serve the same
purpose as checksum bits in more traditional contexts. The number of checksum bits, $k$, that are appended to the message determines what expected fraction of the terminal hallucination will survive to become hallucinations in the final message list for a particular packet density.

$$K = \text{number of zero bits appended to message to serve as checksum bits}$$

An extension of the basic BBC algorithm that permits the decoder to continue working with very dense packets is to partition the original message into a series of fragments and insert additional checksum bits to the beginning of each fragment. The parameter $S$ is the number of checksum bits that are prepended to each fragment prior to encoding. Like the checksum bits at the end of the message, the interstitial checksum bits are simply zero bits - a different name is used merely to distinguish the two. The parameter $D$ is the number of message bits in each fragment (the last fragment may have fewer if the message length is not an integral multiple of the fragment length).

$$S = \text{number of zero bits prepended to each message fragment}$$

$$D = \text{number of message bits in each (full) message fragment}$$

### C.2 Packet Parameters - P, M, $\mu$

A packet, $P$, is a collection of codewords (and/or packets) that have been combined by performing a bitwise logical-OR’ing of all the included codewords. Because of this,
codewords and packets share many of the same descriptors, including message load, \( M \), and mark density, \( \mu \).

The message load of a packet is the number of messages whose codewords have been combined to produce that packet. Depending on the context, it may include or exclude hallucinations.

The mark density is the fraction of bits in the codeword or packet that contain marks. In other words, it is the degree of the codeword or packet divided by the codeword or packet length.

\[
\mu = \text{mark density} \equiv \frac{\text{marks in codeword}}{\text{codeword length}} = \frac{d}{C} = \frac{d}{FL} \tag{C.1}
\]

In the case of individual codewords where the degree is dictated by the mark factor, this can also be expressed, at least as an expectation value, as

\[
\mu_c = \frac{d}{C} = \frac{Ls}{LF} = \frac{s}{F} \tag{C.2}
\]

C.3 Sender, Receiver, and Attacker - S, R, A

Most discussions will require three actors: a sender, a receiver, and an attacker. We could use the archetypical actors Alice and Bob from the cryptographic community, adding in the less-well-known Mallory as our malicious, active attacker, but we have chosen not to. As such, parameters will frequently be subscripted with an \( S \), an \( R \), or an \( A \) to indicate that they apply to the sender, receiver, or attacker respectively.

C.4 Attacker and Receiver Effort - E, \( \zeta \)

The end goal of much of the analysis in this work is to compare the amount of effort that the attacker can force the receiver to perform as a function of the amount
of energy expended in the attack. As in most other treatments of communications jamming we will normally want to, at least eventually, normalize the receiver’s effort to the amount of effort they would expend if there were no jamming to contend with.

Our definition of energy, \( E \), is necessarily rather abstract so as to establish a well defined measure that can be applied consistently to the various concurrent codecs being analyzed, but the intent is that the relevant effects in practical applications should scale approximately in accordance.

The relative energy used by the attacker is defined as the ratio of the marks in the attack packet to the marks in the sent packet. In transmission schemes such as pulse-based ultra-wideband, this definition is particularly appropriate. In other schemes it may be less so.

\[
\zeta_A \equiv \frac{E_A}{E_S} = \frac{d_A}{d_s} = \frac{\mu_A}{\mu_S} \quad (C.3)
\]

The relative energy required by the receiver is defined as the ratio of the computational work needed to extract and process all of the messages (\( M_R \)) to the amount of computational work that would be required if no jamming were taking place (\( M'_R \)). In most cases, \( M'_R \) will be equal to the number of genuine messages sent (\( M_S \)). Our proxy for computational effort will be the number of messages that are contained in a packet, hence

\[
\zeta_R \equiv \frac{M_R}{M'_R} = \frac{M_R}{M_S} \quad (C.4)
\]

Depending on the details of the codec, the relevant point at which to measure \( M_R \) may not be at the codec’s output. In general, it will be at the point in the processing chain that dictates the capacity limits.
Appendix D

Running Statistic Threshold

The running statistic threshold is a data structure that has been developed to enable a BBC receiver to quickly update the threshold value that corresponds to a particular packet density. Details regarding the theory and implementation can be found in [80]. The discussion here is only intended to familiarize the reader with the general concept and mechanics involved.

The running statistic structure is built on a common data structure known as a “heap”, which is also known as a “priority queue”. First we will look at a typical heap and see how it is maintained. Then we will explore how two heaps can be combined to track a particular statistic, such as the 33rd percentile.

A heap is a tree structure in which the only requirement is that each node be at least as large as any of its children (or, equivalently, be no larger than its parent). This guarantees that the root node is largest value in the structure; being more precise, it guarantees that there are no other nodes in the tree that are larger than the root node, since there may be others that are just as large. Its important to understand that this about is all that can be said about a heap structure, other than that the smallest value (or one of them, if there are ties) is in one of the leaf nodes. In particular, as Figure D illustrates, it is entirely possible for one of the leaf nodes to be just as large
as the root node without violating the heap’s constraints. In other words, a node’s position in the tree tells us almost nothing about the relative order of that node in sorted list of the heap’s contents.

Typically, because of the applications that heaps usually find themselves in, the root node is removed and replaced with a new value. That new value may or may not be as large as its children. If it is, then the heap is still valid, but if it isn’t, then the heap must be “healed”. This is done by comparing the new value of the node to the largest of its children and, if it is smaller, swapping them. By only looking at the larger of the children, we are guaranteed that the new value of the parent is at least as large as the other children and, hence, no further swaps involving it will be necessary. However, if a swap occurs, then the node were the new value was put may still be smaller than one of its new children. The process of comparing to the largest of the children as swapping, if necessary, is continued until a swap is not needed (or until the value has “sunk” to a leaf node). Once this happens, the tree is healed and represents a valid heap structure once again.

In a running statistic threshold, we are only interested in using the value of the root node, not in removing it. Instead, as the packet window moves along the data
stream, we are interested in removing the oldest node and replacing it with the newly
added node; therefore the node that is updated could be located anywhere within
the structure. The only modification this requires is that the new value may have to
“rise” or it may have to sink. If it needs to rise, it will only need to rise to its proper
location while if it needs to sink, it will only need to sink. In other words, once the
direction of travel is determined, no (further) checks related to the other direction
need be made. The simplest check is to see if the new node must be swapped with
its parent. If it does, swap the nodes and check the new node against its new parent,
swapping if necessary, until the heap is healed. If it doesn’t have to be swapped with
its initial parent, then we must check to see if it must be swapped with the largest of
its initial children and, if so, proceed as described previously to heal the heap.

Up to this point, we have talked about using a heap in which the root node is the
largest value stored in the heap. However, we can reverse this as have it represent
the smallest value in the heap by simply requiring that each node be no smaller than
its parent (or, equivalently, no larger than either of children). We will call the former
heap structure a “maximal heap” and the reversed structure a “minimal heap”.

No consider the structure shown in Figure D. Here we have combined a maximal
heap on the bottom and a minimal heap on the top. They share a common root node,
which is the node identified as the threshold. The processing is identical to what has
been described previously with the additional being that if a node in the lower heap
rises to the threshold, then we must switch over and see if it must continue to rise
in the upper heap as well. Similarly, nodes that fall to the threshold node from the
upper heap may need to continue falling into the lower heap.

To set the threshold at a particular statistic, all that is necessary is to partition
the nodes correctly between the two heaps. In the case of standard BBC, the desired
threshold is the one that results in the packet density being as close to 1/3 without
exceeding it. Since there is one node for each bit in the packet, the lower heap
Figure D.2: Dual heap structure used in the running statistic threshold.

(including the threshold node) should contain

$$N_L = \left\lceil \frac{2}{3} C \right\rceil$$  \hspace{1cm} (D.1)

nodes with the remainder going in the upper heap.

The criterion for determining if a particular bit in the packet is a mark is whether its value exceeds the threshold; it is important that values that are equal to the threshold be considered spaces. To see why this is true, consider a structure in which every node has the same value. If equality with the threshold was the criterion, then the resulting packet would have a density of 100%, which would overwhelm the decoder. Instead, in this case, we want the packet to have a density of 0%. By using the strictly-greater-than criterion, the threshold is truly a percentile in that only those packet bits that are at or above the 2/3 percentile (using the partition described here) will be counted as marks.
As might already be apparent, we need to keep track of not only the values of the nodes, but also what position in the packet they correspond to since we have to remove the oldest and replace it with the newest. The cleanest way to do this is with three arrays. One array stores the time-ordered values of the received bit stream. In most implementations, this will likely be a ring register holding a few packets worth of data to maximize resource availability to the various parts that need to read and write to the packet buffer. A second, parallel array would stored indices into the heap structure to the node corresponding to the value in the first array. The heap structure itself would not store the actual node values, but rather an index back to the two parallel array. Taken together, this results in a statically allocated doubly-link list.

With regards to the implementation of the heaps themselves, the recommended approach is to place the heaps in two adjacent arrays with one heap going forward in memory from the root and the other going backward (i.e., using negative indices). The nodes of the heap are stored one level at a time. The addressing then becomes very straight-forward (see [80] for details). For example, given the node in position \( n \), the two children are at locations \( 2n + 1 \) and \( 2n + 2 \). Similarly, the parent is located at \( (n - 1)/2 \) (provided integer division is used).
Appendix E

Q-Function

The Q-function is widely used in the communications and other communities, but is probably unfamiliar to many readers. The definition of the Q function is

\[
Q(x) \triangleq \begin{cases} 
\int_x^{+\infty} Z(u)du; & x \geq 0 \\
1 - Q(-x); & x < 0
\end{cases}
\] (E.1)

where \(Z(x)\) is the normalized Gaussian probability density function (pdf) defined by

\[
Z(x) \triangleq e^{-x^2/2}/\sqrt{2\pi}
\] (E.2)

Most readers are probably familiar with the pdf for a Gaussian having mean \(\mu\) and variance \(\sigma^2\), namely

\[
f(v) = \frac{e^{-(v-\mu)^2/(2\sigma^2)}}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}}
\] (E.3)

Thus, it is clear that the Z-function is merely the pdf of a zero mean Gaussian having unity variance. With this in mind, the value returned by \(Q(x)\) is the probability that a Gaussian random variable will take on a value greater than \(x\) standard deviations from the mean. For clarity, note that if \(x < 0\), then the probability will be greater
than 1/2 because $x$ will lie below the mean and $Q(x)$ is the probability that the random value is greater than $x$.

For readers that need to evaluate the $Q$-function but do not have access to a mathematical tool that supports this function, several approximations exist. Two in particular may be found in [83]. For those that have access to tools supporting the standard error functions, such as most spreadsheet programs, another alternative is to note that the $Q$-function is merely a rescaling of the complementary error function, defined as

$$erfc(x) \triangleq 1 - erf(x) \quad (E.4)$$

where

$$erf(x) \triangleq \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_0^x e^{-t^2} dt \quad x \geq 0 \quad (E.5)$$

Straightforward manipulations yield

$$Q(x) = \begin{cases} 1 - \frac{1}{2}erfc \left( \frac{x}{\sqrt{2}} \right) & x < 0 \\ \frac{1}{2}erfc \left( \frac{x}{\sqrt{2}} \right) & x \geq 0 \end{cases} \quad (E.6)$$

and

$$Q^{-1}(y) = \begin{cases} \sqrt{2}erf^{-1}(2y) & 0 \leq y \leq 0.5 \\ -\sqrt{2}erf^{-1}(2(1 - y)) & 0.5 < y \leq 1.0 \end{cases} \quad (E.7)$$
Appendix F

Superimposed Codec

Characteristic

The performance of a generic superimposed concurrent codec can be estimated using the following assumptions:

1. Messages are \( L \)-bits long.

2. Codewords are \( F \) times the length of a message.

3. There are \( \eta \) message bits per codeword mark.

4. The “cost” incurred by a receiver is proportional to the number of complete messages decoded.

5. The “cost” incurred by a transmitter is proportional to the number of marks transmitted.

6. Attack packets are generated by superimposing complete messages.

7. Codewords are independent of each other.
All but the first two assumptions are problematic to varying degrees. Depending on how codewords are assigned, some messages may have more marks than others, thus $\eta$ may not be a fixed value. We will assume that it either is or is at least a good approximation. The cost assumptions are quite arbitrary, but anything more realistic requires knowledge of the details of a particular implementation or operating environment; however, many of the real costs will be more-or-less proportional to these costs, and therefore they serve as a useful abstract metric. The assumption that attack packets are produced by superimposing complete messages probably does not represent the optimal attack strategy, but it is the only reasonable assumption that can be made for a generic superimposed codec; given a particular encoding algorithm, it is almost certainly the case that somewhat better attack packets can be crafted by assembling them on a mark-by-mark basis, but any practical encoding scheme will have to limit the relative effectiveness of such optimal packets to being only modestly better than random message attack packets. Finally, assuming that all of the codewords are independent of each other is almost certainly not reasonable; if it were, then the only way to decode the packet would be via a brute force exhaustive search of the message space. However, the analysis for such a “random codebook” still provides a benchmark against which practical coding schemes can be compared.

The performance characteristic we are using relates the relative receiver workload, $\zeta_R$ to the relative attack energy, $\zeta_A$. The relative receiver workload is the ratio of the number of complete messages processed by the receiver while under attack to the number processed otherwise; thus

$$\zeta_R = \frac{M_S + M_A + M_H}{M_S}$$

$$= 1 + \frac{M_A}{M_S} + \frac{M_H}{M_S}$$

where $M_S$ is the number of messages transmitted concurrently by the legitimate transmitter, $M_A$ is the number of rogue messages transmitted by the attacker, and $M_H$
is the number of hallucinations produced by the packet. Note that we are assuming that any hallucinations are the result of the attack packet; while not guaranteed, it is reasonable to assume that any encoding scheme that routinely produces hallucinations while not under attack would be be considered acceptable in a practical implementation.

The relative attack energy is the ratio of the number of marks transmitted by the attacker to those transmitted by the legitimate sender, which is equivalent to the ratio of the transmitted packet densities, namely

$$
\zeta_A = \frac{\mu_A}{\mu_S}
$$

(F.2)

Note that this ratio is not the same as the ratio of the number of attack messages to the number of legitimate messages. In general, the attack packet density will be sufficient to result in a significant number of mark collisions, thus permitting more messages to be loaded into the packet per mark than than the legitimate sender.

We need to express $M_A$ and $M_H$ in terms of $\zeta_A$ and the codec configurations parameters, $L$, $F$, $\eta$, and $M_S$. First, we’ll look at $M_A$ and then turn our attention to $M_H$. The number of messages in the attack packet (recall that we are assuming that the attack packet is generated by superimposing $M_A$ complete messages in order to achieve an attack packet density of $\mu_A$) is directly related to the number of independent marks, $N_A$, that the attacker can use and is

$$
M_A = \frac{\eta N_A}{L}
$$

(F.3)

The number of independent marks and the corresponding codeword/packet density is given by (7.5) as

$$
\mu = 1 - \left(1 - \frac{1}{C}\right)^N
$$

(F.4)
where \( C \), the number of bits in a codeword, is equal to \( LF \). Inverting this to determine the number of marks as a function of the packet density yields

\[
N = \frac{\ln(1 - \mu)}{\ln \left(1 - \frac{1}{LF}\right)} \quad (F.5)
\]

We therefore have

\[
M_A = \frac{\eta N_A}{L} \quad (F.6)
\]

\[
N_A = \frac{\ln(1 - \mu_A)}{\ln \left(1 - \frac{1}{LF}\right)} \quad (F.7)
\]

\[
\mu_A = \zeta_A \mu_S \quad (F.8)
\]

\[
\mu_S = 1 - \left(1 - \frac{1}{LF}\right)^{N_S} \quad (F.9)
\]

\[
N_S = \frac{M_SL}{\eta} \quad (F.10)
\]

and bringing all of these together yields

\[
M_A = \left(\frac{\eta}{L}\right) \frac{\ln \left(1 - \zeta_A \left[1 - \left(1 - \frac{1}{LF}\right)^{M_S L \eta} \right]\right)}{\ln \left(1 - \frac{1}{LF}\right)} \quad (F.11)
\]

The expression for \( M_H \) can be obtained by noting that, for a randomly picked message, the probability that its codeword will be completely covered by the packet will be

\[
\Pr(M \text{ is covered}) = \mu^N \quad (F.12)
\]

where \( \mu \) is the packet density and \( N \) is the number of marks in the codeword. We will assume that the received packet density is the same as the attack packet density – meaning that we assume that the attack packet density is much greater than the density of the legitimate packet. As long as the legitimate packet density is only a few percent or less, the impact of this assumption is negligible. Proceeding with this
assumption and noting that there are $2^L$ codewords in the codebook, the number of hallucinations is

$$M_H = 2^L \mu_A \left(\frac{\zeta}{\eta}\right)$$  \hfill (F.13)

combined with prior results, this yields

$$M_H = 2^L \left(\zeta A \mu S\right)^{\frac{\zeta}{\eta}}$$

$$= \left(2 \left(\zeta A \mu S\right)^{\frac{1}{\eta}}\right)^L$$

$$= \left(2 \left(\zeta A \left[1 - \left(1 - \frac{1}{LF}\right)^{\frac{MSL}{\eta}}\right]\right)^{\frac{1}{\eta}}\right)^L$$  \hfill (F.14)

Bringing everything together and recalling that we want

$$\zeta_R = \frac{M_S + M_A + M_H}{M_S}$$

$$= 1 + \left(\frac{1}{M_S}\right) (M_A + M_H)$$  \hfill (F.15)

we have

$$\zeta_R = 1 + \left(\frac{1}{M_S}\right) \left(\frac{\eta}{L}\right) \ln \left(1 - \zeta A \left[1 - \left(1 - \frac{1}{LF}\right)^{\frac{MSL}{\eta}}\right]\right) +$$

$$\left(\frac{1}{M_S}\right) \left(2 \left(\zeta A \left[1 - \left(1 - \frac{1}{LF}\right)^{\frac{MSL}{\eta}}\right]\right)^{\frac{1}{\eta}}\right)^L$$  \hfill (F.16)

The characteristic is shown for several values of $F$ in Figure F.1. Each curve is plotted with $L = 1000$, $\eta = 1$, and $M_S = 1$. While certainly not obvious from (F.16), the value of $L$ has negligible effect once it becomes greater than a few hundred bits.

Close examination of the curves in Figure F shows the following general behavior: The curves lie essentially on top of the characteristic for a one-hot codec until just shortly before they go singular, at which point they begin a very mild rise above that
Figure F.1: Generic Superimposed Codec Characteristic.

bounding curve. This rise is due to the increase in the number of attack messages that can supported in a packet on a per-mark basis as the density grows and mark collisions occur with greater frequency. The vertical wall that each curve (other than the one-hot curve) terminates in is due to the explosion of hallucinations once a density of 50% is reached. Prior to that density, there are practically no hallucinations to speak of since they are suppressed exponentially while above that density they grow exponentially.